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PREFACE

In the area of advertising research, the Management and Personel), Directorate for
opportunity to develop a controlled experiment Accession Policy, provided continued guidance
and implement it in the field is rare indeed. Few, and support. I am especially grateful to Dr. W.S.
if any, private sector companies could undertake Sellman, Captain Louise C. Wilmot, and
such an ambitious project and sustain, over a Lieutenant Colonel John A. Ford, the project
period of several years, a research team and manager, from that office. Together, they served
operational infrastructure to ensure its successful as a catalyst in gaining the cooperation of those in
completion. the many participating DoD organizations. In

addition, Dr. Sellman and Lieutenant Colonel
This report represents the efforts of Ford made many contributions to the several

participants from a broad spectrum of Department drafts of this final report that improved
of Defense (DoD) organizations, and from several immeasurably its appearance and readability.
contractors serving in a supporting role.
Limitations on space and, candidly, my ability to Members of the Defense Manpower Data
recall the respective contributions of all those Center (DMDC), especially Mr. Robert C.
involved in this four-year project do not permit Brandewie, Ms. Helen Hagan and Ms. Lynn
complete recognition here. Yet, this in no way Prince, provided much needed technical support
lessens my appreciation for their effort. I do in processing and retaining many of the data bases
want, however, to take particular note of a few used in the analysis phase of this experiment
individuals who deserve special recognition for Through the efforts of these individuals, DMDC
their efforts. will serve as the permanent repository of all data

collected "4V
Representatives in the Military Services were

confronted with some of the most challenging In total, 72 media markets (i.e., collections of
aspects of this experiment. It was their charge to counties forming media areas defined by the
execute the experimental design in the field and to Arbitron Company) from a universe of 214
supply extensive data sets on the several measures possible markets were used in the experiment. I
used to evaluate the field experiment. By one wish to extend my appreciation to the analysts at
count, more than 480 separate data submissions the RAND Corporation, especially Dr. Michael
were required throughout the course of this Polich, in providing the initial technical support to
experiment. Their cooperation and level of choose a set of statistically balanced media -,"" %

professionalism contributed immeasurably to this markets.
project's success.

Miss Phoebe Weiner and her staff at PEP
From its original conception almost four years Systems, Inc., were responsible for collecting

ago, through completion of this final report on the and processing the many files obtained from the .
field experiment, representatives from the Office Military Services and their advertising agencies
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force covering the media activity in each of these 72
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mark~etsMs Lynn Lucchetti, Director of the Joint
Recruiting Advertising Program (JRAP), was

In addition to the analytical support provided instrumental in executing successfy the field
by the Wharm Center, Dr. Ambar Rao and his experiment's media plans developed for JRAP.
colleagues at OR/MS Dialogue deserve much Her strength of personality and spirit of
credit for their innovative analysis and insights cooperaon were admirable assets.
into the findings offered throughout the many
phases of this project. Every precaution was taken to ensure

accuracy, but any errors in the analysis, findings,
Extensive management and logistical support and interpretations leading to the conclusions and

was provided by CACI International Inc., and I rdations depicted in this report remain
am especially grateful to Mr. Dan Huck, Director the sole responsibility of the author and the
of Market Analysis of CACI, and Mr. Jerry Wharton Center.
Allen, formerly of CACI, for their extensive
assistance Mr. Huck and his staff were
responsible for the typing and printing of this Vincent Carroll
report, as well as several earlier documents The Wharton Center for Applied Research
having to do with various phases of the project. July 1987
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document describes the formulation and source of controversy among the Services, the
execution of a DoD-sponsored field experiment to Office of the Secretary of Defense, and the
test the effect of advertising on enlistments under Cl-ngress. While no one disputes the fact that

% %alternative budget levels. It reports the research advertising remains an important component in
findings and addresses their potential budget the recruiting resource mix, differences exist over

implcatins.the absolute level of advertising required and the
The DoD Advertising Mix Test, implemented shares that should be allocated to the individual

as an experiment in Fiscal Year (FY) 1984, Services and the Joint Recruiting Advertising
revealed that those geographic areas subject to an Program (JRAP). In FY 1981, for example, the
approximate 40-percent budget reduction in total Congressional Budget Office (CBO) recoin-
advertising produced enlistment results equal to, mended significant increases in the JRAP with
and occasionally better than, other geographic concurrent reductions in Service-specific
areas unaffected by budget reductions. More- advertising. This CBO study sparked a dialogue
over, in explaining the enlistment performance of between the Secretary of Defense and the Military
those geographic areas subject to large total Services about the level and mix of individual
budget reductions, differences in the share of the Service and Joint advertising.
total budget allocated to Joint advertising appear During these discussions, it became apparent
to be a contributing factor, that additional research was needed and that an

Setting budget policy based solely on the actual field experiment represented the best
empirical findings of the field experiment, approach. A field experiment was chosen
however, does not take into account changes that because, while logistically complex to implement, .~
may have occurred in enlistment requirements, in it overcame the difficulties of attempting to use
the level and mix of other recruiting resources historical data not well suited to forming an
(e.g., bonuses, pay, recruiters) or in changes in empirical basis for validating present or proposed
overall market conditions from the period of the advertising spending levels.
experiment (FY 1984) to the present. These
factors may affect the level of future advertising OBJECTIVE OF THE FIELD
spending, but not necessarily the proportion EXPERIMENT
allocated to the Joint program. The research
findings suggest that the pattern of growth in Thus, a field experiment was designed and
Service-specific advertising during the past subsequently implemented to generate reliable,%
decade need not continue and could be reversed quantitative data on the contribution of advertising
without adverse impact on recruiting. to the enlistment process. More specifically, the

then-Assistant Secretary of Defense for
REASONS FOR THE FIELD Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics, Dr.

EXPERIMENT Lawrence J. Korb, stated that the experiment was
expected to make a significant contribution in

Since the advent of the all-volunteer force, determining the optimum level and mix of
recruitment advertising spending has been a Joint/Service-specific recruitment advertising for

ES- I
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achieving active, enlisted, non-prior service ES.2. Although not a complete representation of
recruiting goals. the many spending combinations represented in

The results of the experiment bring us con- the original design, this truncated design
siderably closer to answering this critical permitted testing of budget mixes relevant to
question. Yet, limitations on resources and restric- future debates about advertising spending. From
dons on the design of the field experiment do a statistical perspective, however, it did not permit
pose legitimate questions as to how far one can the use of classical two-way analysis of variance
extend the findings to derive, with an acceptable to isolate the factors that may contribute to
degree of confidence, point estimates of the differences in enlistment response (as well as
optimum level and mix of Joint and Service- other measures) across the test cells. As an , ,

specific advertising. However, evidence gathered alternative, the empirical findings from this field
from the experiment does show that a reduced experiment were derived primarily through cross-
level of advertising spending would not adversely sectional regression analysis. This statistical
affect recruiting performance. approach for the truncated design proved adequate

to develop and validate the empirical findings of
DESIGN OF THE FIELD EXPERIMENT the field experiment.

The geographical units comprising the
To respond to the stated objective, the experimental design were Areas of Dominant

Department of Defense designed a field experi- Influence (ADIs) developed by the Arbitron
ment. The original concept was to implement a Ratings Company. These 214 ADIs, collectively
"full factorial design"; that is, one in which many covering the entire United States, consist of
feasible combinations of advertising spending county groups reflecting predominant local
levels and mix categories were tested. In essence, television viewing patterns. Cell Blue depicted in
this involved test cells with three levels of Joint Figure ES.2, for instance, consisted of fourteen
advertising spending and three levels of Service- ADIs, comprising about eight percent of the
specific advertising (nine test cells total). enlistable population. These fourteen ADIs were

As shown in Figure ES., the original design geographically dispersed throughout the nation to
considered a greater range of budget combinations avoid any contamination from purely regional
than were eventually executed. The original effects. The ADI markets selected for each test
design, had it been implemented, would have cell were statistically matched (balanced) on a
provided a much richer database and would have number of variables, including size of population,
permitted additional statistical analyses. This, in enlistment rates, unemployment, and enlistment
turn, would have allowed for more cross- propensity. '.Q-ancing the ADI markets within a
validation of the findings presented in this report. test cell limited the confounding influence of non-

Because of the difficulty and cost involved in advertising factors in subsequent analyses.
implementing such a design, the parties com- Lastly, for costs and administrative consider-
promised on a four-cell design that included ations, a matched subset of the original control
matching low and medium levels of Service cell (White) was devised. This new control cell,
expenditures with low, medium and high levels of consisting of 31 ADIs, was identified as Cell
Joint advertising spending as depicted on Figure Yellow.

ES-2
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Figure ES.1 Proposed Nine-Cell Test Design Concept

Joint Advertising Budget Levels

4U Lower-Joint ~-Current-Joint

co*Current-Service Current-Service~

Lower-Service Lower-Service

Note Carde. Achenbaumn and Asciates proposed the above ine-ceDl design,
omponents of which were actutally inplemnsated in the field as depited in

the following Figure 1.2. Cells containing diagonal lines were not par of .

tie actual tent implemented in the field.

Figure ES.2 Actual Four-Cell Design Implemented in the Field

Joint Advertising Budget Levels
440

!M!a Lower Current Higher

*GreenWht

.4 N

. .. Bu e

Note: percentages represent the proportion of 17-21-year-old males residing in the
ADIs covered by the respective cells. Dollar amounts reflect simulated national
spending levels in each cell for Service-specific (numerator) and Joint
(denominator) advertising. "Current" spending refers to the amount expended
in FY 1982. the baseline budget when the experiment was designed.
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EVALUATION CRITERION AND developed and executed by the Military Services

CHOICE OF MEASURES and the JRAP. Comparison and tracking of actual J. 0"
media execution against the original plan revealed

The following criterion provides the basis for that these media plans conformed to the budget "
evaluating the four advertising budget policies guidelines established in each test cell. In
tested: The recommended advertising policy will addition, actual execution of the media plans
be one providing the necessary short-term and paralleled closely the plans submitted by the
long-term contributions to the attainment of the Services and the JRAP. These conformed to the
Services' enlistment requirements at the least design criteria for the field experiment.
advertising cost to the Department of Defense.
Thus, the measures chosen to evaluate the field DATA COLLECTION..
experient against this criterion must take into
account both near- and long-term enlistment The staff of Wharton Applied Research Center
response considerations, and its sub-contractors, with extensive coopera-

Evaluating the field experiment against this tion from the Department of Defense, developed
criterion involved collecting data on three types of and executed a comprehensive data collection
measures: process. In addition to the media information, a

variety of other data relevant to conditions in the
Observed behavior measures as output marketplace, such as numbers of recruiters,
from the recruiting systems. These unemployment rates and Service mission/goals,
included the quantity and quality of was collected.
applicants and contracts reported by the
Military Services. APPROACH TOWARD ANALYSES OF

THE DATA
* Reported behavior measures relevant to

the enlistment process as derived from the Once sufficient data were collected on the
Youth Attitude Tracking Study. These measures used in the field experiment, several
included reported contacts with recruiters analytical approaches were undertaken. As stated %
and reported conversations with peers and before, because of the truncated nature of the field
parents about the military, experiment's design, conventional two-way

analysis of variance and covariance could not be
Attitudinal measures derived from the used. Instead, cross-sectional statistical regres-
Youth Attitude Tracking Study. These sion techniques and various standard non-
included reported intentions to enlist in the parametric tests of significance were used.
military, as well as the strength of those The data collected for the 72 geographic
intentions. markets (ADIs) comprising the three test cells and

one control cell on the observed behavior
IMPLEMENTATION PLANS measures (i.e., applicants and enlistments) were

further sub-divided by quality and Service. "
To ensure that the field experiment was Quality applicants were either seniors or high

propery implemented, media plans were school diploma graduates who performed in the

I- 
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top half of dhe aptitude range on the Armed Forces enlist. do in fact represent lagged indicators of
Qualification Test (AFQT). future enlistment behavuc. Parametric and non-

For each subset of the data, a series of cross- parametric statistical tests were performed on
sectional regression analyses was performed in an these data in a mantner similar to those described
effort to determine whether the differences in above for measures of reported behavior (i.e.,
budget levels (and mix) across the cells correlated conversations with parents and contact with
with any differences in the observed behavioral recruiters).
measures across the same cells. More than 100 These three sets of measures were analyzed to
regressions were performed on subsets of the data cross-validate the findings from one set of
representing the observed measures of behavior, measures using another set Of concern was
Predictor variables included not only advertising, the fact that analyzing only data representing h

but also unemployment, race, degree of urbani- measures that reflected primarily near-term results
zation, number of recruiters, and a dummy (applicants and enlistments) would overlook
variable for the appropriate test cell. The func- equally important long-term effects of advertising.
tional forms for most of the equations used were Hence, the measures on purported behaviors and
non-linear. In addition, all the variables were expressions of interest in military service were
standardized to rates using a population variable, also included. Response data on these measures,
Regressions were also run by pairing cells which typically lead enlistmerit results, were
together and using predictor variables which analyzed to determine if they were affected by
reflected changes between FY 1983 and changes in advertising spending.
FY 1984 (the period of the test).*

Responses on the Youth Attitude Tracing
Study regarding reported conversations with
parents and reported contact with recruiters were
also analyzed. Data on these measures were
examined in an effort to determine whether a
relationship existed between reported behaviors *The models and estimation methodology used in
incidental to the enlistment process and this study are consistent with those of previous
differences across the cells in advertising rsac nfcosafcigelsmn upyHowever, more recent efforts suggest that
spending. The responses were split by Service, recruiter behavior variables might be important in
with changes examined between the test period manpower supply models (Dertouzos, 1985;

Carroll, Lee and Rao, 1986). Systematic
(FY 1984) and a pre-test period (FY 1983). For changes in recruiter behavior can alter the quan-
the most part, a two-tailed "t" test was used to tity and quality of enlistments and can make
determine whether statistically significant etmtn h mato eriigrsucs

diffrenes ccured n vriou suset of including advertising, difficult. To the extent
diffrenes ccured n vriou suset of that changes in recruiter behavior are correlated

response data between and among the cells. with changes in advertising expenditures, the
Lasty, arius rsposeson te Yuth magnitude of the advertising effect may be under-

estimated. Accounting for such factors simul-
Attitude Tracking Study intended as measures of taneously for all four Services is a demanding
likelihood or propensity to enlist in the military task well beyond the scope of* this study.

wereexained Pror eseach uggets hat Accordingly, any effects that recruiter behavior
variables might have had on the findings of this

these data, purported to measure propensity to experiment are unknown.

ES-5
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EMPIRICAL FINDINGS FROM THE Reported Measures of Behavior
ANALYSES

With respect to data on reported measures.
The findings reported in this section emerged such as conversations with parents or contact with

from the analyses of the data on the three types of recruiters, the analyses revealed the following:
measures used to evaluate the field experiment.
Conclusions drawn frm these findings as well as * Te reported incidence of conversations
possible budget implications are described in with parents about enlistment did not
a subsequent section of this Executive Summary. differ between and among the test cells

and the control cell to a statistically
Observed Measures of Behavior significant degree. -

With respect to subsets of data on enlistments, 'MTe reported incidence of recruiter contact
applicants and the rawe of applicant conversion to occurred to a greater degree (also statisti-
contacts, the analyses revealed that: cally significant) in the test cell with the

lowest total spending (Cell Blue).
"The test cell with the lowest total adver-

tising spending (Cell Blue) produced *When responses were analyzed by
applicant and enlistment results equal to, reference to a specific Service, the
and occasionally better than, the control findings noted in (1) and (2) above did not
Cell. differ for references to the Army but did

differ for the other thre Services.
"Other test cells with considerably larger References to the Air Force, for example,

total spending than Cell Blue (but still declined in the test cells to agreater extent
somewhat less than the control cell) than in the control cell. T7his decline also
produced results no better than, and occurred in one test cell for the Navy but
occasionally poorer than, the control cell not for the Marine Corps.
(Cell Yellow).

Reported Measures of Attitudes
* None of the test cells provided results inPI

terms of enlistment or applicant share by Because prior research suggests that expres-
Service that differed to a statistically sions of interest in eventual military service by the
significant degree from the shares prospect audience appear to lead trends in actual
observed in the control cell, enlistment results, these data were examined as

part of the field experiment. Mte separate
* In the first year of significant changes to variables purporting to measure interest in military

advertising spending levels, it appears that service as derived fromn the Youth Attitude
the contribution of advertising to recruit- Tracking Study were employed. These are
ing system performance is either quite referred to generally as: (1) unaided mentions of
small or virtually non-existent. joining the military; (2) after interviewer

prompting, an expression of likelihood of joining

ES-6



the Military;, and (3) after interviewer prompting, percent (In fact, Congress reduced that budget
a variable representing a composite of favorable request by 18 percent.)
responses to interest in joining any one or more of While an estimte for total advertising
the individual Services. The variable used in each spending in FY 1987 can be inferred from the
case represented a proportion of respondents who spending level used in Cell Blue (after appropriate
stated that they would "definitely" or "probably" adjustments for inflation and adjustments for the
join the military. non-media portion of the budget), a mathematical

The findings that resulted from analyses of the model was subsequently developed to simulate
attitudinal data were inconclusive. While plausible combinations of Joint and total Service-
differences did occur to a statistically significant specific advertising at different total spending
degree between and among test cells and the levels. Basically, the model showed that the mix
control cell, no clear pattern emerged. Any of Joint and total Service-specific advertising
attempt to cross-validate the findings of one employed in Cell Blue (at a national level in
approach with another only served to reinforce the FY 1984 of $15 million for Service-specific and
inconsistency and inconclusiveness of the results. $16 million for Joint) was actually sub-optimal.
Therefore, expressions of interest in military That is, a somewhat different mix of Joint and
service, while possibly a valid predictor of future total Service-specific advertising budgets would
enlistment response, do not appear to be have produced better results for the same total
correlated in any meaningful or predictable spending. This model assumes that an interaction
manner with changes in advertising spending as with respect to recruiting system performance '4
reflected in the test cells. This is not to say that exists between Joint and total Service-specific
advertising bears no relationship to attitudes advertising spending. Likewise, the total budget

toward military service, but only that the field in FY 1987 is both too large (based on the
experiment did not reveal any consistent pattern empirical findings from the experiment) and sub-
permiting conclusions to be drawn from the optimal in its mix (based on the modeling
results. employed).

BUDGET IMPICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS
FINDINGS

The empirical findings of the field experiment
As noted before, the field experiment suggest that the Department of Defense can reduce

employed different advertising spending levels its total advertising spending without adversely
under conditions as they existed in FY 1984. affecting recruiting performance. However, pre-
Assuming recruiting resources and policies and cise spending levels cannot be determined solely
overall market conditions have not changed from the field experiment. The data do, however,
dramatically during the intervening years, results show the most cost-effective direction for future 7
of the field experiment suggest that a lower level spending on advertising and provide approxima-
of total advertising spending could be adopted tions of the size of short-term budget adjustments.
nationally than that proposed for FY 1987. More The size of the Joint advertising budget C

specifically, the proposed FY 1987 total should be increased as Service-specific budgets
advertising budget could be reduced by 17-25

ES-7
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are scaled back. The present mix at current total grounds to warrant continued research in this
spending levels, as well as at reduced levels, is area. More specifically, this research would best
sub-optimal and inefficient.* serve the Department of Defense by developing a

Based on the one-year duration of the better understanding of the relationship between
experiment, the longer-term consequences of advertising, enlistment intentions and subsequent
changed advertising spending levels could not be enlistment behavior.
adequately addressed. As a result, the testing of Regardless of the Department of Defense's
alternative spending levels, perhaps on a less intention to continue research and testing, every
ambitious scale, should be continued, effort should be made to continue collecting

In spite of the difficulties encountered in relevant market and recruiting resource informa-
attempting to quantify the effectiveness of tion at geographic levels allowing continued post-
advertising, the sizeable amounts spent by the test tracking of the measures evaluated in the field
Department of Defense on advertising and its experiment.
importance to the recruiting effort are sufficient

. .. ',.
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*In July 1986, the Deputy Secretary of Defense
reviewed the findings of the DoD Advertising
Mix Test. He agreed with the study conclusions
that cost savings could be achieved by reducing
Service-specific and slightly increasing Joint
advertising. After full consideration of many., .
factors including the successful recruiting envir-
onment, he decided to reduce the total DoD
advertising budget by 25 percent over the FY
1988 - FY 1991 period. (See footnote on p. 94.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND mix and the most efficient total advertising level.
Because of the lack of research in these areas, the

During the past several years, Congress has Secretary decided to conduct a major field test. In
increasingly been concerned about the advertising the meantime, the advertising mix and total
costs incurred for the recruitment of military funding remained at the Fiscal Year (FY 1981
personnel. Historically, inquiries have been made levels. The test was conducted throughout FY
by the Secretary of Defense concerning the level 1984 (October 1983 - September 1984). Data
of such advertising, its appropriate allocation were collected, validated and collated during FY
btween the Joint and Service-specific programs 1985. The analysis began in FY 1986 and was

and its effectiveness, Unfortunately, insufficient completed in FY 1987.
data were available to address adequately these
concerns. NEED FOR THE TEST

In 1981, the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) rcmeddsignificant increases in the As indicated, insufficient data were available
Joint Recruiting Advertising Program (JRAP) to provide direction concerning the appropriate
with concurrent reductions in Service-specific level of DoD advertising and the specific mix of
advertising to produce an overall savings in Joint and Service-specific spending. Indeed,
advertising expenditures. The Secretary of historical data on DoD advertising were difficult
Defense agreed with CBO's concept and to analyze for the following reasons:
proposed to double the size of the Joint Service
Program in 1982 while reducing Service-specific *Historical data did not provide indepen-
advertising. (See Appendix A for additional dence of variables. The amount of adver-
details'.) Such cutbacks were viewed by the tising and number of recruiters frequently
individual Services as detrimental to their ability varied simultaneously. As a result, it was
to meet recruitment goals and to sustain the gains difficult to disentangle their independent
made in the quality of recrits. Joint advertising effects. Further, it is often unclear
was viewed as "corporate" or umbrella adver- whether advertising affects recruitment
tising complementing the main advertising thrust (sales) or if the level of recruitment (sales)
by the individual thetarjected. The Services incon- Jointeha the level of adeesng Both arue (sg,

advertising could not adequately compensate for
the reduction in total Service-specific advertising. 'Mmrnudae8Jly13fomLwnc

In the summer of 198 1, the Secretary of J. Korb, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Man-
Defense continued to review the issues concern- power, Reserve Affairs & Logistics) to the
ing the proper Service-specific/Joint advertising Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air

Force.
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"we need more advertising to maintain effect of varying levels of advertising to actual
high sales" or "in markets with low sales, enlistments."2 The objective was to respond to
we need advertising to increase sales*). the following question: "What is the optimum

mix of Joint/Service-specific recruitment advertis-
Historical data did not provide sufficient ing for achieving active, enlisted, non-prior
variance. Advertising expenditures fre- service (NPS) goals at different levels of total
quently vary in only a narrow range. The DoD recruitment advertising?"3 The experiment
prevalent budgeting practice keeps the was designed as an in-market test which would
Services and the Joint shares of the total generate the necessary quantitative data.
budget relatively constant from year to The aim of the test was to capture and
year. Hence, evaluation of alternative quantify the impact of different budget policies on
policies which differ significantly from the recruiting system's performance. These
past practice requires extrapolation beyond issues, pertaining specifically to active, enlisted,
the range of observed data. non-prior service advertising were:

Historical data are under no uniform • What is the impact of the size of the

system of measurement. Recruiting sys- advertising budget on recruiting system
tem data, such as number of recruiters and performance? .. .q
quotas levels, are often not available in the
same unit (geography, time, etc.) of • What is thl impact of different proportions
observation across Services. This makes of Service-specific and Joint advertising
analysis and comparisons difficult. The budgets on recruiting system perfor-
effect of advertising on the enlisunent pro- mance?
cess may be small when compared to the A-
effect of other variables such as recruiters * Does an effective mix between Service-
or unemployment. Omitted variables or specific and Joint advertising budgets
profound measurement errors in historical depend on the size of the overall
data can seriously bias results or coin- advertising budget?
pletely obscure the effect of advertising. ;.)

Since only one actual national budget policy .-.

For these reasons and for the lack of could be implemented in a given year, these
conclusive research in the area of industry and budget policy issues were addressed by using per
brand advertising and their respective applications capita advertising expenditure levels. These were
to military recruiting, the Secretary of Defense based on systematically different budgets in each
established this advertising experiment. of four sets of television markets. The perfor-

mance of the recruiting system was assessed
OBJECTIVE OF THE TEST through both short- and long-term measures. In

The DoD Advertising Mix Test was initiated ..-,,.
because "the Department of Defense does not g~iI.
have a methodology relating and quantifying the 3Korb, g . i.
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the short term, the contribution of adveriing tu direct implicatio are explained in Chapter 6.
the recruitment effort was measured by its effect Chapter 7 presents additional analyses of the
on meeting aceion missions, contract objec- experimental data and discusses the implications
tives and quality goals. In the longer term, these of the results. Finally, a summary of the
budgets were to be reviewed with regard to their experiment and recommendations is presented in
contribution to maintaining favorable attitudes Chapter 8.
toward the Military Services

ISSUES NOT ADDRESSED
REPORT OVERVIEW

The DoD Advertising Mix Test was NOT
This red describes the design, impemen- esigned to measure o evaluate the following

tation, results and implications of the DoD issues:
Advertising Mix Test. This study was a
collaborative research initiative spanning a four- The effectiveness of the media mix,
year period. It focused on the effectiveness and i.e., the combination of media utilized (e.g.,
efficiency of military recruiting advertising. The television, radio, magazines, direct mail,
research centered on a one-year, controlled etc.). This test allocated budget levels to each
experiment conducted in sets of matched cell for Service-specific and Joint advertising.
television markets from October 1, 1983 until The Services and the Joint program director
September 30, 1984. The total level of recruiting then independently decided how to allocate
advertising expenditures and the mix of those budgets across various media. Thus,
expenditures between Service-specific and Joint this test cannot evaluate whether the
advertising were systematically varied in the advertising resources would have been better
experiment. Sharply different advertising budget spent in radio, for instance, rather than in TV.
policies were implemented (on a pro-rata basis) in This test also cannot categorically determine

each of four different sets of markets. Recruiting whether the results obtained in one market
system performance measures were established were a function of a more effective media mix
and computed across the four sets of markets to than that used in another market.
assess the comparative effects of the different
advertising budget policies on shorter and longer The appropriateness of the share of ,.',"

term recruiting system performance. total advertising budget allocated to
The report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 each individual Service. In designing the

presents the research perspective, the design of test, each Service received the same
the experiment and the actual advertising expendi- proportion of the total Service-specific budget

" ture levels achieved in the year of the experiment. that it had received in the recent past. Thus,
Chapter 3 discusses the development of a criterion this test cannot address whether the results
for evaluating the experiment. The measures used would have changed if, for example, the Air
to assess recruiting system performance are Force had received a larger share of the
described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 reviews the Service-specific budget. Nor can the test
approach taken in analyzing the experiment and results resolve the appropriateness of the P

discusses related methodological and statistical budget levels historically allocated to each of

issues. The results of the experiment and their the Services.

3
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T2he effectiveness of the creative identified the measures of effectiveness,
content of the various advertising selected the research methods to analyze the
messages. During the test period, the test, and reported the test findings. In
Services and the Joint programn maintained the addition, WARC documented and maintained
then current thematic and creative content of the data base.
the advertising campaigns. Thus, this test
cannot comment on whether the results would CACI, Inc.-Federal coordinated the
have been different if the creative content had complex management tasks involved in the
changed or if the' results observed were preparation of the DoD Advertising Mix Test.
predominantly a function of the differences in CACI provided the administrative and facility
creative content. support for all meetings and briefings. They

prepared the graphic artwork, typing and
PROJECT TEAM report production support for all contract

deliverables.
In May 1983, on behalf of the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, PEP System Inc. collected from the
Reserve Affairs and Logistics), the Office of Services and JRAP historical and experi-
Naval Research awarded a contract to perform the mental national advertising data. PEP
DoD Advertising Mix Test to the Wharton produced post-buy analyses of these adver-
Applied Research Center of the University of tising data and prepared a database containing
Pennsylvania. Because of the massive scope and total national advertising expenditures and
complexity of the test, a project team from a impressions by market (ADI), by advertiser, N
consortium of contractors, consultants and by month and by media type. PEP Systems
advisory personnel was assembled. Each of the constructed the database from detailed data
five major contracto groups had special areas of submissions by each advertiser covering each
expertise essential to the completion of the separate national advertising media purchase.
project. These contractors were:

Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL) developed
Wharton Applied Research Center two interview protocols administered to
(WARC, now the Wharton Center for industry associations and their advertising
Applied Research), as the primary agencies to ascertain the use and benefits of
contractor, was responsible for the entire industry advertising.
scope of the project. This included partici-
pation in the development of the final OR/MS Dialogue, Inc. (now Rao
experimental design, identification of data to Associates) prepared a report on the
be collected and development of systems for conceptual models to evaluate military enlist-
its collection. With assistance from the rnent advertising effectiveness and provided a
RAND Corporation, WARC also selected and report reviewing the empirical studies of
asigned Areas of Dominant Influence (ADIs- enlistment response to advertising. They

the geographic unit used to define television conducted a series of independent analyses of
markets) into their respective test and control the experimental data and participated in the
cells, developed the evaluation criterion, development of the final report.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

As discussed in the prior chapter, the laboratory while military advertising researchers
objective of this study was to relate various DoD clearly cannot control unemployment. Econo-
advertising budget levels to actual enlistment metric analyses and other methods for evaluating
behavior. In doing so, the study aimed to identify historical data suffer even more from these system
the appropriate mix of Joint/Service-specific complexities. In this experiment, system corn-
recruitment advertising at different levels of total plexities have been addressed by establishing tight
DoD expenditures. This chapter reviews the and uniform controls. This was accomplished by
research perspective from which this objective matching treatment cells for historical perfor-
was investigated and the constraints which mance and by repeating advertising treatments in
conditioned the study's design. The planning and multiple markets.
fielding of the experiment as well as the allocation The research challenge was to produce
of advertising expenditures are described. In managerially useful guidelines to evaluate the
addition, the chapter includes an analysis of the level and mix of advertising for the Department of
general performance of the enlistment process Defense. These guidelines should be revised and
during the period of the test. enriched as the system evolves over time. The

RESEACH PRSPETIVEstudy was approached in the following ways:

By using multiple measures of per-
The military manpower recruiting system is a formance: observed behavior such as

large and complex one. Recruitment performance contracts and applications, reported
depends strongly on broad economic and social behavior such as recruiter contacts and
conditions. It is also influenced by factors such conversations with parents, and attitudinal
as military pay and bonus levels, recruiter efforts, measures such as intentions to join the
etc. However, previous studies would seem to armed services.
indicate that advertising is not a major determinant
of performance. Overall, the recruiting system is *By placing less dependence on specific
a dynamic one, changing as requirements, policy, individual analyses and more emphasis on
and the environment change, and as multiple consistency among a variety of analyses
decision makers compete and cooperate within a using the above multiple measures.
fairly rigid resource allocation process. In this
environment, controlled advertising experimcnta- *By searching for the direction and ranges
tion and data analysis are unlikely to yield the of expenditures which can be modified
crisp, clean results that are obtained in the over time rather than by seeking precise
physical or social sciences. Major sources of and static decision rules.
variation can be largely controlled in the

5
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DESIGN CONSTRAINTS as well as the projected outcomes of the criteria
and measures.

To assess the relationship between advertising Many test budgets could not be implemented %
budgets and enlistment system performance in an simultaneously on a nationwide basis for
ideal world would involve several sequential prolonged periods. As a result, the experimental
steps. Criteria for evaluating the impact of budget levels were carried out on a pro-ram basis
advertising budgets on recruitment would first be in matched sets of television markets over a one-
developed. Then, measures for evaluating the year time frame. This was possible because each
criteria would be created, validated, tested for military advertiser involved in the test was
reliability and sensitivity, and finally selected, required to provide a systematic set of imple-
Next, an experiment, incorporating different mentation plans (discussed later in this chapter). .%

budget combinations, would be designed. The Another modification to the "ideal" study dealt N

test would allow each budget level to be with limiting the number of budget policies to be
implemented many times. Relevant data protocols examined. As stated in the following paragraphs,
and definitions would be developed. Then, each ultimately four budget levels were tested.
test budget would be implemented simultaneously
on a nationwide basis for a prolonged period. Number of Test Cells
Data would be collected, validated and collated
and the experiment analyzed. Finally, recommen- Design consultants - Canter, Achenbaum and
dations based on the analyses would be made. Associates - initially developed a nine-cell, two-

Clearly, practical realities such as time, budget factorial design which incorporated low, current

and personnel limitations conspire against this and high levels of both Joint and Service-specific
ideal. As a result, the definitive assessment of all advertising (Figure 2.1). However, the Office of
possible budget combinations and policy options the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, % %
cannot be undertaken. However, improvements Reserve Affairs and Logistics) [OASD
in budgeting policy can be achieved by the (MRA&L)] recognized in the early stages of this
systematic assessment of a subset of practical effort the importance of involving the Services
alternatives to the current budget policy. In and the Joint Recruitment Advertising Program in ...

addition, prudent modifications to the idealized the development of the research design. Through
research process can be made to accomplish the the sponsorship of OASD (MRA&L), the
objective within a managerially useful time Wharton Center then held a series of meetings
frame. with Joint and Service representatives to discuss

As a result of these constraints, the criteria- and revise the design of the experiment.
and measures-development phases were carried
out simultaneously. At the same time, data were Spending Levels in Each Cell -'-'.'
being collected in the field. The tasks could not
have been undertaken in this way if the members Because of the difficulty and cost involved in ",=
of the research team had not had previous implementing such an experiment, the parties
experience in the field of recruitment advertising, compromised on a four-cell design. It included
This experience enabled the team to make matching current and lower levels of Service
reasonable judgments about the data specification

6
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Figure 2.1
Proposed Nine-Cell Test Design Concept

Joint Advertising Budget Levels

Lower-Joint Current-Joint"..

Current-Service Current-Service

,Current-Joint Higher-Joint-'-...

Lower-Service Lower-Service

Now: Canr.w AAh- m a ccas proposed ahe above aus-cell d esign. V. ."
ousiusof wh6d wene acfually imuplemnted in the field as depicted in

she following Agisre 2.2. Cells containiag diagonal lina were nmt par of %
she actual tes impleamed us the field.

Figure 2.2,..
Actual Four-Cell Design Implemented in the Field

Joint Advertising Budget Levels . .

Lower Current Higher ,.
. .-.-.

Green White
u -' (8%)(76%) •

$68/4 $68/16

18%1 ( 8%1 )'
# $15/16 $15/40

Nose: Pecemages represent the proportion of 17-21-year-old males residing in the
ADIs covered by the respective cells. Dollar amounts reflect simlased national
spending levels in each cell for Service-specific (numerator) and Joint
(denominator) advtis g. 'Current" spending refers to the amount expended % %

in FY 1982, the baseline budget when the experiment was designed.
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expenditures with low, current and high levels of households receive electronic media from one
Joint spending as shown in Figure 2.2. While common location. Taken together, ADIs uniquely
not a complete representation of all the spending account for each county in the continental United -
combinations proposed in the original design, this States. Specifically, the 1981-82 Arbitron ADIs
truncated design does permit testing of budget were used as the basis for this test. Thus, Cell
mixes relevant to future advertising budget levels. White consisted of ADIs which included 76

As noted in Figure 2.2, Cell White was percent of the country's young men between the
designated the control cell, maintaining FY 1982 ages of 17 and 21 inclusive. The three other cells
levels of both Joint ($16 million) and Service- each comprised 8 percent of that age group. Cell
specific ($68 million) advertising. Later, Cell Yellow (a subset of the control cell) consisted of
Yellow, a subset of Cell White, was designated as 16 percent of the country. Cell Yellow sub-
the control cell. The existence of such a cell was sequently became the strict control cell as a result
the result of budget cuts which the Navy and the of budget cuts. These budget cut adjustments
Joint program sustained during the period of the occurred in those Cell White ADIs not included in
advertising experiment. This required a reduction the Cell Yellow subset. The remaining Cell White
in the size of the control cell. As a result, the ADIs were considered unacceptable for analysis ,
burden of field data collection was reduced. Cell because the spending level in these ADIs fell
Blue had the same FY 1982 level of Joint below FY 1982 budget levels.
spending ($16 million) but a lower Service- Clearly, individual ADIs differed from one
specific ($15 million) budget. Cell Green had another on many characteristics which could
lower levels of Joint advertising ($4 million) and impact recruiting system performance. These
the FY 1982 levels of Service-specific ($68 sources of performance variation needed to be
million) spending. And finally, Cell Red had controlled or accounted for to assess accurately
much higher levels of Joint spending ($40 the impact of advertising on the recruiting system.
million) and much l6wer levels of Service-specific Two steps were taken to do this. First, data on
advertising ($15 million) than the control cell. major known sources of variation (such as *,4,.

Once the total Service-specific budget levels were differences in unemployment rates, levels of
established for each cell, individual Service recruiter effort, civilian income levels, etc.) were
budgets were established. Those were based on collected for each ADI and were explicitly -,_
the proportion historically achieved by each included as co-variates in the analysis of the
Service in the allocation process. experiment. These efforts are described in . -

Chapters 5 and 6 of this report. Second, the four
ADI Matching Process advertising cells in the experiment were closely

matched to each other on a variety of these ":
The Area of Dominant Influence (ADI), a characteristics. The objective was to develop four .

television market, was the unit of analysis for this cells which were as much alike as possible so that
test. A county-based geographic unit commonly differences in recruiting system performance
used in advertising analysis, an ADI is a group of could be directly attributed to differences in the
one or more counties, the plurality of whose advertising induced during the experiment. %
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The RAND Corporation provided technical each budget level, how funds would be allocated
assistance in assigning markets (ADIs) to test to local versus national advertising. They pro- :-%',.

cells. The primary market-matching criteria vided information regarding production, agency ,-
included the market's previous enlistment rate and and market research costs. Lastly, the plans
the market share for each Service within the ADI. included data about the number of markets which
The secondary matching criteria consisted of the were to receive advertising support for each
level of unemployment, the percentage of non- budget level. Appendix C discusses in detail the
whites and the propensity of youth to join the planned advertising expenditures.
military. The ADIs represented in each test cell The media plans provided further details.
exhibited a fairly uniform geographic distribution These plans specified the allocation of national
and appeared roughly balanced according to ADI funds across markets (ADIs) and across media
market sizes. Various cell configurations (groups (television, radio, print, direct mail). In addition,
of ADIs) best conforming to these matching the media plans provided advertising schedules.
criteria were developed and reviewed by the Translation plans then converted the national
Services and JRAP. Finally, one configuration and local media plans into actual schedules of
was selected. The matched sets of ADIs were planned advertising for each test cell and test
then randomly assigned by Wharton to be Cells market. These market-by-market, planned adver-
Blue, Red, Green, and White (Control). tising schedules formed the basis for advertising
Descriptions regarding the matching criteria of the purchasing actions during the test year.
test ADIs and cells are provided in Appendix B. To achieve the desired pro-rata advertising

levels in each market, a number of quite detailed
DEVELOPING IMPLEMENTATION decisions and implementation steps were required --

PLANS FOR EACH TEST CELL to purchase advertising time, space, and material.
Purchasing actions were based on projected

Once all parties agreed with the research advertising exposures rather than strictly on costs ,?'
design, the Wharton Center requested each because of the price structure of advertising and
Service and JRAP to submit advertising, media its availability. The translation plans then spelled
and translation plans for each of the budget levels, out other detailed steps to be taken including: (1) '-1
The purpose of these plans was to assure that the national buys -which media would be bought on a
experimental budget levels were consistently network or national basis; (2) cut outs (the
implemented on a pro-rata basis in the test ADIs. deletion of advertising messages, usually in "-
In addition, the plans guaranteed that all decisions electronic media) - which national (network) buys
concerning the uses of the budget funds were would be cut out in which markets; (3) spot or
made by the advertisers. This information market buys (buy-ups) - which additional media
explained in detail how each, in collaboration with were needed in which markets; (4) confirmation
its advertising agency, planned to spend the and control mechanisms - for both buy-ups and 7A
advertising funds at each budget level. There cut-outs; (5) make-good procedures - how would
were three steps to this process. preemptions be made good or compensated for,

The advertising plans reflected the nationwide and (6) cost of execution - media costs, media
effect of each cell's budget. They specified, for savings, and cut-out costs (additional television 6

9
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network charges for deletion of an announcement representatives of their respective advertising
in selected ADIs). agencies. These meetings succeeded in resolving

Representatives from the Joint and the four remaining difficulties involved in planning for the
Service advertising programs compiled these implementation of the test.
plans into "factbooks" which Wharton and OASD The advertising implementation plans pro-
(MRA&L) reviewed. Wharton's principal investi- duced different advertising and media configura-
gator and the project manager then met to discuss tions in the various tests cells. For example, .

these plans with JRAP, each of the Services, and national television advertising was not an effective".

Table 2.1

Planned vs. Actual Advertising Deliveries
(Dollar Expenditures per 17-21-Year-Old Male)

PLANNED ACTUAL

JOINT SERVICES TOTAL JOINT SERVICES TOTAL

CELL WHITE

National $1.48 $4.34 $5.82 $1.61 $4.32 $5.93 '-.,
Local - $1.17 $1.17 - $0.87 $0.87 A .

Total $1.48 $5.51 $6.99 $1.61 $5.19 $6.80

CELL BLUE

National $1.55 $0.79 $2.34 $1.63 $1.80 $3.43
Local - $0.55 $0.55 - $0.53 $0.53

Total $1.55 $1.34 $2.89 $1.63 $2.33 $3.96

CELL GREEN

National $0.39 $4.49 $4.88 $0.41 $4.07 $4.48
Local $1.16 $1.16 - $0.89 $0.89

Total $0.39 $5.65 $6.04 $0.41 $4.96 $5.37

CELL RED

National $3.91 $0.83 $4.74 $3.92 $2.21 $6.13 ,

Local - $0.51 $0.51 - $0.64 $0.64

Total $3.91 $1.34 $5.25 $3.92 $2.85 $6.77

National - Media is purchased on a national basis. The advertising agency is executing the media plan.

Local Media is purchased on an individual market basis. The execution is made by the local
advertising agency representative and/or the market's commanding officer.
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altrative for some advertisers at low budget Data Coflection

levels. In general, the Services with low budget
levels tended to spend proportionally more on The full significance of the close adherence of
local and print advertising. These decisions were actual to planned delivery levels can only be
made by the advertisers. The DoD Advertising appreciated when one considers the magnitude of
Mix Test was not designed to assess directly the the data collection effort. The data collection
effect of these media-mix decisions. Rather, the involved coordination among OSD, JRAP, the
test takes these media decisions as outcomes of advertising directors, recruiter management
the prevailing practices in the military advertising personnel and accession policy personnel of the
system. It is possible, of course, that different four Services, in addition to five advertising
media-mix choices would have resulted in agencies, five direct mail fulfilment houses*, the
different test outcomes. Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) and Z

three project subcontractors.
PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL ADVER- In all, the data collection involved 508
TISING DELIVERED separate project input submissions including the

following: recruiter data (number of recruiters,
Table 2.1 presents the working media location, et,!.); local and national advertising data;

expenditures planned and actually delivered for contract and accession goal information; appli-
each test cell during the study. It is expressed on cants, contracts and individuals in DEP (Delayed
a per capita basis. This is calculated by dividing Entry Program) by quality level; gross and
the advertising and recruiter variables by the pop- qualified national leads information; and a variety
ulation of 17-21-year-old males in that ADI. of exogenous variables such as unemployment

I-

Considering the difficulties of implementation data, racial composition, urbanization, and
and the vagaries of media delivery, the total household income. (Some data, such as that for .V

deliveries by cell are remarkably close to the the DEP, were collected only for historical
planned deliveries. In the cells receiving the 1982 purposes and were not a factor in the final
level of Service-specific advertising (Yellow and analysis.) A copy of the data collection plan is
Green), the per capita expenditures are roughly included in Appendix D. The data collection was
equivalent. Similarly, the Blue and Red cells had a major undertaking both in size and scope. The --

low levels of Service-specific advertising. Services and JRAP are commended for the level

Overall, the advertising deliveries also achieved of cooperation and collaboration they
the desired levels of variance. Figure 2.3 shows demonstrated throughout the implementation and -e

a plot of Joint versus Service-specific spending data collection phases of this test.
by ADI. As can be seen, only two markets
received inappropriate levels of advertising. One
Red cell market (Grand Junction, Colorado)
received much more advertising than planned for
any cell. As a result, it was eliminated from the
analysis. Another market in Blue cell (Harrisburg- -__-__"
York, Pennsylvania) had advertising levels *Direct mail fulfillment houses are those firms
similar to Yellow cells. Consequently, it was which prepare and mail various ty of adver-
analyzed as part of the Yellow cell group. rising material to households using selected lists. ..
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From these data submissions, the Wharton declined compared to the previous year.

Center assembled a monthly database covering the Nationally, the economy improved, unemploy-

period from FY 1981 through FY 1984 (October ment declined, and military enlistment contracts

1980 through September 1984). These were for all categories of recruits also dropped.

convened, where necessary, from main station* Broader measures of recruiting system perfor-

to ADI observations. The conversion program mance went down as well. There were declines

was developed by the Wharton staff and was in the size of the delayed entry pools of the
based on the number of 17- 21-year-old males in Services and the number of applicants tested. In

the specific counties across the country. This addition, smaller proportions of youths indicated

conversion program is documented in a user's a positive propensity to join the military. They
manual The FY 1983 and FY 1984 data used in also reported fewer contacts with military

the analysis are complete. However, in the FY recruiters and a reduction in the number of

1981 and FY 1982 time period, some of the data conversations with their parents about enlistment

items were either missing or not available. The in the military.
Wharton Center has included only what was These decreases in recruiting system produc-

received. Other researchers should take note that tivity during the year of the test occurred in all
some data elements are missing in earlier years cells including cells White and Yellow where no
across some of the Services. changes in advertising budget policy were tested.

The benefits of this comprehensive data As a result, it is most reasonable to infer that the

collection effort extend beyond its original decreases in recruiting system performance were
intention. The Services and JRAP have continued not caused by the advertising changes but were
to collect and report recruiting and advertising the result of the overall economic conditions in the
data on a formal basis in a standardized formal United States during the year of the tesL These
The data are maintained by DMDC and provide an environmental fluctuations require that the study's
invaluable database for use in advertising plan findings be evaluated by comparing recruiting
analysis and budget justification. system performance in markets where advertising

was changed with cell Yellow (control) where
EST ENVIRONMENT advertising was not changed. This is the purpose

of a control cell. The approach to and results of
The performance of the military recruiting these analyses are described in Chapter 5 and 6 of

system during the year of the test, FY 1984, this report.

*Main Station - Army Recruiting Battalion, Navy
Recruiting District, Marine Corps Recruiting
Station or Air Force Recruiting Squadron.
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CHAPTER 3

A CRITERION FOR EVALUATING ADVERTISING POLICIES

The objective, scope, design and implementation projects, the overwhelming majority of advertis-
of the DoD Advertising Mix Test have now been ing research has been conducted at the corporate
described. This chapter reviews the criterion by or brand level. This research has dealt with two
which the study was evaluated. To develop this areas. The first attempts to relate aggregate
criterion, the Wharton Applied Research Center phenomena, such as corporate or brand sales, to
(WARC) undertook research in three areas. advertising resources. The second investigates VA
These were: the impact of advertising resources on consumer PV

attributes such as advertising awareness, copy
0 A literature review of advertising and recall, and intention to buy.

marketing research relevant to evaluating Although there is no clear consensus as to the
advertising effectiveness, role of consumer attribute variables, there is some %P7

significant evidence that stated purchase intention
0 Primary exploratory research in the form measures are valid predictors of purchase

of semi-structured interviews, conducted behavior. The literature review reinforces the
to identify and categorize prevailing requirement that any intermediate variables
motivations for collaborative advertising, employed in evaluating the test must be rigorously

tested for both validity and reliability.
0 Astudyofmathematicalmodelspertaining No guidance is provided in the literature

to the effects of advertising on military concerning the simultaneous evaluation of
enlistments, industry advertising and firm-specific advertising.

Several studies have estimated the effect of
Although the following pages will provide an advertising on sales for a number of corporations

overview of the findings, further detailed in the same industry. However, results of these
discussion of these results is provided in the investigations have differed sharply. In addition,
report produced in September 1984 entitled A none considered a collaborative or jointly
Criterion for Evaluating Advertising Policies sponsored advertising campaign. Other studies
(Appendix E). have estimated the effects of advertising on sales

for generic or commodity advertising campaigns
FINDINGS OF THE LITERATURE but have not simultaneously considered firm-
REVIEW specific campaigns. N'

A distinction between national, corporate
Although several studies have focused on advertising and cooperative (largely trade channel)

generic or commodity advertising for agricultural industry advertising was identified. In a recent

I "'
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book on this topic, Young and Greyser (1983) cannot be applied directly to evaluating military
assert that: recruiting advertising policies.

There exists very little in the way of formal FINDINGS OF INDUSTRY INTER.
evaluation methods for assessing cooperative VIEWS
advertising effectiveness. The usual advertis-
ing tracking services and evaluation services Collaborative advertising occurs when a
offer no systematic way of helping managers group of manufacturers or suppliers of a similar
assess co-op's effectiveness 4 .  product or service join together to advertise in a

generic way their product, service or industry.
Previous studies of military recruiting Although collaborative advertising is not rare in

advertising are of limited usefulness. The focus the marketplace, the literature dealing with its
of the effort to understand the effects of military evaluation offers little guidance for evaluating the
recruitinr advertising has been primarily at the DoD Advertising Mix Test To gain a better
individual Service level. A substantial number of understanding, the WARC project staff inter-
enlistment supply models have been developed viewed 20 industry trade associations. The
since the inception of the All Volunteer Force in associations were selected using the following
1973. However, very few of these studies guidelines: (1) multi-million dollar advertising
estimate the effects of advertising on enlistments. budgets; (2) a strong representation by industries
Those models which do make these estimates providing financial services (because of their
disagree about the underlying model structure and comparability with each other); (3) industries
about the effects of advertising on enlistments. competing with other industries for market share
Despite the lack of consensus about the magnitude (e.g., the beef or pork industry); and (4) a diverse
of advertising effects, the literature on military mixture of industries.
advertising indicates that marketing variables do Of the 20 candidate organizations, one was
have significant impact. The fielding of a excluded from the sample because its advertising
controlled experiment such as the DOD campaign was not collaboratively funded. The
Advertising Mix Test is advocated in this remaining 19 organizations were:
literature.

The underlying themes in the evaluation Florida Department of Citrus
literature are sales effectiveness and economic National Pork Producers Council American
efficiency. In the private sector, these competing American Dairy Association
factors are incorporated into profit maximization Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association
models. These models set advertising budgets so National Live Stock and Meat Board
that the incremental contribution from the last sale American Florists Marketing Council
just equals the advertising cost of achieving
the sale. .._ _

Unfortunately, a mechanism for measuring 4Young, R.F. and S.A. Greyser. 1983.
recruiting "sales" in terms of dollars is lacking. Managing Cooperative Advertising: A Strategic
As a result, the concept of profit maximization Apprac. Lexington, Massachusetts.
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Quality Bakers of America members advertise collectively because as i
Investment Company Institute a group they can reach audiences that will

Communication Workers of America influence the behavior of the primary
U.S. Committee for Energy Awareness target group. In these instances, collabora-
The American Bankers Association tive advertising is a more effective means
American Council of Life Insurance of indirect advertising.
International Ladies' Garment Workers Union
Savings and Loan Foundation, Inc. To address the primary group from
Independent Insurance Agents of America a new perspective - A number of
American Sheep Products Council, Inc. industry groups perceive collaborative ..-.%
American Gas Association advertising as being more credible than
American Heart Association individual advertising. In many cases, the
Linen Supply Association of America goal of collaborative advertising was

described as the "creation of an appro-
Directors "bf Advertising, Directors of priate image" which allows the member

Marketing, or Executive Directors of the organi- firms to take a different posture when
zations, as deemed appropriate by the responding advertising.
organization, were interviewed. In one case, the
advertising agency was viewed as most know- • To eliminate "free riders" - The "free
ledgeable for responding to interview questions. rider" problem arises in a non-branded,

commodity industry where there is little
Five major objectives for coliabora. product differentiation. Advertising by

tive advertising were identified: one producer inadvertently benefits its
competitors. Collaborative advertising

To achiee economies of scale - eliminates this problem since all industry
This was the most common reason given, members contribute to the advertising
As long as the industry members share a campaign.
common message, an association can
purchase a larger, more professional * To stimulate goodwill - Collaborative
advertising campaign than its individual advertising was reported as contributing to
members. Production of a series of adver- goodwill within an industry. Seeing posi-
tisements is less expensive per unit than tive advertising makes industry members
production of individual ones. Media "feel good" about the industry and
costs become more efficient because of encourages members to improve their
volume discounts and greater negotiating efforts and industry support.
power. In addition, economies can be
realized when advertising is placed on a These objectives fall naturally into the p.

national vs. a regional or local basis. efficiency/effectiveness dichotomy familiar from
the literature review. They translate almost

To address secondary target directly into hypotheses about the roles of Joint
groups In some cases industry and Service-specific advertising.
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Economies of scale may support the use of Joint advertising may prevent a free-rider
Joint advertising. This is based on dhe extent to problem which may be hypothesized to exist A4
which potential recruits view similarities between when one Service conducts a generic advertising
the various Servics Joint advertising may allow campaign which could benefit other Services. 1
savings in production and media costs when all Collaborative (Joint) advertising removes the need
purchases are made through one agency or to reallocate budgets among the Services. How-
channel. However, the perceived requirement for ever, it is not clear whether a free-rider problem
Service differentiation may not be satisfied by can arise at the Department of Defense. Each of -

generic Joint advertising. Therefore, a potential the four competitive Services essentially repre-
recruit's differential response to Joint and Service- sents a "branded" Service. If the advertising

specficadvertising must be measured to compaigns are sufficiently different from one
determine if economies of scale and effectiveness another, a free-rider problem will not occur when
of Joint advertising outweigh the effectiveness of one Service uses a generic advertising message.
Service-specific advertising. Spillover effects may be insufficient to require

Reaching secondary target groups with the Joint advertising.
same message may be hypothesized to be done Instead, Joint advertising may control the
more effectively with Joint advertising than with extent to which the Services can differentiate
Service-specific advertising. A Joint campaign, themselves from one another. If only Service-
designed to enhance positive attitudes about specific advertising existed, the Services could
miliary service by giving the common benefits of concentrate their advertising on gaining markcet
all the Services, may more readily appeal to the share rather than expanding the market by
general population. Parents, friends and guidance improving basic attitudes toward enlistment. T'he
counselors may be motivated to encourage Services may differentiate themselves to such an -

members of the primary target group to consider extent as to be dysfunctional. One can hypothe-
contacting a military recruiter. This indirect size that less Service differentiation occurs with
advertising may also encourage enlistment of non- more Joint advertising.
target group individuals. As a result, Joint Joint advertising may have substantial
advertising may be hypothesized to encourage goodwill effect for the Department of Defense. It .
more enlistments from older or non-primary- may be hypothesized that Joint advertising helps
individuals, generate a sense of pride in the military service

In the context of the Department of Defense, it both among service personnel and civilians. This
can be hypothesized that Joint advertising reaches goodwill may help stimulate enlistments and _

the primary target group with a more generic reenlistments among the active and reserve
message than Service-specific advertising, components of the military. >
Within certain segments of the youth population,
this broader message for the Military Services FINDINGS OF CONCEPTUAL MODELSA
may be perceived as having greater credibility.
As a result, it may be seen as more effective in Four conceptual models were developed to aid
enhancing the image of the military and in in understanding the contribution of advertising to

imrvng basic attitudes toward enlistment, the enlistment process. Two of these were
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reported by Amber S. Rao in A Model for Joint * Service quotas and quality standards
and Service Advertising. Rue (October 1983) promote "brand switching" by potential
and two by Hau L Lee in A Generalized Model applicants among the Services.
for Joint and Individual Service Advertising on
Enlistment for the Armfed Forces (November 0 The importance of the enlistment decision
1983). All four models are discussed in detail in encourages discussions with influencers,
A Criterion for Evaluating Advertisinjg Policies and these influencers may therefore

(September 1984) (Appendix E). The models constitute an important advertising target.
hypothesiz two kinds of contributions from
military recruitment advertising: • The primary target group is a small

(narrow) segment of the population and a
• Direct contributions to the signing of highly transitory group not easily reached V

enlistment contracts (closing the sale). by existing media.
I t ontributions to improving • An int s intention to enlist 

attitudes toward military service among can be hypothesized to precede actual
youth who are approaching or in the prime enlistment and serve as a useful and valid
enlistable age group, and among the predictor for subsequent behavior.
individuals who may influence them.

CONCLUSION
The conceptual models minimize the sum of

Service-specific and Joint advertising expendi- The literature review, the survey of industry
axes (efficiency) while assuring sufficient adver- advertisers and the conceptual model development
tising expenditures for each Service to meet its support the use of both efficiency and
enlistment contact req ts (effectiveness). effectiveness criteria for evaluating the DoD

In addition to the recurring themes of Advertising Mix Test.
efficiency and effectiveness, several unique Aggregate sales response (or responses of
elements of the recruiting environment were intermediate variables which accurately predict
highlighted in the formulation and evaluation of sales) was found to be an appropriate base for the
these conceptual models: effectiveness criterion. Short-term contributions

of advertising include meeting accession and con-
Repeat purchases, an important aspect of tract missions and maintaining quality standards.
product sales, is a negligible feature of the Longer-term enlistment contributions of advertis-
enlistment process. ing include maintaining favorable attitudes toward

the Military Services. Another long-termcontribu-
A strictly sequential buying cycle occurs: tion concerns promoting the consideration of
exposure to the possibility of military military service among high-quality potential
service, recruiter(s) contact, testing, and candidates
signing of enlistment agreements.
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An economic efficiency criterion was also the goal of advertising for the military is to
found to be useful in evaluating advertising maintain military strength (sales) at the lowest
effectiveness. In the private sector, economic advertising cost possible. In addition, this adver-
efficiency is typically conceptualized as profit tising is to develop and maintain a favorable
maximization. Because recruiting "sales" cannot attitude among potential candidates and the people
be translated into dollars, profit maximization is who could influence them.
replaced by cost minimization as an economic Consequently, the following criterion will be
efficiency criterion for evaluating the test. used to evaluate the advertising budget policies

In the private sector, a firm will encourage being tested in the DoD Advertising Mix Test:
and accept all additional sales generated by
advertising. The only limitation is the amount of Evaluation Criterion: The recommended
product that can physically and economically be advertising policy will be one providing the
produced to satisfy the new demand. In contrast, necessary short-term and long-term contri-
the military is limited, by quotas, from accepting butions to the attainment of the Services'
all enlistment contracts (sales) potentially gener- enlistment requirements at minimum adver-
ated as a result of advertising. In consequence, tising cost to the Department of Defense.

10k
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION MEASURES

The previous chapter reviewed the overall Attitudinal Measures
criterion chosen to evaluate the various DoD
advertising budget strategies implemented in the • Reported intentions to enlist in the military
experiment. This chapter takes the next logical 0 Reported strength of intentions
step in the research process by describing the
selection and validation procedures used in APPROACH TOWARD SELECTION OF
choosing a set of evaluation measures. Chapter 5 THE MEASURES
will cover the analytical approaches that employed
these measures to evaluate the data collected from The choice of measures used to evaluate the

the field experiment, field experiment depends on four factors: first,
the degree of consistency between the

THE SET OF MEASURES CHOSEN experiment's overall evaluation criterion and the
chosen measures; second, the extent to which the

The set of measures selected to assess the measures adequately capture the potential effects
contribution of various advertising budget of advertising along each stage of the enlistment
strategies implemented in the experiment includes decision process; third, the availability of data sets

aggregate enlistment response measures which adequately serve as the chosen measures;
(observed behavior) and aggregate intermediate and fourth, whether the measures themselves
measures (reported behavior and attitudinal data). conform to acceptable standards of validity and
The hypothesis is that a change in advertising reliability. The next sections review each of those

(total dollars and mix of Service-specific and four factors in turn.
Joint) will have a noticeable effect on the
following measures: Consistency Between the Evaluation

Criterion and Chosen Measures
Observed Behavior Measures

The overall criterion for the field experiment
" Quantity and quality of enlistment con- entailed an evaluation as to how well each tested

tracts by Service advertising strategy provided the necessary short-
" Quantity and quality of applicants taking and long-term contribution to the Services'

the qualifying test by Service enlistment requirements at the least cost to the
" Conversion ratios of applicants into Department of Defense. Thus, the set of mea-

contracts sures chosen must collectively support an analysis

that spans a sufficiently long planning horizon for
Reported Behavior Measures the respective advertising strategies to be

evaluated under this criterion.
* Reported recruiter contact Under ideal circumstances, using a single
* Reported conversations about the military measure to evaluate the field experiment would be
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the clearest and simplest approach. For example, of the enlistment process and the associated data
the marketing literature is replete with studies of sources for each stage in that process. Thus, the

purchase situations that use sales (in DoD terms, observed and reported behavior measures and the

enlistment contracts) as the single best outcome attitudinal measures reflect conditions at each

measure. stage throughout the enlistment decision process.

However, two difficulties exist in military
recruiting that argue against the use of a single Data Sets as Sources for the Measures

measure. First, self-imposed enlistment quotas
may bias this measure of advertising's effect by Data already collected by the Department of

obscuring its true underlying contribution. Defense facilitated the development of these

Second, given the length of the enlistment measures that reflect the changes at each stage of

decision (purchase) cycle, a measure of the enlistment process. For example, the annual

advertising's effect on only current enlistments DoD-sponsored Youth Attitude Tracking Study-

may overlook important leading indicators of its (YATS) provides a useful comparison over time

longer-term impact on enlistments. of youth attitudes toward military service. 4.

The YATS also served as a source for the e.

Measures that Span the Enlistment Deci- measures on reported youth behaviors, such as

sion Process contact with recruiters or discussions with
parents. The Defense Manpower Data Center

Because the criterion for evaluating the (DMDC) provided data on subsequent stages in

experiment demanded that the longer-term the enlistment decision process. Specifically,

consequences of changed advertising policies be DMDC provided statistics on potential applicants

taken into account, a set of measures was chosen for military service and subsequent counts of

that collectively spanned the entire range of the actual contracts signed to enter military service.

enlistment decision process. These sets of measures are described in more

Figure 4.1 portrays a schematic representation detail in the next section.

Figure 4.1

The Enlistment Process and Data Sources

Recter ASVAB Contrac..'

Attitudinal Reorted Observed Observed Observed
Measures Behavior Behavior Behavior Behavior

(YATS) (YATS) (DMDC) (DMDC) (DMDC)

ASVAB - Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
YATS - Youth Attitude Tracking Study
DMDC - Defense Manpower Data Center
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Validity and Reliability of the Measures measure using enlistments (represented by the
date of entry to active duty) may lag for as long as

Each measure was subjected to various one year after a contract is signed. This lag is not 06

reviews and tests to assess its validity and relia- only a function of training seat availability, but
bility for use in evaluating the field experiment, also of the high school graduation cycle and, to a
More findings are reported in considerable detail lesser extent, of youth preferences for delayed
as each measure is described and analyzed in the entry dates to active duty. To avoid these largely
next two sections of this chapter. administrative factors confounding a measure

Validity in its broadest terms refers to the using only enlistments, the number of contracts
degree to which each chosen measure actually was chosen.
represents that characteristic of the phenomenon Most prior research on recruiting and the .
under study. Does, for example, reported inten- enlistment process also used a measure of
dons to enlist on the YATS represent a valid contracts signed as the dependent variable. These
measure (i.e., leading indicator) of an eventual studies have entailed both econometric analyses
enlistment decision? Can the relationship be (e.g., Army Research Institute, RAND, UCLA
"validated" through rigorous statistical procedures and Duke University) as well as experimental
or must some other standards be used? approaches (e.g., WARC, RAND) and studies

Once a measure's validity has been employing an econometric approach analyzing
established, then its reliability or extent of "con- historical data (e.g., Epps, 1971, Hernandez,
sistency" must also be quantified. Validity 1979; Goldberg, 1982; Hanssens and Levien,
addresses the "truth" of a measure while reliability 1983; Morey and McCann, 1980) in various
addresses the measure's consistency in per- controlled experiments (e.g., Carroll, it AL ,,
fogmance or outcome through repeated use. 1985). In general, these studies concluded that
Returning to reported intentions to enlist for a marketing efforts are statistically related to
moment, the measure's reliability can be judged enlistment contracts.
by the consistency of the outcome through On the face of it, widespread use of enlistment
replication of the measure's use in the field experi- contracts in prior research lends validity to its use
went. This issue is addressed in more detail in as a more appropriate measure in this research
the final section of this chapter. project. Contract data collected during the period

of the experiment cannot, however, serve as a
WHY OBSERVED MEASURES OF valid predictor of the long-term consequences of
BEHAVIOR WERE CHOSEN changed advertising budget strategies on enlist-

ments. Other measures must be used for that
Enlistment contracts were chosen because purpose. '.

advertising budget strategies can be partially evalu- Applicants and the conversion ratio of
ated by their relative effect on military enlist- applicants into contracts represent the second
ments. The number of contracts was chosen as and third observed measures of behavior. These
the appropriate measure rather than enlistments measures were chosen for several reasons. First,
because of the latter's highly seasonal component, the number of applikants who take the qualifi-
a phenomenon influenced largely by the avail- cation test is less constrained by enlistment
ability of training slots. Furthermore, any standards than contracts. Indeed, not all those
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who take the test eventually sign contracts. 1979, were included. These data were combined
Second, test-taking is also less influenced by with additional data collected on the same
direct recruiter efforts than are contracts, variables for the remaining period October 1979
suggesting that the flow of applicants may be through March 1980.
more sensitive to the effects of advertising. Since the statistical models estimated involved
Third, because test-taking is one of the earliest the use of lagged variables (specifically contracts
and most accurately measured indicators of and applicants), only data for the first quarter of *g

advertising's effect on the recruiting process, this 1980 were used to examine the relationship
variable can serve as a leading indicator of between advertising, applicants and contracts.
advertising's longer-term effect on contracts. The dependent variables consisted of male appli-

These reasons help substantiate the choice of cants, taking the test and male enlistment contracts,
applicants and the related applicant conversion both expressed on a per-capita basis (17-21-year-
ratio as appropriate and valid measures for old males). These dependent variables were _

evaluating the effectiveness of the various further disaggregated by education and by a
advertising budget strategies. measure of general ability.

The first group (dependent variable) disaggre-
Validating the Use of Applicant and gated were either seniors or High School Diploma
Conversion Ratio Measures Graduate (HSDG) males who performed above

average on national norms (see Table 4. 1) for the
As is evident from the prior discussion, a Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). The

considerable body of research documents second group disaggregated simply consisted of
enlistment contracts as a valid measure of all remaining male applicants and enlistment
advertising effectiveness. Yet, a notable absence contracts.
of prior research attempting to correlate applicant The first disaggregated group represented the
flows and advertising spending requires a target market of interest. The independent or
different approach to validate these measures as predictor variables included dollar expenditures
appropriate for the field experiment, for Joint and Service-specific advertising, the

As part of the validation effort, the statistical number of recruiters by Service, and certain
relationship between enlistment contracts, appli- environmental variables.
cants taking the test, and advertising spending The results of the analysis, depicted in Table
levels by Service was investigated. 4.2, show that both Joint and Service-specific

DMDC provided monthly data on applicants advertising had a positive effect on the high-
taking the test and enlistment contracts, for each quality group of applicants and contracts.
Service, by county and by education and aptitude. Taken in total, the literature and results of the .-

These data sets covered the period October 1978 statistical analysis presented here provide
through March 1980. Marketing and considerable evidence that the chosen measures of
environmental data (e.g., unemployment rate, observed behavior (i.e., contracts, applicants and
percent black), originally developed for the the conversion ratio of applicants to contracts) .-.

Wharton-Navy Field Marketing Experiment for possess sufficient validity to warrant their use in
43 markets, covering the period October 1978 the evaluation of the field experiment.
through September
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Table 4.1
%. :

Percentage Distribution of Civilian Youth Population
by AFQT Category, 1980a

AFQT Percentile Score Percent of Civilian
Category Range Youth Populationb

I 93-100 8

It 65-92 28 "

IIA 50-64 16

IB 31-49 18

IV 10-30 21c

V 1-9 9d

a On the basis of AFQT scores, examinees are divided into six categories representing a
range from high trainability (Category I) to low trainability (Category V). By law, test
scores below 10 (Category V) disqualify an individual from military service. Those
scoring between the 10th and 30th percentiles (Category IV) are considered by the Services
to require a longer period of training and are less productive in jobs requiring a high level
of technical skill. There is, therefore, a 20-percent ceiling on the enlistment ofpersonnel in
Category IV, and all such personnel must be high school diploma graduates.

b The reference population is based on the testing of a nationally representative sample of
young people, ages 18 to 23 (more details can be found in Profile of American Youth:
1980 Nationwide Administration of the Armed Services Vocational Antiude Battery
Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve
Affairs, and Logistics), March 1982).

c Effective I October 1981, the number of Non-Prior Service (NPS) enlistees who score at ..
or above the tenth percentile and below the thirty-first percentile on the AFQT, may not
exceed 20 percent of the total number of NPS enlistments per Fiscal Year (10 USC
520(a)). In any case, a person who is not a high school graduate may not be accepted for
enlistment with an AFQT score below the thirty-first percentile (10 USC 520(b)). 7

d Individuals in Category V do not meet minimum standards for enlistment.
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Table 4.2

Correlations between Advertising Efforts and Applicants/Contract Measures

APPLICANTS

MALE HSDG/AFQT I-M A:
IQMaI ARMY NAVYX j&] FORCE MARDhCES

Service-Specific Advertising + + o o 0
Other Service Advertising N/A + o + o
JointAdvertising + + o + o

ALL OTHER MALES:
IaW ARMY NAVY AIRFOR MARINES

Service-Specific Advertising 0 o o o
Other Service Advertising N/A - + - o
Joint Advertising o o o o ?

'I-.J'

CONTRACTS

MALE HSDG/AFQT I-M A:
IM ARMY NAVY AIRFOR MA I

Service-Specific Advertising + + - +
Other Service Advertising N/A o 0 o
Joint Advertising + + + + o

ALL OTHER MALES:

Service-Specific Advertising o - + + +
Other Service Advertising N/A 0 + o +
Joint Advertising o o + + +

+ = significant positive - = significant negative o = no significant N/A - Not Applicable
correlation correlation correlation

Total - Sum of all Service advertising.

Servie-Specffle Advertising - Advertising geared only to promote one Service.
Other Service Ad e sing - Advertising promoting a Service other than the one indicated at
the top of the column.

Example: * There is no significant correlation between male HSDG/AFQT I-lIA Air Force
plicants and Air Force-specific advertising.

There is a significant positive correlation between male HSDG/AFQT I-lilA AirForce applicants and advertising promoting Services other than the Air Force.
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WHY EPOTEDBEHAIORANDcontact is also used as an indicator of the

CHOSENspcfcYTqusinardecieasflo:

The observed behavior measures capture only Conversations with Parents
the relatively short-term effects of advertising.
Thus, the potentially long length of the enlistment Conversations with parents was based on the

cycle argues for additional measures assessing the responses to YATS questions in 1984 and 1983.
longer-termi effects of advertising. For example, Respondents were first asked: "Within the last
Prospects may talk to a recruiter and/or have year or so, have you discussed with anyone the to
conversations with their parents about military possibility of serving in the military?" More detail
service as a result of exposure to advertising, was solicited from those who answered "yes,"
This behavior may subsequently contrbute to an including: "With whom did you discuss serving :

actual enlistment decision. In addition, adver- in the military?" Respondents could indicate that

tising may have the effect of changing the they had had recent discussions about joining thee
prospect's attitudes toward the military, that may military with either or both parents. Mentions of
in turn result in a favorable enlistment decision. "mother" or "father~~were independently recorded

Three measures were selected to address these in 1984 and 1983.
issues: reported recruiter contact reported con-
versations with parents, and stated intentions of Conversations with Recruiters
joining the military.

*The analysis focused on firmly establishing This measure included share conversations
these measures as valid predictors of eventual with recruiters from the Army, Navy, Air Force ,

enlistment behavior. Both reported behavior and Marine Corps. Conversations with recruiters
measures (reported recruiter contact and reported was based on the YATS question: "Have you
conversations with parents) and attitudinal ever talked with any military recruiter to get
measures (stated intentions of joining the military) information about the military?" Shares of *.

were tested for their ability to predict actual conversations with recruiters were derived from
enlistment behavior during a period of several those who responded "yes" to the question:

* years. Moreover, the independent and potential "What military service did the recruiter "

interactive effects of recruiter contact, conver- represent?" Note that the share measure may sum .

sations with parents and youths' stated intentions to more than 100 percent since the same respon-
were also considered. dent could have met with recruiters from more*.

All three measures -stated intentions to enlist, than one Service.
reported recruiter contact, and conversations with
parents by potential recruits - are measured by the Intentions to Enlist
YATS, conducted regularly since 1975. Stated
intentions to enlist is used as an indicator of youth The intention measures are derived from a
attitudes toward the military and each Service, as composite of two YATS survey questions. One
is reported recruiter contact. Reported recruiter question asks respondents for their planned
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activities in the next few years (unaided mention - likelihood of joining the military is constructed
definite and probable intentions). The second based on the response to these questions. The .
question asks respondents to indicate their YATS questions are: "How likely is it that you

intentions to enlist in the military using a five- will be serving on active duty in the Army/Air
point scale ("definitely" to "definitely not"). The Force/Marine Corps/Navy?" If the answer to any
specific questions are described in more detail as of these four questions was recorded as
follows: "probably" or "definitely," the respondent was 9.

considered to have a favorable attitude toward "I

Unaided Mentio of Joining the Mlitary serving in some specific branch of the military.
The YATS questionnaire begins with general The number of respondents with favorable
questions about the youth's demographic and attitudes relative to the total number of
educational background. Soon thereafter, the respondents in any particular cell is referred to as

youth is questioned about his career plans without the "composite likelihood of joining the military."
any specific mention of the military. A response Shares of composite likelihood for each Service
indicating interest in a military career indicates were derived by taking the proportion of respon-
inclusion of the military in the respondent's main dents with favorable attitudes toward a specific
choice set and may reflect top-of-mind awareness Service to the total respondents having favorable
on part of the youth about military career alterna- attitudes toward all Services. These shares do not
tives. The measure of unaided mention of joining necessarily add to 100.
the military is based on the YATS question:
'"ow, let's talk about your plans for the next few WHAT THE ANALYSES SHOW
years. What do you think you might be doing?" ABOUT THE REPORTED BEHAVIOR
The response records whether "Joining the MEASURES
military/service" was mentioned by the youth.
This measure is referred to as "unaided mention The marketing literature supports the use of %
of joining the military" in this report. these measures to capture the longer-term effects

of advertising. Reported behavior measures have
Aided Mention of Joining the Military been used in several studies and are reviewed in
Respondents are next asked about their responses Silk and Kalwani (1982). Orvis, at RAND, has
to specific career opportunities. The questions conducted extensive analyses using stated
begin with the mention of non-military careers enlistment intentions (1982; 1984). His results
such as construction worker and office worker, reveal that stated enlistment intentions are highly
Soon thereafter, a mention of the military is made correlated with future enlistment behavior. Orvis %
in the question: "How likely is it that you will be and his colleagues also report that recruiter contact
serving in the military?" This measure is referred and conversations with parents discriminate
to as "likelihood of joining the military." between individuals with positive and negative

intentions. Finally, Bayus (1985) presents

Composite Likelihood of Joining the evidence that conversations about the military are

Militay statistically related to changes in advertising I
The respondents are probed about their intention expenditures.
to join specific Services. A measure of composite
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The power of reported behavior and attitudinal intentions, respectively. The cumulative enlist-
measures to predict enlistments was analyzed ment rate for respondents stating they had face-to-
using the longitudinal follow-up to the Youth face recruiter contact is about five percent after six
Attitude Tracking Study. Matching the social months, increasing to about 13 percent after 42
security number of respondents for each survey months (Figure 4.2). For respondents not having
wave allowed tracking of actual enlistment recruiter contact, the cumulative enlistment rate is
behavior and comparison to the reported behavior signficantly lower over time (seven to eight
and attitudinal measures. Orvis and his col- percent after 42 months).
leagues at RAND assembled these data for the Reported conversations with parents follows a
years 1976 - 1979, encompassing more than similar pattern (Figure 4.3). This measure is a
23,000 respondents. Test-taking status and final better predictor over time than the recruiter contact
enlistment behavior were tracked for each measure (the difference between the reported
individual for up to four years, a sufficient time conversations with parents and no conversation
interval for assessing enlistment activity (Orvis, with parents curves (Figure 4.3) is greater at any
1982). point in time than the difference between the

Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 summarize the reported recruiter contact and no recruiter contact
results for reported recruiter contact, reported curves (Figure 4.2)).
conversations with parents, and stated enlistment

Figure 4.2

Cumulative Enlistment Rate by YATS Respondents
Reported Face-to-Face Recruiter Contact

Cumulative
Enlistment Rate

15%/ Reported

Contact.- ... -. :.

10%- ,.. -

5%"- No Contact

0 , , , , I ,I@

6 12 18 24 30 36 42

Months After Survey

Source: Longitudinal Follow-Up to 1976-79 YATS
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Figure 4.3

Cumulative Enlistment Rate by YATS Respondents
Reported Conversations with Parents

Cumulative
Enlistment Rate R

Reported
15% Conversation

Reported

No Conversation .-Lv

0 iI i i , i P ,

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 1^

Months After Survey

Source: Longitudinal Follow-Up to 1976-79 YATS

Orvis (1982) discusses these measures in stated intentions is the most significant predictor
greater detail. Additional analyses indicate that of eventual enlistment and that conversations with
the single measure of stated intentions to enlist parents is a better predictor than recruiter contact.
also performs very well. The enlistment rate per Details are described in Bayus and Carroll (1985).
six-month period for respondents who have not As a further test of the predictive power of the
yet enlisted and who have positive intentions of three selected measures, the possibility of .
joining the military, ranges from about 29 percent interactive effects between them was investigated.
after six months to about 1.5 percent after 42 Table 4.4 shows the enlistment rates of YATS
months. The enlistment rate for respondents with respondents who indicated positive and negative
negative intentions is significantly lower (Figure intentions to join the military. These were further
4.4). analyzed with respect to their behavior concerning

Table 4.3 presents the marginal effects of conversations with parents regarding the military
these variables on final enlistment behavior and and recruiter contacts.
on test-taking activity (without eventual Depending upon how they report their
enlistment). These values give an estimated intentions toward possible enlistment and on any
elasticity of the reported measures. For example, preliminary contacts with recruiters and
a one-percent increase in the target population discussions with parents, the data on Table 4.4..A
having conversations with parents would result in reveal a marked difference in subsequent
a 0.66 percent increase in enlistments. These enlistment rates.
results further indicate that of the three variables, .-
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Flgure 4.4

Enlistments Per Hundred YATS Respondents Aged 17.5

30.0-

27.5-

Legend
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Months After Survey

Sou rce Longitudinal Follow-Up m 1976-79YVATS

More er, visual inspection of the data reveal behaviors and dispositions toward the military as
a clear pattern between the YATS respondent's a leading indicator of subsequent enlistment.
stated involvement in the enlistment process and Although not immediately apparent,
subsequent enlistment. Specifically, the more differences in the enlistment rates across the
active the individual's search process and the YATS response groups suggest that search
more poitive his orientation, the more likely behavior and attitudes reinforce each other. In the
eventual cnistment becomes. These data appear right combination, these measures can lead to an
to confti - one's intuitive notions about prior even greater enlistment rate. For example, the ,,
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Table 4.3

Estimated Elasticities of Reported Behavior
and Attitudinal Measures

Stated Conversations
Enlistment with Recruiter
Intentions Parents Contact

Enlistment Activity 1.09% 0.66% 0.41%

Test-Taking Activity
(without enlistment) 0.79% 0.59% 0.45%

Table 4.4

Percentage of YATS Respondents Subsequently Enlisting
by Response Category

Reported Measures Attitudinal Measure:
of Behavior: Intentions to Join the Military

Conversation with
Parents and Recruiter .

Contact 26.6% 10.4%

Conversation with 1~

Parents Only 20.7% 7.0%

Recruiter Contact
Only 12.0% 4.4%

No Parental Conversations
or Recruiter Contract 11.1% 4.1%

Enlistment Rates by Prior Intention
to Join the Military 19.2% 5.4%

Total enlistment rate regardless of intention: 9.2%

Somc Lonlgitudinal Follow-up to 1976-1979 YATS

subsequent enlistment rate on Table 4.4 for the is more than twice the rate (10.4 percent) for
YATS respondent group who spoke with their those in the same parent conversation and
parents, contacted a recruiter and had a positive recruiter contact category, but expressing negative
intention to enlist, amounts to 26.6 percent. This intentions toward enlisting.
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SENSITIVITY OF THE MEASURES Measures of Statistical Error

Evaluating the DoD Advertising Mix Test Before discussing the results of the sensitivity
requires assessing whether differences in analyses, the statistical concept of error requires
advertising policy (budget levels and mixes) result elaboration.
in differences in enlistment behavior. As No experiment, no matter how carefully
reviewed in the prior section, the measures have controlled, can reduce the chances of error to zero
been substantiated for. their validity. Now the within reasonable cost boundaries. Conducting a
level by which the measures must differ before DoD advertising experiment with the chances of
the resulting differences can be attributed to adver- error reduced strictly to zero would require
tising policy (within appropriate error tolerances) creating four separate United States of America,
must be established. This range of differences is conducting the experiment over an extensive time
referred to as a measure of sensitivity, period, and gathering complete data from every

Relibiliy ofMeasresmember of the youth population under study.
Relibiliy ofMeasresThis is obviously impossible. Instead,

researchers in both the physical and social
The reliability of a measure refers to the sciences rely on concepts of statistical inference to

sensitivity of the measure in capturing the effects set appropriate error tolerances for interpreting
on enlistment of different advertising policies. experimental data.
Knowing how much the measures must change, Two types of error must be avoided when
to yield a statistically significant result, enables an designing and evaluating a comparative study
assessment of the relative power of the measures. (Fleiss, 1981). The first error, called Type I
The reliability of the measures can then be error, occurs when the differences in responses
inferred by assessing the lielihood of actually under examination are declared to be real, when in
observing this range of movement A measure fact there are no differences. For example, this
which must double or triple to yield statistically type of error could arise if a difference in6f
significant results is less sensitive, and thus less enlistment behavior were attributed to an
reliable, than one which must change only 10 or advertising policy when no such difference
20 percent. existed. More specifically, this error would occur

The results of several studies using monthly if an observed decline in enlistments in a treatment
and quarterly historical time series data (e.g., cell were attributed to the advertising policy in that
Fernandez, 1979; Goldberg, 1982; Hanssens and cell, when in fact the decline in the treatment cell
Leiven, 1983; Morey and McCann, 1980) and an was no different from that in other treatment cells.
experimentally induced variation (Carroll, rd nj, This kind of error is generally prevented by
19 85) have revealed that the observed behavior simply setting the statistical test at a small level of
measures are very sensitive to changes in probability (alpha level) such as 0.10, 0.05, or
advertising and recruiter efforts. 0.01. This kind of control is not entirely adequate

**
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since populations underlying the observed Blue with a total advertising budget of $31
responses will generally differ to some extent. million). Determining the maximum cost of a
These differences can be substantially reduced by Type [1 error (declaring that no difference
careful population or market matching proce- between treatment conditions exists when there is
dures. This has been done in the cell design of a significant difference) requires developing the
this test. cost of recapturing lost enlistment contracts. That

The second kind of statistical error, Type II, loss would be the result of choosing a cell with
occurs when the two responses under less advertising than would be efficient and
examination are not declared significantly effective.
different when in fact they are different. This These results imply that the cost of Type I and
type of error would arise in the test if the same Type II errors are about the same for the DoD
effects of advertising on enlistments were Advertising Mix Test. Both types of errors need
attributed to treatment ceils when, in fact, the to be prevented at similar levels of statistical
advertising policies in these cells led to different assurance. This means a tighter constraint for
enlistment behavior. Such an error is less serious Type HI errors. The sensitivity analyses used d

when the responses differ by a small amount. It various values for alpha and beta to obtain a

becomes critical when the difference is large. The sensitivity range for each selected measure.
researcher can control Type II error by specifying ---

what difference is of sufficient importance to be Sensitivity of Reported Behavior and
detected, and what the desired probability is of Attitudinal Measures
detecting it. This probability, denoted as one min-
us beta. is called the power of the statistical test. The sensitivity of reported recruiter contact,
Beta is the probability of failing to declare the reported conversations with parents, stated
specified difference to be statistically important. enlistment intentions, and the interactive effect

The sensitivity of the reported behavior and between recruiter contact and parent conversations
attitudinal measures must be evaluated for pre- was computed by using the pre-intervention
determined alpha and beta values. Cohen (1977) survey (1983 Youth Attitude Tracking Study)
suggests that in the typical case, Type I error is responses as a base. This information was
approximately four times as serious as Type H compared to the results from the post-intervention
error. Based on the experimental design of the survey (YATS study done after the experiment) to -
DoD Advertising Mix Test, the costs for Type I determine the statistical significance of the
and Type HI errors can be roughly computed. changes in the measures. The sensitivity of each T-T.

Type I error (declaring that a difference measure differs by treatment cell and by sample
between treatment conditions exists when there is size. With the relative changes in baseline
no real difference) would result in a maximum responses known, the likelihood of those
annual cost of $53 million to the Department of differences can be assessed.
Defense. This figure is derived from the Prior to evaluating the sensitivity of the YATS .
difference between the test cell with the highest measures (in responding to changes in recruitment
cost (Cell White with a total advertising budget of advertising), several issues had to be considered.
$84 million) and the cell with the lowest cost (Cell The first concerns the effects of geographic and
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Figure 4.5

General Approach for Calculating the Sensitivity of
Evaluation Measures

STEP I STEP 2 STEP 3

TetfrGorptc no TetfrrmnoT "f by Oeli] differences Test for tn differences Test for SingleDfenesb elI Trend between Treatment Effects
(83 YATS) 83 & 84 YATS E

significant significant
differences differences

Adus Adjust
Appropriate Lj Appropriate .-

cells Cells

sampling differences between the cells. For Table 4.5 contains the pre-intervention (prior
example, one test cell may have a greater to experiment) responses for the 1983 YATS by
proportion of its populaion exposed to recruiters test cell for each of the evaluation measures.
than another test cell. In another case, because of These results were positive in that, with the
differences in samples, the level of recruiter exception of enlistment intentions which is mildly
contact may be 25 percent of respondents in one significant for Cell Blue, none of the main effect
sample while 26 percent in another sample. The measures were significantly different across the
second issue to be considered, regarding treatment cells. The interactive effect between
evaluating the sensitivity of the YATS measures, conversations with parents and recruiter contact
concerns time trends. Different values for a was significantly higher in Cell Blue (and
measure may be obtained within a market at correspondingly lower in Cell Yellow) indicating
various points in time. For example, recruiter that the 1984 YATS responses required
contact in a cell may change from the 1983 to the adjustment when studying this interactive effect.
1984 YATS results. Consequently, differences in Sampling differences for demographic and co- '
the YATS measures were investigated to ensure variate variables were evaluated by cross%,A
that any observed differences were actually attri- tabulating responses across treatment cells for the
butable to advertising policy differences. The 1983 YATS. With the exception of race, these e1%,"
steps to accomplish this goal are represented in results revealed no major differences. Results for %..

Figure 4.5.
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Table 4.5

Pre-Intervention Statistics for Evaluation Measures by Cell

POOLED
CELL Al CELL B CELL C CELL D ACROSS

VARIABLE YELLOW BLUE GREEN RED CELLS

Positive Intentions 27.1% *23.1% 28.5% 29.1% 26.0%

Conversations with
Parents 26.5% 27.1% 31.5% 25.7% 27.4%

Recruiter Contact 43.5% 44.4% 46.0% 43.0% 44.1%

Interaction between
Conversations with **16.3% **18.7% 19.9% 16.6% 17.5%
Parents and Recruiter
Contact Effects

Sample Size 640 690 387 415

Source: 1983 YATS Weighted Responses * Significant diffaience from pooled value at 0.10 level
0 Signifcant differnce from pooled value at 0.05 level

Reading the Table: In the pre-intervention YATS survey, 2 7.1% of Cell Yellow's respondents
had positive intentions. This compares to Cell Blue's 23.1% positive
intentions.

the race variable indicate a higher proportion of Table 4.6 presents the percent change required
Caucasian respondents in Cell Green. Thus, the to conclude that statistically significant treatment
1984 YATS population statistics for this variable differences exist for each of four different
required adjustment for the demographic variable, variables. These changes concern the pre-

To establish the existence of a time trend, intervention 1983 YATS responses and their 1984
detailed calculations of the response ranges were post-intervention levels. Various Type I and .'a
made. These computations identify the 1984 Type H error probabilities are included. For
YATS response level necessary in the control cell example, when alpha (Type I error tolerance)
(Cell Yellow) to infer statistically the existence of equals 0.05 and the tolerance for Type I error is
an overall time trend for each measure (see Table the same as for Type 11 error, stated enlistment
4.6). Positive intentions to enlist in the military intentions must either increase from the base of
must change by 19 percent from its 1983 pre- 0.26 (i.e., 26.0 percent of respondents had
intervention (baseline) response (26.0 percent); positive intentions of joining the military) to 0.32
conversations with parents must change by 18 or decrease to 0.20 - a change of 6.0 percentage
percent from its 1983 baseline response (27.4 points. The 6.0 percentage-point increase or
percent); and recruiter contact must change by 13 decrease required is about 23 percent of the
percent from its 1983 baseline response (44.1 original 26.0 percent response level observed in
percent) for Type I and Type II error of 0.05. 1983.
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Table 4.6

Percent Chanle in the 1983 Pre-Intervention
Measure Required for Statistical Significance

between Advertising Treatments

Pr-.P

Type1 0.1 0.05 0.01 luazvemnm-
Variable Type II 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.05 0.10 0.2 0.01 0.02 0.05 Ratpmm

PosiveIntentions 19 17 13 23 21 18 28 27 25 26.0%

Conversations with
Parents 18 15 12 21 19 17 27 25 24 27.4%

Recruiter Contact 13 11 9 15 14 12 19 18 17 44.1%

Interactis between .. .

Convesation with
Parents and Recruiter
Contact Effects 22 20 16 26 24 21 33 32 30 17.5%

SUMMARY AND-CONCLUSIONS Reported Behavior Measures

The set of evaluation measures selected to • Reported recruiter contact
assess the short- and long-term contributions of * Reported conversations with parents
various advertising mixes toward the attainment
of the Services' enlistment requirements are as Attitudinal measures

follows:
Reported intentions to enlist in the military 6

Observed Behavior Measures • Reported strength of intentions

* Quantity and quality of applicants by Each of these measures has been substantiated
Service by existing literature and additional testing. All -6

* Quantity and quality of contracts by appear to be valid measures for purposes of
Service evaluating the experiment according to the criteria

* Conversion ratios of applicants into established. These measures have also been
contracts found sufficiently sensitive to varied advertising
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mixes. This allows for policy recommendations Adjustments to certain cells for some
based on statistical differences between the evaluation measures were made to allow
various treatment conditions. for correct inferences. For example, to ,. 001

To evaluate correctly the data provided by examine the effects of advertising using
these measures the following adjustments and the interaction term between recruiter
actions were required: contact and parent conversations, Cells

Yellow and Blue were adjusted.
. Adjustments for the variations in sample -'

composition within certain cells were • Type H error constraints must be
implemented. In particular, Cell Green stringently considered in evaluating test
required adjustment for demographic results.
differences (i.e., race).
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYTICAL APPROACH%

RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE is large and complex. A large number of factors

Thischaper evies ou aproac to affect it and, hence, affect any quantitative
Thischaper evies ou aproac to representation of it. Managerially useful

analyzing the data from the DoD Advertising Mix advertising policy guidelines can be developed
Test. As thene data arrived, they were ch ecked, given these system complexities by (1) using .'

coded, collated and aggregated. Appendix D multiple measures of recruiting system
provides a description Of the data collected during performance; (2) placing more emphasis on
the test. Once assembled, validated and aggre- consistency among a variety of analyses; and
gated into a data base, these data constituted a (3) focusing on determining the direction and
comprehensive quantitative representation of the ranges of advertising expenditures, rather than on

perormnceof the recruiting system during the developing precise and static decision rules for
period of the test (FY 1984). advertising spending.

Earlier chapters of this report have discussed Second, the measures selected for evaluating
the motivation and need for the test, its objective, the enlistment process, both applicants and
criterion for evaluation and specific measures of contracts, substantially and consistently declined
recruiting system performance - as well as its from FY 1983 to FY 1984. Every measure of the
actual field implementation. This chapter enlistment process observed during the period of
discusses the analytic approach and quantitative the experiment decreased substantially in the
techniques used to evaluate the experiment. matched subset of the control cell (Cell Yellow)
Specifically, this chapter reviews the data and in the control cell as a whole. Hence, where
elements, the level of aggregation, and the no changes in advertising were made, the
mathematical representations or formulations recruiting system was still less productive in the
used. The next two sections of this chapter experimental year than in the prior year. For
discuss these issues for observed behavior example, aggregate unemployment levels
measures (enlistment contracts and applicants), decreased during this period and entry level
and reported behavior and attitude measures. military pay did not keep pace with the increase in

Two general observations are noted before civilian income levels. Both of these factors made
discussing these specific measures, however, recruiting more difficult.
First, the overall assessment of the experiment Table 5.1 provides the percent change in the ~ v
requires investigation across measures. Second, evaluation measures observed in the subset of the
all measures of recruiting performance declined control cell (Cell Yellow) between FY 1983 and -.

during the period of the test. FY 1984. It also indicates the change in the
The need to look across measures arises unemployment rate. The overall decline in these

because the military manpower recruiting system measures during the period of the test has several
implications.

or
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Table 5.1

Percent Change in Measures of the Enlistment Process
Control Cell 1983 to 1984 "

Measure Percent Chaneg

Total Enlistment Contracts
(DoD wide) -4.4

IHigh School Graduate & Senior
Enlistment Contracts (DoD) - 4.5

AFQT I-1IA Enlistment
Contracts HSDG (DoD)* - 9.2

Total First Applicants (DoD wide)** - 19.8

High School Graduate & Senior
First Applicants (DoD) - 20.6

AFQT I-IA First Applicants
HSDG (DoD) - 24.5

Reported Recruiter Contact (DoD) -16.1

Reported Conversations with Parents
about Enlisting in Military - 18.8

Unaided Mention of Joining Military -21.7

Aided Likelihood of Joining Military - 15.1

Aided Composite Likelihood of Serving -8

in One or More Military Services -8.3

Overall Unemployment Rate - 19.6

* AFQT I-IIA: individuals scoring at or above the 50th percentile on the Armed
Forces Qualification Test.

**Individuals takng the non-institutional Armed Services Vocational AptitudeBattery test sequence for the first time.
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Assessments of the effects of the level and mix of variables are better suited to the experiment's four
advertising on the enlistment process were made cell design. %%
by comparing the performance of these measures The cross-sectional models using all the ADIs
in each cell with its performance in the control were supplemented by models based on ADIs
cell. In addition, the pervasive decline in these from pairs of test cells. These models test the
measures clearly demonstrates a sharp movement hypothesis that the cells in the given pair exhibit Z

in the overall system. different responses because of their respective
The DoD Advertising Mix Test was designed advertising treatments. Of particular importance

to evaluate recruiting advertising policy and was is the comparison of each test cell with the control
not designed to explain fully all changes in the cell. These "pair-wise' analyses were performed
recruiting system. The sharp change in system only with 1984 data and the changes from 1983 to
performance during the year of the test required 1984.
more focus on identifying the advertising-related
changes in each measure of performance and Formulation Issues
allowed less focus on systematically and statisti-
cally relating changes in one measure with The models estimated for the DoD enlistment
changes in others. As a result, the measures were contracts can be compared with several other
investigated in parallel rather than in sequence. recent models that estimate enlistment supply for
That is, independent analyses were performed on various Services. These other models generally
the various measures at the same time rather than have used contracts or accessions as dependent
developing a sequential analyses plan to test variables. The following comparisons highlight
results across measures in an a priori sequence. five key formulation issues.

OBSERVED BEHAVIOR Goals
Several recent models of enlistment supply,

Because of the design of the experiment, including work by WARC with the Navy
cross-sectional regression models were used to Recruiting Command, have included goals.
test the following hypothesis: Various advertising Goals were not explicitly used in this test's
treatments produce differing responses which can models for several reasons. First, data across -.

be measured by the number of contracts and Services were not consistent. Indeed, the Air
applicants (observed behavior). Each AD! in the Force apparently only established accession goals
experiment was used as a single observation for during the period of the test whereas other
these cross-sectional regressions. All observa- Services also established contract goals. Second,
tions in these regressions were annual. The the effect of goals on contracts is considerably
various observed behaviors were modeled as a more difficult to evaluate when several Services
function of the advertising treatment and other are involved. For example, are the effects of the 4

explanatory factors. Dummy variables were used Army's goals confined to the Army's per-
to indicate the advertising treatments instead of formance or do the Army's goals impact all
actual advertising expenditures on Joint and Services? Similarly, how should changes in
Service-specific advertising because categorical recruitment standards be incorporated into goal
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formulations? Thus, the effects of goals and The models employed in this study are
standards quickly lead to the identification of generally cross-sectional models using annual
alternative formulations. However, the complex- data. Distributed lag formulations are not appro-
ity of the recruiting system does not permit dis- priate for such models since a time sequence is
crimination among these different formulations, not considered. However, most, if not all, lag

Another reason for not using goals in the effects are picked up within a few months in the
models concerns the broad and general decline of distributed lag models reported in military
the recruiting system's performance during the recruiting studies. Consequently, the impact of
test period -- the overall Delayed Entry Program various independent variables, including advertis-
(DEP) pool declined significantly during FY ing, is reflected in the annual data. In addition,
1984. This factor most likely reduced the impact different rate changes in unemployment have been
of goals on measures such as contracts. While directly addressed in the annual change models.
goals would clearly bind against accessions in
some cases, their effect on contracts and Interaction Terms
applicants is expected to have been reduced. Numerous interactions among variables are

Another factor in eliminating the use of goals possible and likely in the recruiting system. For . .

concerns the argument that they would be example, recruiting effort, unemployment and 4N
expected to have a progressively lower impact. advertising may be highly interactive in the
Whereas goals might be argued to have an effect recruiting system. Not enough is known about
on contracts, their effect on intentions to join the the recruiting system to identify, formulate,
military is dubious at best. Finally, alternate specify and reliably estimate each possible
formulations concerning the impact of goals were interaction as a separate term in a model.
tested in several models. These efforts did not Therefore, a model formulation that allows for
materially alter the nature of the results. interaction among the variables has been

employed. The response variable is modeled as
Lags the product of functions of the independent

Distributed lag formulations for variables such variables. Such formulations have been exten-
as unemployment and advertising have been sively employed in marketing modeling work.
widely used in military enlistment supply models.
These models, which use monthly data, greatly Demand Constraints
increase the number of observations and the It is generally believed that the Services Ile
associated degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, administratively control the input of less qualified
the increase in observations is countered by their applicants but accept all the available but limited
serial correlation. Because of leads and lags in supply of those better qualified applicants. For
the recruiting process, the number of contracts reasons of trainability, performance and retention,

signed in a given month is frequently serially the Services prefer those applicants who are high
correlated with the number of signed contracts in school graduates (or seniors who will graduate
previous months. In addition, monthly models prior to entry on active duty) and who also score
must account for independent variables and in the top half of the aptitude range on the Armed
seasonality. This frequently renders the interpre- Forces Qualification Test (AFQT).
tation of coefficients and findings difficult.
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Many models of enlistment supply have been Relative Military Pay A
4v".

formulated under the assumption that supply- Recent models of enlistment supply have
generating initiatives, such as recruiting and incorporated the effect of relative military pay on
advertising resources and bonuses, affect QnlX the enlistments. These models were developed to
input of the supply-limited group of better account for large changes in military pay and
qualified applicants. In practice, however, the benefits over time. Military pay does not,
demand for the less qualified applicants is also however, vary greatly across markets during a
affected by changes in recruiting resources and by single year. Hence, most variation in relative
the Services' efforts to meet their active duty military pay depends on differences in civilian
manning requirements. incomes across markets. These differences are

The dynamics of the marketplace, coupled highly correlated with differences in unemploy- "-e
with the Services' own manpower policies and ment rates, degrees of urbanization and racial
practices, can produce what appear to be counter- composition across markets. The models used in
intuitive results. That is, the input of less this study incorporated these variables and did
qualified applicants can increase along with those account for or absorb the relative income effects.
better qualified as more resources are injected into Models in which measures of civilian income
the recruiting system. Short- and intermediate- have been explicitly included did not yield signifi-
term factors such as training seat availability and candy different results from those achieved in this - -

an end-strength shortfall, for instance, may study. -!
encourage the Services to relax temporarily their
administrative controls and allow a greater input The Model
of the less qualified along with those better
qualified applicants. Multiplicative models were developed for total

If only the preferred group of better educated applicants, contracts and for the key segments of
and above average aptitude enlistment applicants each of these measures of observed behavior.
and contracts were included in the analysis, in our The multiplicative formulation, which has been
judgment the field experiment would have been widely used in marketing, captures some
incomplete, and possibly subject to invalid nonlinearity in response as well as possible
results. The Services cannot in reality achieve a interactions among the independent variables.
global optimum that ensures at all times a perfect In these models, XUNEMP, XURBAN,
balance between resource allocation initiatives, XRACE and XRECR represent, in log form, per
force manning objectives and accession policies, capita or rate variables for unemployment,
Thus, it would be unwise to assume in this experi- urbanization, percent non-white and production
ment that applicant and contract flows of the less recruiter person-months, respectively. The
preferred (and at least partially demand con- variables DB, DC and DD are dummy variables
strained) should be ignored as irrelevant to the representing Cells Blue, Green and Red,
criteria established for evaluating this field respectively. The impact of the control cell (Cell
experiment. Yellow) is absorbed into the constant. The

coefficients of these models are interpreted as
elasticities.
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Specifically, the multiplicative model takes the Thus, the model becomes linear and additive
form: when expressed in natural logarithms. Note that

DB, DC and DD do not appear as logarithms
(Applicant Rate) = ba (Unemployment Rate)b since they are expressed in the power of "e" in the
(Urbanization Index)b2 (Racial Composition multiplicative specification. The coefficents of the
Index)b (Recruiter person-months per logarithm terms, such as b4, are interpreted as
capita)b4 CbS D8 eb6 DC eb7 DD e2  elasticities, reflecting the percentage change in,

for example, an applicant rate in response to a one
where b0 to b7 are coefficients to be estimated; "e" percent change in recruiters per capita. Thus, the
represents the base of natural logarithms multiplicative specification yields coefficients that
(approximately 2.7183) and E is the error. have meaningful interpretations as elasticities for
Because this formulation is multiplicative, the policymakers.
effect of a change in any one term multiplies
through all other terms. REPORTED BEHAVIOR AND ATTrTU-

The effects of membership in Cell Blue are DINAL MEASURES .-

captured by the coefficient bs. Thus, when a test
market belongs to Cell Blue, DB is set to 1, and The YATS responses, which form the basis
the net multiplicative effect on the applicant rate is for both the reported behavior and attitudinal
through the term eb Conversely, when a test measures, were analyzed using rigorous statistical
market does not belong to Cell Blue, DB is zero; tests. These tests were designed to identify the
hence, ebs DB becomes e0 which equals 1, and specific instances where changes in advertising
multiplying the expression by 1 does not change were associated with significant changes in
its value. reported behaviors and/or attitudes. Two

In the models, the applicant rate was parametric tests, the difference of differences and
measured by totil applicants per 1,000 simultaneous tests of significance, and one for%
population. In order to preserve a common unit nonparametric test, sample rank ordering, were
of analysis, the recruiter rate rather than the used.
absolute number of total recruiters was used. The
advantage of this approach is that the observations Difference of Differences (two-tailed "t"
are appropriately scaled and the error term E is test)
minimized. If absolute numbers were used
instead of rates, the measurement error would The observations corresponding to Cell
have wide disparities because of small and large Yellow for 1983 and 1984 serve the necesssary
markets (i.e., heteroskedasticity). purpose of "control." In Cell Yellow, the

In log form, the multiplicative model appears advertising level and mix in 1984 were
as: deliberately maintained at their 1983 levels. The

log (Applicant Rate) changes (or difference) from 1983 to 1984 in each
=b + b, (XUNEMP) of the non-control cells can be compared to the
+ b2 (XURBAN) changes in the control cell. The difference of
" b3 (XRACE) differences from Cell Yellow (Control) to Cells
+ b4 (XRECR) Blue, Green and Red measures the changes that
+ b5 DB + b6 DC + b7 DD + E occurred between 1983 and 1984 with respect to -5'
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the control cell. This is termed the "difference of Sample Rank Ordering
differences' estimator.

The variance of such an estimator is Three sample constructions are available and
computed, and a two-tailed student "t" test is are described in the next section. Determining the
conducted to determine whether the "difference of extent to which the results are sensitive to the
differences" estimator is significantly different choice of sample is important. To examine the
from zero. The level of significance was set at sensitivity of the changes in measures to the

0. 10. The details of this procedure are described sample construction, a nonparametric rank
in Appendix F. ordering procedure was implemented. A sample.

There exists an alternate approach to rank ordering of the percentage changes in
understanding this "difference of differences" measures with respect to the 1983 levels was
estimator of advertising effects. The change in made for each of the three sample constructions.
the measures between 1983 and 1984 for Cell
Yellow is interpreted as a time trend that may be Criteria for Significance
driven by any number of factors other than
changes in advertising budgets. The change in Each of the reported behavior and attitudinal
other cells' measures between 1983 and 1984 is measures was subjected to the parametric tests
interpreted as a sum of this time trend (estimated and the sample rank ordering. Therefore, state-
by the change in Cell Yellow) and an advertising ments in this report asserting that the effect of
effect. Therefore, as an example, the difference advertising is "significant" for a certain question
between the change in Cell Blue and the change in are based on findings that met the criteria
Cell Yellow (referred to as the "difference of established in these parametric tests and that are
differences" estimator) measures the effect of consistent in the non-parametric ranking
advertising in Cell Blue. This same line of procedure.
reasoning can be usdd with respect to all other cell
pairs. ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION *

Simultaneous Tests of Significance Surveys vs. Direct Observations

An alternate test of significance is conducted The measures based on YATS responses are -

to determine whether the "difference of =~observed. They represent r Qrz~d behavior
differences" estimators for Cells Blue, Green and or attitudes among a sample of the population of
Red are simultaneously equal to zero. This test interest. Measures derived from the YATS
examines the hypothesis that all the 1983 and responses are, therefore, esiae of underlying
1984 observations came from a homogeneous behavior and attitudes: Observed behavior is
population with identical advertising effects in all more valid.
cells. The ability to r!'Ject this hypothesis might
yield clues regarding which cells were signifi- Change in 1984 Protocol
candy different and by how much. The critical
0.10 significance level is obtained from the stu- Changes in the YATS protocol between 1983
dentized range. and 1984 posed problems relating to the
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construction of comparable samples. To reduce Sample 3 was selected as a base for analysis
sampling costs, the 1984 YATS sample included for 1984. Sample 3 contains the largest sample. - -
some respondents whose phone numbers were In addition, the questions on the reported .

called in 1983. This resulted in possible duplicate behavior and attitudinal measures of interest were
interviews. A second change in the study's asked in the same order to both the "Reserve" and
design involved the questions concerning the "active" respondents in 1984. Finally, the bias
respondents' intentions to join the military estimation and reduction techniques employed to
Reserves. In 1983, under the original format, the accommodate the reinterview respondents were
sections on active duty and reserve duty were considered appropriate.
separated. Some questions administered to the A caveat on surveys in general should be
"Reserve" sample were not administered to the given. Inaccuracies in either the sampling scheme
"active" sample and vice versa. In 1984, the or in the answers given by respondents result in
questions of interest were not only asked in the measurement error. These inaccuracies are
same sequence but also asked of the entire sample amplified when the smaller sample is scaled up to -..
of respondents. the national population. -

Sample Selection Quality of Respondents

Although YATS measures the responses of a The quality of the respondents whose
wide range of individuals, including males and observed behavior measures were analyzed can be
females, for the purposes of the test, the YATS determined with precision (through their AFQT
sample was narrowed to males aged 16 to 21 group level). In the YATS study, the quality of
because they constitute the primary target audi- individual respondents can only be approximated
ence for military recruiting. In 1983, the total because no definitive standardized test results are
number of relevant cases was 4,415. To address available from the survey data. Although the
the changes in the 1984 protocol, three sub- aggregate samples could have been subdivided by "-- -
samples of the YATS data were considered: educational level, the benefits that could be

achieved by such subdivision might have been
Sample 1: New interviews only, without re- outweighed by the inaccuracies in respondents' -.

serve respondents and without self-classification. Therefore, analysis was based
respondents whose phone numbers on the aggregate sample and not on any other " " "

were included in the 1983 sample proxy measure for quality.
(reinterviews) (2,547 cases).

Inclusion of Other Explanatory Factors
Sample 2: New interviews and "reinterviews,"

without reserve respondents (4,401 In addition to advertising, other factors would
cases). seem to influence attitudes and behavior with

regard to military enlistment. Factors such as
Sample 3: New interviews and "reinterviews," unemployment, size of the recruiter force or

with reserve respondents (5,057 urbanization could significantly affect the reported
cases). behavior and attitudes of the respondents. The
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* DoD Advertising Mix Test was conducted with Then, households within clusters are sampled.
only four cells--too few to estimate jointly the Finally, eligible persons within a household are
effects of advertising and other influencing factors sampled. The actual number of respondents is
on behavior and attitudes. Statistically, there are multiplied by the established weight, which yields

* insufficient degrees of freedom to include other a figure representing the total number of youthV9
* explanatory variables. If the analysis were (within the relevant age and gender categories) in

conducted at the ADI level, these explanatory the United States.
variables could be included. This would require We desired to conduct our analysis of the
deleting those ADIs with unacceptably low YATS data based on numbers that reflect national
numbers of observations. Such an approach population proportions in each cell. Using this

* would, however, raise the issue concerning the weighting procedure to scale sample responses to
definition of an acceptable number of the national level preserves the average response.
observations. To avoid these conflicts, the (The average response is measured by the
analysis was confined to the cell level in which proportion of cases which responded favorably to
the effect of other explanatory variables on the a particular question.) Such scaling may,
control cell could be incorporated into the however, substantially affect the variance of the
"difference of differences" estimator. response measure. The national-level population

Choie ofQuesionsprojections (derived using the YATS weights)
Choie ofQuesionswere scaled down so that the total number of

responses in all cells equaled the original sample
Several questions in the YATS aim to measure size in the cells (as defined in the DoD

attitudes about military service. The analysis is Advertising Mix Test). The adjusted cell-level
confined to those questions devoted to measuring sample reflecting national population proportions
the effect of advertising towards military service, was computed by first calculating the ratio of the
More specifically, the analysis considers those total original (i.e., unweighted) sample size to the
proven by previous research to demonstrate a total weighted sample size across all cells, and
direct and positive relationship to future enlist- then the total weighted total for each cell was

ment.multiplied by this ratio to obtain the adjusted cell-
level sample.

Weighting Procedure

A weighting procedure to adjust the YATS
survey responses to reflect national proportions This chapter described several analytical '

has been documented (R.E. Mason, "Estimation approaches and quantitative techniques used to
Procedures in YATS," RTI Technical Report, evaluate the data collected from the field
December 16,1983). The weights are constructed experiment. The methods chosen resulted from
based on the sampling scheme. First, a procedure several factors, including the truncated design of
called Mitofsky-Waksberg clustering technique is the experiment (i.e., a partial instead of a full
used to identify telephone numbers. In this case, factorial design), the inds of variables developed :
clusters were determined by area codes and the from the data collected (such as ratio and Yh~

first three digits of the phone numbers. categorical), and the efforts to cross-validate the
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findings using one approach with that of another. regression techniques using ADIs as the geo-
To evaluate advertising's effect (if any) on graphic unit of analysis.

those measures representing observed enlistment To evaluate advertising's effect on measures
behavior, a multiplicative log formulation of a representing reported behavior and attitudes
model was constructed. The coefficients fitted to toward military service, a series of parametric and
the model were derived from cross-sectional non-parametric statistical tests were undertaken.

's
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* CHAPTER 6

RESULTS

Previous chapters have described the study tested for one year. Tracking and evaluating
design, the analytical approach and the measures market responses to this advertising mix and
used to evaluate advertising effectiveness. The spending level would be recommended. In%
first section of this chapter summarizes the results addition, alternative spending levels should be
of the DoD Advertising Mix Test and its maintained in some markets. Longer-term
implications. The subsequent sections provide (beyond one year) effects of Cell Blue's budget
the findings with respect to the three measures of levels are not known.
observed behavior, reported behavior and Alternate implications, based on further
attitudinal responses, respectively, (described in analysis and interpretation of the observed
Chapter 4). Additional interpretations of these behavior results, are reviewed in Chapter 7.
results are discussed in Chapter 7.

RESULTS
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND
IMPLICATIONS Three measures were used to evaluate adver-

* tising effectiveness: observed behavior, reported
TESTr CELL DESIGN behavior, and attitudes. Having validated these

Mledia Budget IYellow IGen Blue Re I
(Millions of S) (Control) I measures and identified their sources (Chapter 4),
Service-specific I 68 I68 I15 I15 I we shall now review how various levels of adver-
Joint 16 4 16 40tising expenditures affected these three measures.

"Cell Blue performed better than or at least as Impact of Advertising Treatment on
well as the other cells. This result is Observed Measures of Behavior
consistent for all three measures.

Three measures of observed behavior were
"Recruitment performance during the test year used in the analysis:

in Cell Blue (which had the lowest total
advertising expenditure) was not adversely * Number of applicants taking the enlistment
affected. In fact, the evidence suggests that test
recruiting system performance actually * Number of contracts signed

increased at Cell Blue's level and mix of * Applicant-to-contract conversion ratio, i.e.,V
advertising expenditures. the number of applications required per con-

One iret ipliatin fom hes reult isthetract. Advertising may increase applicants
Onediec imliatonfro tes rsuls s hewithout a corresponding increase in contracts, <U

implementation of Cell Blue's budget levels on a leading to inefficiency. Conversely, advertis-
national basis. The budget would need to be ing may increase the yield of a given applicant
adjusted for inflation in media costs and could be pool, thus enhancing system efficiency.
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Each of these measures was analyzed at two *Cell Green never did better than the control
levels: and often performed worse at a high level of

significance.
Total DoD level: Does the number of
enlistment contracts for all Services change .For the high school graduate and senior
from one cell to another? segment, Cell Blue did better than the control.

In contrast, Cell Green provided worse results
*Individual Service share level: For example, than the control for both applicants and

does the Army's share of total applicants contracts.
change from one cell to another?

The hypothesis that advertising treatment can

The following key segments of male, non- create significant differences in Service share of
prior service (NPS) applicants or enlistees were observed behavior measures has little support.
also analyzed: More specifically, the total level of DoD

advertising treatment budget or its mix between
*High school graduates and seniors Service-specific and Joint does not, generally,
*Non-high school graduates or seniors affect individual Service shares of contracts or
* High school graduates or seniors who were applicants (given that individual Service shares of

also AFQT Category I-MiA the Service-specific budget components are
*High school graduates or seniors who are also maintained). An exception to this observation is

AFQT Category I-I11 found for the Marine Corps share of high school
applicants (see Table 6.4).

Overview of Results from Observed
Behavior Measures DOD Level Analysis

The analysis supports the hypothesis that the
advertising treatments produced significant Data Pooled Across Cells (Table 6. 1)
differences in the observed behavior measures
(applicants and contracts). In particular: Agiants. The model for total applicants is

specified in Chapter 5.
*Cell Blue generally did better, never worse, With the exception of the non-high school

than the control (Cell Yellow) at a high level group, the models for applicants have generally
of statistical significance. good explanatory power. The non-advertising

TEST CELL DESIGN

IMedia Budget Yellow Green Blue Red

(Millions of $) (Control) 68 I 1  5

Joint 16 4 16 40
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Table 6.1

Regression Coefficients (Elasticities) Reflecting the Relative Contribution
of the Regression Variables to the Observed Measures of Behavior

DoD Seniors and High School Diploma Graduates -41

Independent Applicant Contract Conversion "
Variable Rate Rate Rate

CONSTANT .30 -.03 .33

XRECR .61** .68** -.07*

XUNEMP .32** .27** .05

XRACE .06** .02 .04** /.

XURBAN .01* .01" .00

DB (Blue) .11"* .09 .02

DC (Green) -.10" -.09 -.01

DD (Red) -.02 -.003 -.017

k 2  .55*** .57*** .23

t tatistic sigicant at .10level.
* t Statistic significant at 0.05 level. FAN
- Statistic significant at 0.01 level.

N =72 observations

XRECR denotes the natural logarithm of the recruiter person-months per 1,000

population in the ADI

XUNEMP denotes the natural logarithm of the unemployment rate in the ADI

XRACE denotes the natural logarithm of the racial composition index for the ADI

XURBAN denotes the natural logarithm of the urbanization index for the ADI

DB, DC and DD are dummy variables that are set to I if the ADI belongs to Cell Blue, Green
or Red, respectively, and zero otherwise.

Reading the Table: If unemployment increases by 100%, then applicants will increase by ,.,
32%, contracts will grow by 27% and the conversion of applicants to ."%
contracts (number of applicants per contract) will go up by 5%.
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variables have the expected signs, and recruiters system caused by advertising treatments. Overall,
display highly significant elasticities for total the same or greater numbers of applicants were
applicants and high schoolers of both aptitude required to generate an enlistment contract.
group segments.

The dummy variable for Cell Blue is The models estimated are of the form:
significantly higher than control for total
applicants (at the 0.05 level) and also for high log (Conversion Rate)= b0 + b, (XRECR)
schoolers. It is higher than control for the other + b2 (XUNEMP)
segments but at lower levels of statistical +b 3 (XRACE)
significance. Cell Green is lower than control (at + b4 (XURBAN)
the 0.10 level) for high schoolers, and AFQT +bs DB + b6 DC
category MB and higher. + b7 DD + E

Contracts. The model is defined as: The models have low R2 values, indicating %Jr

that there is not much variation in these ratio data
log (Contract Rate) = b0 + b, (XRECR) that is explainable by the independent variables.

+ b2 (XUNEMP) The only cell effect worth noting is the strongly
+ b3 (XRACE) positive impact of Cell Green for non-high school
+ b4 DB + b5 DC graduates. In other words, the advertising

+ b6 DD + E treatment for Cell Green brings in a significantly
higher number of applicants per contract among

Again, Cell Blue does significantly better than the non-high school group.
control for total contracts (at the 0.10 level). Cell
Green does significantly worse in three out of five Concions. Overall, an examination of the
models (see Table 6.13). The models for con- annual cross-sectional regression models for
tracts, as for applicants, are generally satisfactory, applicants, contracts and conversion ratios,
except for non-high school graduates. The poorer reveals that Cell Blue has done better than or as
fit for this group is probably because of well as control in all cases. In contrast, Cell
constraints imposed by the Services concerning Green performed worse than or as well as
this category of potential enlistees. control. This is particularly noteworthy for the

high school segment. Additional tables for each

Conversion Rates. The models provide no candidate category are presented at the end of this
evidence of increased efficiency of the recruiting chapter (Tables 6.12 to 6.14).,' .'

TEST CELL DESIGN

Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of $) (Control) I
Service-specific 68 68 15 15
Joint 16 4 16 40
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Table 6.2

Regression Coefficients (Elasticities) Reflecting Changes in
Observed Behavior Measures -.

DoD Seniors and High School Diploma Graduates
Paired Cell Yellow to Cell Blue

Independent Applicant Contract Conversion
Variable Rate Rate Rate

CONSTANT .54 .38 .14
XRECR .69 .80** -.11
XUNEMP .28** 23** .06
XRACE .04 .00 .04*
XURBAN .09 .01 .08
DB (Blue) .12** .09 .03

Rk2 .46*** .60"** .20

* t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
** - t Statistic significant at 0.05 level.

* F Statistic significant at 0.01 level.
N = 43 observations

Cross-Sectional Analyses with Cell Pair Data. segments and their respective conversion ratios.
The cross-sectional models using all the ADIs In these models, only one dummy variable was ...

have been supplemented by models based on used to capture the difference in the response of 4 "

ADIs from pairs of test cells. These models test the cell pairs being examined. The cell pair of
the hypothesis that the cells in the pair exhibit greatest interest is Cell Yellow-Cell Blue. The
different responses because of their respective elasticities estimated for seniors and high school
advertising treatments. Of particular importance diploma graduates (HSDG) are displayed in Table
is the comparison of each test cell with the control 6.2 for applicants, contracts and conversion
cell. These "pair-wise" analyses have been per- ratios, respectively. Additional tables for other
formed using 1984 data alone and using changes candidate categories are in Tables 6.15 to 6.17 at
from 1983 to 1984. the end of this chapter. Models were, of course,

For each data set, multiplicative models were developed for the other cell pairs as well.
developed for the various applicants and contracts

TEST CELL DESIGN "."

Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of $) (Control) I-'
Service-specific 68 68 15 15 -
Joint 16 4 16 40
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Applicants. For applicants, the models are good If instead of a dummy variable, the actual per
except for non-high school graduates. The form capita expenditure for Service-specific advertising
of the models estimated is: in each of the ADIs in Cell Yellow and Cell Blue

were used (with Joint being relatively constant),
log (Applicant Rate) = bo + b, (XRECR) we would expect, and did find, a negative

+ b2 (XUNEMP) elasticity for these variables. Statistically signifi-
+ b3 (XRACE) cant negative elasticities were recorded specifi-
+ b4 (XURBAN) cally for the high school segment with regard to
+ b DB + E both applicants and contracts.

eDB (Cell Blue) Changes in Applicant Rates. A final set of
I te dummy variable o zell Bith s models was developed, again on cell pair where

significantly differnt from zero, with strong the variables were defined to be changes between
effects for total applicants, high school graduates 1983 and 1984. Since racial composition and
and seniors, and high quality (AFQT I-IMA) high 1 a 9 ncecraiat ciaesiian-scoo gauae atLurbanization are not expected to change signifi- ;
school g radute ~candy in the period of a year, these variables were
Contracts and Conversion Rates The results for dropped, and a multiplicative model was devel-
contracts andil with sr ong treat ent efects oped relating changes in the observed behavior

displayed for the key segments of high school measure to changes in recruiter effort. unemploy-
graduates and seniors, and high quality HSDGs. ment and to a dummy variable (resenting the

and hg with difference in treatment effects between the cell
Models for conversion ratios me again poor,i . T d f t Cell Yellow-Cell
no significant treatment effect. The models Bar e o Tle for applc
estimated are: Blue are shown in Table 6.3 for applicants._

The models are all very poor with low R2

log (Contract Rate) o + b, (XRECR) values. This is to be expected in cross-sectional
change models. However, the dummy variable

+ b (XUAE) DB (Cell Blue) is positive and significant for total

" b4 OUBAN) applicants, for high school graduates and for high
quality I-IIIA high school graduates. The find-+ b5 DB + E ings are similar for contracts and conversion
ratios.'.

log (Conversion Rate)- bo + b, (XRECR)
+ b2 (XUNEMP) Conclusions. As indicated in the analysis for data
+ b3 (XRACE) pooled across cells, the models indicate that Cell
+ b4 (XURBAN) Blue has done better than or as well as control. .- e

bs DB + E N

TEST CELL DESIGN

Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of $) (Control) BRe
Service-specific 68 68 i 15
Joint 16 4 16 40
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Table 6-3

Regression Coefficients (Elasticities) Reflecting Changes
in DoD Applicant Rates by Category

Independent Total HSDG+ I-IA .44
Variable Applicants Seniors HSDG NHS III B+ _.

.. ..-S

CONSTANT -.01** -.01** .00 .00 -.002**

XRECR .19 .01 .26 .18 .01
XUNEW -.03 -.05 ..07 .03 .00
DB (Blue) .03* .002* .002" .00 .00

j2 .01 .02 .oo .oo -.06

Note: Coeffticients (Elasticities) were derived from changes in applicant rates between FY 1983 and 1984 for pairs
of markets (ADI's) within Cells Yellow (Control) and Blue. a o.

St Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
* t Statistic significant at 0.05 level. .. ,

N -43 observatiom

",' . *

Summary of DoD Level Results. The analysis For the high school and senior segment, Cell
supports the hypothesis in that advertising Blue out performed the control for both
treatment created significant differences in the applicants and contracts. In contrast, Cell
observed behavior measures (applicants and Green did worse than the control for those
contracts). Of particular importance are the same measures.
following findings:

Service Share Analysis
Cell Blue performed at least as well as the The results discussed so far have examined
control cell (Cell Yellow). It usually did the effect of advertising on applicants, contracts
better at a high level of statistical significance. and conversion ratios at the aggregate DoD level.

Next to be investigated is the degree to which
* The performance of Cell Green was often advertising treatments affected each Service

worse at a high level of significance than the individually. The aim is to determine the degree

control. It never did better than Cell Yellow. to which advertising treatments can shift the

TEST CELL DESIGN

Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red_(Millions of $) (Control)
Service-specific 68 68 15 15

Joint 16 4 16 40
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Table 6.4

Regression Coefficients (Elasticities) Reflecting
Changes in Service Share of Applicants

Seniors and High School Diploma Graduates

Independent
Variable Army Navy Air Force Marine Corps

CONSTANT -.64** -1.67** -.66 -3.38** "

SREC .007 -.009 .11 -.11
XUNEMP .08* -.09 .06 -.06
XRACE -.007 .02 -.003 .003
XURBAN -.003 .01** .0006 .009
DB (Blue) .01 -.02 .05 .21*
DC (Green) -.06 -.06 .09 .05
DD (Red) -.02 -.008 .06 -.03

R2 .05 .06 -.01 -.01

* - t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
- t Statistic significant at 0.05 level. b%

**F statistc significant at 0.01 level.
N 72 observations A

outcome from Service to Service. The Army has shar of recruiter person-months in each market
the bulk of the Service-specific advertising budget over the period (this new variable is denoted by
and the highest share of applicants and contracts. SREC), exogenous market variables (unemploy- 'A
As a result, the impact of advertising changes on ment, percent non-whites, percent urbanization) a.

this group bears special attention, and treatment dummy variables. Again multi-
plicative models were developed to accommodate

Cross-Sectional Pooled Data: Model ]. A series non-linearities and possible interactions. The
of cross-sectional models was developed for the explicit model specification is:
observed behavior response measures (applicants,
contracts) and their key segments. The share of log (Service applicants/Total applicants) "*

an individual Service of the total DoD response = bo + b, (XUNEMP) + b2 (XURBAN) .
was the dependent variable. Independent + b3 (XRACE) + b4 (SREC) + b5 DB
variables were the natural logarithm of Services' + b6 DC + b7 DD + E

TEST CELL DESIGN

Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of $) (Control)
Service-specific 68 68 15 15
Joint 16 4 16 40"
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Table 6.5

Regression Coefficients (Elasticities)
Reflecting Service Changes in Share of Applicants

Seniors and High School Diploma Graduates -..-

Paired Cell Yellow to Blue

Independent
Variable Army Navy Air Force Marine Corps

CONSTANT -.36* -1.66* -.89 -.3.41*
XUNEMP .07 -.05 -.07 -.23
XURBAN -.008 .02** -.003 .02
XRACE .02 -.03 -.01 .03
SREC .35** .02 .15 -.13
DB (Blue) .30 .01 .05 -.24* 'e'-'4

0 1P

2 .05 .06 -.01 -.01

- Statistic significant at 0.10 leveL
- t Statistic significant at 0.05 level.

N 43 observations

-. 0

Similar to the total DoD level analysis, these HSDGs, whereas the Navy and Air Force
share models were estimated for all observations experienced changing shares of lower quality
pooled together and for data sets restricted to pairs applicants.
of test cells. Table 6.4 presents the results, for Advertising had no significant effect on Cell
HSDGs and seniors, of these models for each Red's share of applicants. The only significant
Service using the pooled data (see Tables 6.18 to effect noticed was with Cell Blue's reduced share
6.21 for details on other applicant categories). On of high school applicants to the Marines. Recall
the whole, the models fit quite poorly. This that increased high school applications were
indicates that the shares of applicants among the achieved across all Services combined in Cell
Services may depend on other factors. Only in Blue. As a consequence, the Marine Corps was "-
the Marine Corps did an advertising treatment receiving a smaller slice of a larger pie. Cell Blue "V
variable (DB, DC or DD) show any impact on had a favorable impact on the Army share of
Service shares of applicants. The most note- applicants and a positive impact on total DoD
worthy effects are observed in Cell Green where applicants.
the Army achieved a higher share of AFQT I-IIIA

TEST CELL DESIGN
Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red %
(Millions of $) (Control)
Service-specific 68 68 15 15

Joint 16 4 16 40 01%
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Model 2 - Cell Pair Data. Table 6.5 presents the DoD applicants, and no negative influence on
results of the models for seniors and HSDGs (see Army shares, this implies that Cell Blue had a
Tables 6.22 to 6.25 for other applicant categories) favorable or neutral impact on Army applicants.
developed on the restructured data set of Cell Individual Service proportions of the overall
Yellow and Cell Blue. budget for Service-specific treatment advertising

were kept constant across treatment conditions.
The explicit form of the model for the Army is: This allowed an investigation of the effect of the

level of DoD advertising expenditures and of the
log (Army applicants/Total applicants) mix between Service-specific and Joint adver-

- b0 + b1 (XUNEMP) tising on individual Service "market shares."
+ b2 (XURBAN) This was done in a manner analogous to the
+ b3 (XRACE) analysis of these effects on the DoD level of -

+ b4 (SREC) response.
+b 5 DB + E Since Service shares must sum to 100, the

models estimated for each Service are clearly not
Under this formulation, model fit improves independent. However, models, similar to the

somewhat for the Army, but not for the other one used for the Army, have been estimated for
Services. Again, however, the advertising each of the Services. The model coefficients
tratment effects are quite limited. No influences (e.g., the elasticity of recruiter effort) are not
of advertising treatment is observed for Army, i estimates across Services and,
Navy or Air Force shares of applicants of any strictly speaking, are not comparable.
type (between Cell Yellow and Cell Blue). Many of these problems inherent to a share
Marine Corps shares of several subcategories of formulation are removed if applicant rates or
applicants (high school graduates and seniors, contract rates are used as dependent variables (in a
high school AFQT Category IB and above) way similar to that used in the total DoD level
decline at the 0.10 level of significance. models). However, these rate models are much

harder to formulate and interpret than are the share
Summary of Service Share Analysis. On the models. Indeed, the competitive, cooperative and
whole, the analyses demonstrate that the adver- interactive factors of one Service impacting the
tising treatments had little or no effect on Service performance of another Service must be included.
shares of applicants. None of the models Therefore, share models are presented here.
developed provided good fits to the data. Since Results obtained with the rate models are
Cell Blue generally had a positive impact on total qualitatively similar.

TEST CELL DESIGN
Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of $) (Control) I,-
Service-specific 68 68 15 15
Joint 16 4 16 40
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Table 6.6

Percent Chanre in Reported Behavior Measures
Active and Reserve Respondents 1983-1984

Cell Yellow Cell Blue Cell Green Cell Red
(control)

Reported Conversations -32.0 311-33.51 -25.3 no
with Parents

Reported Recruiter .16.1~ -M-. 15.4 M1-13.9
* Contact (Do)

0 Significantly different from control (yellow). *Significant at 0.10 level. -

SSignificantly different over time. Significant at 0.05 level.

The Impact of Advertising Treatment on experiment) wave of YATS compared to the Fall
Reported Measures of Behavior 1983 (pre-experiment) wave. For reported

The conversations with parents, the decreases in Cells
'o e previous section detailed the results of the Green, Red and Blue were not significantly

DDAdvertising Mix Test on observed enlistment different than the decrease in control Cell Yellow
behavior (applicants, contracts). This section (Table 6.6). Hence, advertising treatment did not
anayzes the effects of the test upon the proportion affect the reported level of conversations with
of respondents reporting contact with a military parents about enlistment.
recruiter and the proportion of respondents who In regard to reported recruiter contact, for all
report having discussions with their parents about Services combined, the decrease in Cell Blue was
the possibility of serving in the military, significantly less than the decreases in control Cell

Yellow at the 0.10 level. The decreases in Cells 5

Overview of Results for Uae Reported Green and Red were not significantly different ..

Behavior Measures than the control decrease. Cell Blue performed
Both reported recruiter contact and reported better than both the control and the other cells for

conversations with parents about enlistment reported levels of recruiter contact, for all
decreased in all cells in the Fall 1984 (post Services combined. 1

TEST CELL DESIGNIMedia Budget IYellow IGreen IBlue Red
(ilosof S) (Control) II 1

Sevc-pcfc 68 68 15 15
Joint 16 4 16 40
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At the individual Service level of analysis, the Detailed Findings: Conversations with
effects of advertising treatment on reported Recruiters
recruiter contact was also observed. Service
shares of reported recruiter contact were defined With respect to reported conversations with
as the proportion of individuals reporting recruiter recruiters, the effect of advertising, when
contact with any Service. Since an individual can measured by the difference of differences
report contact with recruiters from more than one estimator (a pairwise parametric comparison
Service, these shares are not constrained to add to discussed in Chapter 5), was significant for Cell
1M. In the control cell, these shares did not Blue as shown in Table 6.6. The studentized
change significantly between 1983 and 1984. range test (a simultaneous test of differences,.""'.

A look at the results depicted in Table 6.8 discussed in Chapter 5) also suggests that Cell
indicates that the advertising treatment did n=t Blue generated significantly more conversations
change the Army's share of recruiter contact, with recruiters.
However, the other Services experienced Table 6.7 shows that Cell Blue also
significant changes with regard to their share of consistently had the highest rank ordering of
recruiter contacts: changes relative to control Cell Yellow. Cell Blue

produced more reported conversations with
• A decrease for the Air Force in Cells Red, military recruiters, even though it had fewer

Green and Blue compared with control recruiters per capita than the other three cells.

* An increase for the Marine Corps in Cells Servie-Specific Findings:Conversations
Green and Red compared with control with Recruiters (Reported Recruiter

Contact)
* A decrease for the Navy in Cell Red compared

with control The results are as follows (see Table 6.8):

Detailed Findings: Conversations with • Conversation with a Recruiter of Any Service.
Parents As shown in the first row on Table 6.8, Cell

Blue experienced a decline in conversations
Referring to Table 6.6, though the differences with recruiters much less severe than the

in reported conversations with parents are signifi- control cell. Unlike the other test cells, this
cant over time, no cell shows a statistically difference is also statistically significant. This
significant difference from the control difference. finding does serve to corroborate the findings
As the results indicate, advertising treatment had depicted in Table 6.7.
no effect on the reported level of conversations
with parents about enlistment.

TEST CELL DESIGN
Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red-
(Millions of $) (Control) .
Service-specific 68 68 15 15
Joint 16 4 16 40 .
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Table 6.7

Rank Order of Percent Changes in Recruiter Contact

CCl Yellow Cell Blue Cell Green Cell Red

New Interviews 4 1 3 2

I'

Active Interviews 2/3 1 4 2/3

Active and Reserves 4 1 3 2

Interviews

Note: 4 is equal to the largest decrease.
1 is equal to the smallest decrease.

Army share of conversations with recruiters: Navy share of conversations with recruiters:

As examined through the difference of differ- Cell Red had an advertising effect, measured

ences "t" test, no cell had an advertising effect by the difference of differences estimator, that

significantly different from zero. The effect was significantly different from zero. This is

of advertising on the Army's share of conver- also corroborated by the studentized range

sations with recruiters was statistically test. Cell Red experienced a significant drop 11:

insignificant.

Table 6.8

Percent Change in Reported Recruiter Contact
Between 1983 and 1984

..

YATS Measure Cell Yellow Cell Blue Cell Green Cell Red

Reported Recruiter -16.1 -7.4'- )  -15.4 -13.9
Contact (DoD) '.

Air Force Share +18.8 -7.11ED -8.5I [  -15.4 'ED

Army Share -5.6 -3.9 -14.7 +1.7

Marine Share -7.4 -4.8 +12.1 ED +23.8 ED

Navy Share +23.8 +12.3 +19.6 -14.8 !

o Significantly different from control (yellow). * Significant at 0.10 level.

O- Significantly different over time. * Significant at 0.05 level.
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in the Navy's share of conversations with joining the military, and composite likelihood of
recruiters when compared to all cells joining the military. A detailed analysis of these
(including Control Cell Yellow). Other cells measures was provided in Chapter 4.
were not significantly affected by the
advertising. Overview of Results for the Reported

Air Force share of conversations with ATeudnalyMeasures =Q support the hypothesis

rriters The effect of advertising on the Air that advertising treatments produced a significant
Force's share of conversations with recruiters difference in attitude toward the military or
was statistically significant in all treatment individual Services. When results are compared
(not control) cells through the studentized across the three attitudinal measures, inconsistent -

range test. All advertising treatments led to a and internally contradictory findings emerge.
decreased share of reported conversations This implies that the effect of advertising on
with Air Force recruiters. attitudes is indeterminate.

As with the other measures investigated, all
*Marine Cors shar of conversations with three attitudinal measures declined in all cells in

recriter Cells Green and Red had an adver- the Fall 1984 (post experiment) wave of YATS
tising effect that was significantly different compared to the Fail 1983 (pre-experiment) wave.
from zero as suggested by the difference of There were significant differences between the

differences and the studentized range tests. decrease in a treatment cell and the decrease in
4They both reported an increased share of control Cell Yellow for two of the three attitudinal

reported conversations with recruiters. measures. However, no treatment cell exhibited a
consistent decrease across the three attitudinal

The Impact of Advertising Treatment on measures compared to control Cell Yellow. For
Reported Attitudinal Measures example, a cell which decreased significantly on

one measure (e.g., unaided mention of joining the
This section details the results of the DoD military) did not decrease significantly and often

Advertising Mix Test on reported attitudinal increased for the other two measures when
measures, as derived from the Youth Attitude compared to control. Moreover, the non-
Tracking Study (YATS). Attitudinal measures parametric rank orderings, of percent change in
reflect the stated aided mention and degree of these attitudinal measures were not consistent

certainty that respondents have about possible with respect to either measures or samples. For
military enlistment. These measures are: unaided one attitudinal measure, Cell Red may have
mention of joining the military, likcelihood of experienced the largest decline of all cells while

TEST CELL DESIGN

*Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of $) (Control)
Service-specific 68 68 15 15
Joint 16 4 .16 ..L_40__
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for another measure it may have suffered the least
when compared to the other cells (including Detaied Findings: Unaided and Aided
control). In summary, the attitudinal measures Mention of Joining the Militry
did differ significantly with respect to advertising
treatment The differences observed, however, The difference of differences over time in

were not consistent across measures or samples. Cells Blue, Green and Red are significantly
Defining a relationship between advertising different from zero. The studentized range test

treatment and attitudes toward the military also shows that the advertising effects in the test
depends upon identifying which, if any, of the cells are simultaneously different from zero. The
measures used are reliable, independent measures sample rank ordering shows consistency for Cells
of enlistment intentions and subsequent enlistment Blue and Green, with identical ranks for samples
behavior. Since such identification is not 2 and 3. The rank ordering for all cells is
currently available, the conclusion is that the identical for samples 2 and 3. Although the effect
effect of advertising treatment on attitudes toward of advertising on the likelihood of joining the
the military is indeterminate, military was not statistically significant, it is

notable that Cell Blue consistently had the highest .
Detailed Findings: Unaided Mention of rank ordering of changes relative to Cell Yellow
Joining dke Military across all three samples. This means that Cell

Table 6.9 presents the percent change in this Blue did the best among other cells across
and the other two attitudinial measures. The different sampling schemes on this measure.
change is defined as the difference in proportions
of positive responses between 1983 and 1984 Detailed Findings: Composite Likelihood
divided by the proportion of positive responses in of Joining the Military
1983. Table 6.10 presents the rank ordering of This measure was derived from the question:
percent changes across the three samples "How likely is it that you will be serving on active
investigated. The difference of differences duty in the (Service)?" The difference of
estimator reveals that Cell Blue has an advertising differences estimator of composite likelihood of
effect that is significantly different from zero, and joining the military was statistically significant in
is negative when compared with control. The Cell Red by the criterion of the two-tailed "t" test.
studentized range test also points to the same Cell Red performed worse than the control cell
conclusion. Cell Blue consistently had the lowest and consistently had the lowest rank ordering
rank ordering of changes relative to the control across all cells. Such differences in other cells
cell across all thre samples. Thiis indicates that were not significant. However, the studentized
the conclusions are consistent across different

definitions of samples.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
TEST CELL DESIGN &

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ I n
Media Budget IYellow Green Blue Red A

(Millions of $) (Control) 51
Service-specific I 68 68155
Joint 16 4 16 40
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Table 6.9
A%-

Percent Change in Attitudinal Measures
Active and Reserve Respondents

Measures Cell Yellow Cell Blue Cell Green Cell Red

Unaided Mention of -21.6 -43.78 -26.7 -9.3
Joining Military

Aided Mention of -15.1 -5.2 MI -21.4 -7.6
Joining Military

Composite Likelihood -8.3 -1.4 -8.0 -17.5
of Joining Military

o Significantly different from control (yellow). Significant at 0.10 level.

*-' Significantly different over time. ** Significant at 0.05 level.

Table 6.10

Rank Order of Change in Attitudinal Measures

Sample Cell Yellow Cell Blue Cell Green Cell Red

Unaided Milaw=

Sample #1 New Interviews 1 4 3 2
#2 Active Interviews 2 4 3 1
#3 Active & Reserve 2 4 3 1

Interviews

Sample #1 New Interviews 2 1 4 3
#2 Active Interviews 3 1 4 2
#3 Active & Reserve 3 1 4 2 le

Interviews

Comosite Likelihood
Sample #1 New Interviews 1 2 3 4

#2 Active Interviews 3 I 2 4
#3 Active & Reserve 3 1 2 4

Interviews

Note: 4 is equal to the largest decrease.
I is equal to the smallest decrease.
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Table 6.11

Percent Change in Service Shares of
Composite Likelihood to Join Military

Cell Yellow Cell Blue Cell Green Cell Red -.. ,

Air Force -6.1 -15.3 -6.5 +2.0

Army +8.0 -14.9 +17.4 -5.6'

Marine Corps -1.5 -28.3L. -10.1 -0.6
8

Navy +8.1 +26.6 -27.9 I -5.0

o Significantly different from control (yellow). * Significant at 0.10 level.

O Significantly different over time. * Significant at 0.05 level.

range test suggests that this advertising effect is more than one Service. The results of this
indistinguishable from zero when compared analysis are presented in Table 6.11 and ae,
simultaneously with other differences. Hence, summarized as follows:
results for the composite likelihood measure are
not significant. Results of Army Share of Composite

Likelihood of Joining the Military: The . .-

Detailed Findings: Service Share - Corn- difference of differences estimator reveals that .,...

posite Likelihood of Joining the Military Cell Blue had advertising effects that were
Individual Service shares of the Composite significantly different from zero. The effect

Likelihood of Joining the Military measure were of advertising on the Army share of the
computed. Those shares can sum to more than composite likelihood of joining the military
100 percent since individual respondents can was statistically significant in Cells Blue and .---

indicate a definite or probable intention to join Red as implied by both the "t" test and the

TEST CELL DESIGN

Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red ":
(Millions of $) (Control)
Service-specific 68 68 15 15
Joint 16 4 16 40 "
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studentized range test. The Army's share military is statistically significant in Cell Blue.
decreased in these cells and increased in Cells The change in the Marine Corps share of this

Yellow and Green. measure is significantly lower in Cell Blue
than the other cells.

Results for Nav Share of Composite
Likelihood of Joining the Military: The effect The interpretation of these share measure
of advertising on the Navy's share of the com- differences also depends upon the validity and
posite likelihood of joining the military is reliability of the composite likelihood measure
statistically significant in Cell Green. This compared to the other measures. This measure is

* inference results from both the "t" test and the based on repeated questions about a respondent's
. studentized range test. The difference of likelihood of joining specific Services. Thus,

differences estimator also confirms this. The Service-specific preferences of respondents might
Navy's share of the composite likelihood of influence this measure.
joining the military was lower in Cell Green
than in all other cells including control Celi DIRECT IMPLICATIONS OF
Yellow. FINDINGS

* Results of Air Force Share of Comgosite Clearly, the results of the DoD Advertising
Likelihood of Joining the Military: The Mix Test have implications for DoD advertising
difference of differences estimator reveals that budget policy. After summarizing the results
none of the cells had an advertising effect across measures, budget implications based only
significantly different from zero. Advertising on cell performance during the test are discussed
had a statistically insignificant effect on all and calculated. These are the direct implications. ::'"J
cells. This is implied by both the "t" test and Alternate budget implications, based on additional
the studentized range test. Thus, there is no analyses of applicant rates, are reviewed in
statistically significant effect of advertising on Chapter 7.
Air Force share of composite likelihood of Assessments of the effects of the level and
joining the military. mix of advertising on the enlistment process were

. Re o ae sSrf omade by comparing the performance of the mea-
Results for Marine Cons Share of Comsite sures of the enlistment process in each cell with ..- j

Likelihood of Joining the Military: The effect their performance in the control cell. The context
of advertising on the Marine Corps share of of the experiment was one in which all measures
the composite likelihood of joining the of recruiting system performance declined in the

TEST CELL DESIGN
Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of $) (Control) ,." .

I Service- specific 68 68 15 15 Il

Joint 16 4 16 40
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test year compared to the previous year. various categories. ,
Within this context, the results of the On the reported behavior measures, Cell Blue

comparisons of the treatment cells (Cells Blue, also performed better than the control cell for

Green and Red) with the control cell (Cell reported recruiter contact and the same as the
Yellow) were consistent across measures, units of control cell for reported conversations with
analysis and methods of analysis. Cell Blue parents about enlistment (for which no cell

performed significantly better than the control cell differed significantly from the control cell) at the

(Cell Yellow) and better than or no worse than DoD level. The Air Force share of reported
Cells Red and Green when measured by the recruiter contact decreased significantly relative to
enlistment contract rate per unit of population and the control cell. Again, this decrease in share was
by the rae of applicants per unit of population, offset, at least partially, by the higher level of
These differences were strongly evident for high overall military recruiter contact reported. Hence,
school graduates and seniors, as well as for Cell Blue performed better on the reported
tol. It is also noteworthy that Cell Green behavior aeasures with additional recruiter
perftrmed significantly worse than control for the contact evidently leading to additional applicants

key high school graduate and senior category. and producing additional enlistment contracts of
No differences were observed across cells in various categories.

the conversion rate from applicants to contracts Finally, the effect of advertising treatment on

for any category of recruits. Finally, few sig- attitudinal measures of intention to join the

mficant differences in the market shares of military is indeterminate. For example, in non-

enlistments or applicants were observed for any parametric rank order comparisons, Cell Blue

Service for any category of recruits in Cell Blue performed the best on two such measures and the
P ry--d with the control cell. The only worst on one. Significant additional analysis of --

acepoo to this may be the Marine Corps share both historical response and enlistment data and
of high school graduate and senior applicants, the experimental response data is required in order
(Even here, little if any negative impact on the to ascertain the effect of advertising treatment on
b mu Corps level of such applicants is to be enlistment intentions and subsequent enlistment

mcmtemd because its reduced share occurs from behavior.

a IWW pool of applicants.) Hence, Cell Blue The finding that Cell Blue performed better

pmlmsd better on these observed behavior than the control cell and better than the other

mmmi with additional applicants evidently treatment cells is notable because Cell Blue had

Wadal to additional enlistment contracts of the lowest total test advertising budget level of all

the cells.

TEST CELL DESIGN

Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of S) (Control),
Service-specific 68 68 15 15
Joint 16 4 16 40
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Nevertheless, it is clear that during the one- the DoD Advertising Mix Test. First, budgeting "
year period of the test, the lower advertising guidelines for working media expenditures per
budget and spending level in Cell Blue did not 17-21-year-old male per year were derived
lead to lower response levels for the military as a di ectly from the average Cell Blue expenditure
whole. Hence, during the one-year period of the level during the year of the test ($3.96 per 1,000
test, substantially reducing advertising 17-21-year-old males). Guidelines for the Joint

expenditures did not lead to a decrease in the proportion of the budget (41 percent) were
performance ofthe overall recruiting system given derived from the average Cell Blue proportion
that Service shares of the reduced levels of during the test ($1.63 Joint expenditure/$3.96
Service-specific budgets were kept constant. The total expenditure equals 41 percent). Second,
results of the experiment hold for the military these media costs per 17-21-year-old male were
recruiting system as a whole, for the Army and multiplied by the number of 17-21-year-old males
for the other Services. These results hold across in the United States in 1984. Non-media
the various measures of response investigated in production and labor costs incurred by each %
analyses conducted and reviewed by us. In fact, advertiser and identified and included in their
the recruiting system's performance significantly planning for the experiment were added back to ,,.
improved in Cell Blue during the one-year period the media costs. This yielded budget levels for
when other differences in the cells were FY 1984 that the experiment's results indicate .,

considered. would have been more effective for NPS,
Hence, a direct implication of these results is enlisted, active force advertising budgets. At this

to implement the Cell Blue budget levels on a point, other advertising budget elements such as ""

national level. This implication is warranted on reserve and officer advertising, which were ' .-

the ,unds of both efficiency and effectiveness, excluded from the test, were re-added to arrive at
It can be accompanied by the suggestion that the the total DoD advertising budgets for FY 1984
market response to the new budget levels be indicated by the test results. Finally, recom-
tra ,ed and tested further and that some markets mended DoD enlisted, active force budget levels

be maintained at alternaive spending levels in for FY 1987 were calculated by inflating the 1984
order to determine the longer term effects of the adjusted budget levels by 10 percent per year to
Cell Blue budget level, allow for price increases in advertising costs.

A -I umber of steps are involved in determining Total recommended FY 1987 DoD advertising
the rcc t budgetary implications of the results of budget levels were then computed by adding back

excluded elements programmed for FY 1987.

TEST CELL DESIGN
I Media Budget Yellow Green Blue Red
(Millions of $) (Control) 6 5
Service-specific 6815 15
Joint 16 4 16 40
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Table 6.12

Relative Contribution (Elasticities) of the Regression Variables
to Applicant Levels

Independent HSDG+ I-I[IA
Variable TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHS IM B-V

CONSTANT .21 .30 -. 19"* -3.23"* -.30

XRECR .54"* .61** .79* .18 .49"*

XUNEMP .33** .3200 .17* .35** .49**

XRACE .05"* .06"* -.050 .02 .18*-

XURBAN .0l** .01w* .02"* .01 .004

DB (Blue) .12"* .11"* .10 .18 .12

DC (Green) -.09 -. 100 -.06 -.04 -.16.

DD (Red) -.03 -.02 -. 10 -.06 .38 (.",'
.5-.-,

.P*.

R2 .520* .55*0 .0"*0 .08 .47000

* -t Sastic signifiant a 0.10 level.
00 - Statistic significan at 0.05 level

- F Statistic significmt a 0.01 level.

N =72 observations

Table 6.13

Relative Contribution (Elasticities) of the Regression Variables
to Contract Levels

Indepeudcnt HSDG+ I-MIA
Variable TOTAL seniors HSDG NHS Ill B-V

CONSTANT .05 -.03 -.46 -4.7800 .67

XRECR .65"* .68"0 .780 .16 .5900

XUNEMP .2600 .2700 .14 .13 .46"*

XRACE .02 .02 -.04 .04 .11*

XURBAN .01** .010 .01"0 .03" .07

DB (Blue) .09 .09 .06 .10 .10

DC (Green) -.100 -.09 -.07 -.25"" -. 140

DD (Red) -.01 -.003 -.07 -.09 .07

R 2 .55"** .570"" .49"* .09 .46"00

0 t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
*0 t Statistic significant at 0.05 level. ,

- F Statistic significant at 0.01 level.
N .72 observations
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Table 6.14 .

Relative Contribution (Elasticities) of the Regression Variables
to Conversion Rates of Applicants to Contracts

I pe ntHSDG+ I-lil
Viabdplef TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHS TUIB-V

CONSTANT .27 .27 .26 1.54** .36

XRECR -1.0** -.O7* -.02 -.01 -.10

XUNEMP .07* .05 .03 .22* .03

XRACE .03** ~ .04** .01 .02 .07**

XURBAN .00 .00 .06** .02 .00

DB (Blue) ..03 .03 .02 .09 .02

DC (Green) -.75 -.00 -.02 .21** .02

DD (Red) -.21 -.02 -.04 -.03 .04

jL2 .15 .23 .06 .06 .4

- tStafistc significant at 0.10 level.
*-t Statistic significant at 0.05 level.

**-F Statistic significant at 0.01 level.

* N =72 observations

Table 6.15

t DoD Applicant Rate
* Paired Cell Yellow to Cell Blue

Independnt HSDG+ I-IRA J

Variable T ALSeniors HSDG NHiS III B-V

CONSTANT .43 .54 -.15 -3.11** -.02

XRECR .63*0 .69*0 75** .23 .66**

XLJNEMi4 .28** .280* .27** .33* 3*
XRACE .03 .04 .08** .03 10

XURDAN .09 .09 .02*0 .02 .01

DB (Blue) .13* .12** .1300 .21 .09

R2 .46 .49* .63*** .08 .32

t tratistic significant at 0. 10 level.
-t Statistic significant at 0.05 level.
-F Statistic significant at 0.01 level.

N -43 observtions
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Table 6.16

DoD Contract Rate
Paired Cell Yellow to Cell Blue

Independent TOTAL HSDG+ 1-111A
Variable Seniors HSDG NHS III B-V

CONSTANT .24 .38 -.45 -4.57** .03

XRER 75* 80* 77** .30 8*

XUNEMP .21** .23** .20** .09 .30**

XRACE -.00 .00 -.07 .04 .1

XURBAN .09 .01 .01 .02** .01

.4DB (Blue) .10* .09* .10** .14* .08

RL2  .60*** .60*** .62*** .15 .39%

*-t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
t iStatistic significant at 0.05 level.

-F Statistic significant at 0.01 level. d

43 observations .

Table 6.17

DoD Conversion Rate of Applicants 1

to Contracts Paired Cell Yellow to Cell Blue

*Independent HSDG+ I-HIA
Variable TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHIS 1ll B-V

CONSTANT .19 .14 -.29 -1.46 .05 d

XRECR .12 .11 .02 .05

XUINEMP -. 07 .06 -.07 -.24 .02

XRACE -.03 ..04*0 .01 -.01 -.07*0

XURBAN .00 -.01 -.01 .00 .03

DB (Blue) -.03 -.03 -.02 -.07 -.02

R2.10 .20 .04 -.06 .32%
* - 5~jj~signficnt t 0.0 lvel

**-t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.

N .43 observations

dPP
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Table 6.18

Army Share of Applicants
Pooled Data from All Cells

Independent HSDG+ I-MIA
Variable TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHS I] B-V

CONSTANT -.51 -.64* .95" -1.04 -.46 ,e.

SREC .01 .007 .22* -.01 .03

XUNEMP .91* .080 .14" .06 .05

XRACE -.01 -.007 -.03 -.07* .01

XURBAN -.0009 -.003 .01 -.003 -.0005

DB (Blue) .02 .01 .06 .009 .02

DC (Green) .03 -.06 .11" -.02 -.07

DD (Red) -.03 -.02 .02 -.04 -.01

R2 .02 .05 .14 .28 -.05

* - tSaisicsignificantat0.10leveL-
- tSwtic significat at 0.05 leveL.

N 72 observations

Table 6.19

Navy Share of Applicants
Pooled Data from All Cells

Independent HSDG+ I-MIA
Variable TOTAL Sensor HSDG NHS m B-V

CONSTANT -1.500* -1.6700 -.77 -.88 -2.9900

SREC -.02 -.009 .04 .14 -.11

XUNEMP -.13e -.09 -.07 -.3600 -.11

XRACE .04 .02 .13** -.07 -.05

XURBAN .01" .0100 .003 .009 .02"*

DB (Blue) -.02 -.02 -.03 -.10 -.004

DC (Green) -.03 -.06 -.04 -.26" .01

DD (Red) .003 -.009 -.02 -.03 -.03

k2 .08 .06 .26 .11 .03

* t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
- Statistic significant at 0.05 level.

N. 72 observations
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Table 6.20

Air Force Share of Applicants
Pooled Data from All Cells

Independent HSDG+ I-IA b%

Variable TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHS [I B-V

CONSTANT -.52 -.66 -.37 -3.93 -1.37

SREC 13* .11 .10 .06 .07

XUNEMP -.08 .06 -.01 -.55* -.12

. XRACE .004 -.003 -.04 .005 -.01

XURBAN -.004 .0006 -.001 -.007 -.001

DB (Blue) .04 .05 .03 -.16 .02

DC (Green) .09 .09 -.005 .22 .200

DD (Red) .06 .06 .23 .17 .13

-iiR2.03 -.01 .04 .25 .002

tsmsi. rgnificam ato.10 level.
- t S idt significm at 0.05 level.

N = 72 Ohservauons

Table 6.21

Marine Corp Share of Applicants
Pooled Data from All Cells

• ipendent HSDG. I-mA

Vanable TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHS IlI B-V

()NSTANT -3.21"0 -3.38*" -3.790 -4.0!" -3. 01"

- t."-.09 -.11 -.09 -. 11 .13

UNEMP -.04 -.06 -.23 -.05 .12

XRACE .0009 .003 -.06 .07 .05

XURBAN .006 .009 .02 -.03 .004

DB (Blue) -.17 -.21 -. 18 .03 -.21

DC (Green) .02 .05 .07 .5500 .05

DD (Red) -.03 -.03 -.01 -.19 -.13

2  .04 -.01 .02 .001 .0007

• - t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
t Statistic significant at 0.05 level. ..

N =72 observations

72
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Table 6.22

Army Share of Applicants
Cells Yellow and Blue

Independent HSDG+ l-11 A
Variable TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHS III B-V .

CONSTANT -.30 -.36" -.55"* 13 -.34
".'

SREC .33** .35** .42** .44* .28*

XUNEMP .08 .07 .06 .11 .06

XRACE .009 .02 -.03 -.02 .02

XURBAN -.004 -.008 -.004 .01 -.007

DB (Blue) .03 .03 .02 .05 .03

R2  .11 .14 .29 .10 -.0074.-:

- t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
- Statstic significant at 0.05 level.

N 4 3 observations

Table 623

Navy Share of Applicants
Cells Yellow and Blue

Independent HSDG 1-i1A
Variable TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHS III BAv

CONSTANT -3.12" .3.410 -3.71"* 2.36" -3.21"*

SREC -. 12 -.13 -. 10 -.02 -.15

XUNEMN -. 16 -.23 -.36 .08 -.13

XRACE .03 .03 -.007 .18 .03

XURBAN .01 .02 .02 -.03 .01

DB (Blue) -.190 -.24" -.20 .03 -.25-

R2 .05 .09 .09 -.07 .05 "

tStatisic sigificant atO. 0 level.%
* t Statistic significant at 0.05 level.

N 43 obervations
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Table 6.24

Air Force Share of Applicants
Cells Yellow and Blue

Independent HSDG+ I-III A
Variable TOTAL Seniors HSDG III B-V

CONSTANT -1.13** -.89 -.63 -1.43 .

SREC .14 .15 .14* .14

XUNEMP -.09 -.07 -.01 -.19

XRACE -.009 -.01 .02 -.02

XURBAN .008 -.003 -.005 -.00009

DB (Blue) .04 .05 .03 .01

R2  -01 -.01 -.03 .06

- t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
- t Statistic significant at 0.05 level.

N =43 observations

Table 6.25
.5'

Marine Corps Share of Applicants
Cells Yellow and Blue

Independent HSDG+ I-III A
Viable TOTAL Seniors HSDG NHS III B-V

CONSTANT -1.7700 -1 .66*0 -.96" -2.2500 -2.14**

SREC -.03 -.02 .06 -.04 -.08

XUNEMP -.07 -.05 -.01 -.23 -.04

XRACE -.02 -.03 -.04 -.002 -.06

XURBAN .02*0 .02"* .01 .01 .04**

DB (Blue) .01 .01 -.01 -.01 .01

!2  .015 .03 .005 -.05 .08

- t Statistic significant at 0.10 level.
- t Statistic significant at 0.05 level.

N =43 oblusea-ons
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CHAPTER 7

ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

The results of the test, as indicated in Chapter Blue's performance. In addition, there
6, clearly show that Cell Blue performed better was no evidence that the recruiting perfor-
than, or at least as well as, the other cells during mance in Cell Blue was a result of only
the one-year period of the test. This occurred the total DoD advertising budget level.
even though the other three cells had substantially The enlistment responses to the adver-
higher rates of advertising expenditures. Indeed, ising treatment observed during the-

Cell Red had a much higher rate of Joint spending experiment were a function of both the
while Cells Yellow and Green had higher rates of leve of advertising budgets and the mix
expenditure for Service-specific advertising, between Service-specific and Joint

This chapter provides additional analyses of advertising.
the experimental data. It is aimed at answering
two questions: The total level of advertising expenditures

and the mix between Service-specific and
1. Why did Cell Blue perform better than, or Joint expenditures do not operate indepen-

at least as well as, the other cells during dently in affecting enlistment behavior.
the one-year period of the test?

Higher proportions of Joint advertising
2. Do insights into the reasons for Cell were effective in obtaining good response

- Blue's performance provide guidance for at lower overall expenditure levels. As the
recommendations about DoD advertising budget is increased, the percentage
budgets and policies? allocated to Joint to maximize response

declines.
After describing the findings, this chapter

introduces and tests three hypotheses that may 0 Cell Blue's performance during the test is
explain Cell Blue's performance. The steps taken not caused by an underlying relationship
to validate a model supporting one of the three between enlistment response and adver-
hypotheses is then described. Additional tests are tising that is perversely negative. Rather,
also provided to confirm one of the hypotheses. cells with higher budgets and less efficient

mixes of advertising expenditures
SUMMARY OF RESULTS performed worse than Cell Blue which

had a lower budget and better mix of
The findings in this chapter can be sum- advertising expenditures.

.'%

marized as follows:
Insight into how the relationship between

The percentage of advertising allocated to the level of advertising expenditures and
Joint was not the only factor affecting Cell the mix between Service-specific and Joint
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advertising affe the experimental results Total-Expenditure Hypothesis
permits budget computations and recom-
mendations that go beyond a recommen- The first hypothesis for explaining the
dation to implement the Cell Blue experimental results states that enlistment behav-
treatment condition nationally. ior responded only to the total level of advertising

expenditures regardless of whether the expendi-
ANALYSIS OF ADVERTISING tures are Joint or Service-specific. This implies
RESPONSE that the target audiences do not differentiate Joint

from Service-specific advertising. Counter to this
Three hypotheses were investigated regarding hypothesis, the cell-based experimental results

the impact of total advertising expenditure and of imply that an inverse relationship exists between
the proportion of that expenditure on Joint advertising expenditures and recruiting perfor-
advertising on recruitment response. The aim is mance across the range of budgets tested. This is
to test for the independence or interdependence schematically represented in Figure 7.1. Higher
between Joint and Service-specific advertising, levels of advertising lead to or cause lower levels
The hypotheses are: of enlistment behavior.

This hypothesis suggests that not only are
1. Response depends only on total adver- increased advertising expenditures not contri-

tising expenditure buting to increased sales (having reached some
saturation point) but also high levels of adver-

2. Response depends only on the percentage tising expenditures actually decrease sales (having
allocated to Joint advertising reached a supersaturation point). The implica-

tions of this hypothesis in the current experiment
3. Response is based on the interaction are that the market is indifferent to the mix

between the total advertising expenditure between Service-specific and Joint advertising
and the percentage allocated to Joint and that no budget level above the total Cell Blue
advertising level should be implemented. Before this

hypothesis can be accepted, a significant negative
These hypotheses were investigated using relationship between total advertising expendi-

applicant data that are available on an ADI basis, tures and enlistment behavior should be
thereby increasing the number of observations. established. A number of different models,
Applicant data are less affected by goals and described in Appendix G, were formulated and
missions than are data on contracts. Ideally, these tested on the ADI data to assess this hypothesis. 4"
hypotheses should also be tested using reported A significant negative relationship between per
and attitudinal measures. This could not be done capita advertising expenditures and per capita
because reliable measures (with sufficient sample applicant rates was not established and hence the
size) of these data were available only at the cell hypothesis was rejected. The conclusion is that
level. However, the general consistency of the the enlistment response during the experiment is
previously reported results using attitudinal and not solely a function of total advertising
reported data and applicant data makes such an expenditure levels.
analysis less necessary.
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Figure 7.1

Enlistment Response to Total Advertising Budget Levels in the Test Cells
(Total Expenditure Hypothesis)

B

IN%
CdD C A

$30 $60 $90

Advertising Budgets in Test Cells
(Millions of Dollars)

A-CeliYellow B - Cel Blue C = CeU Green D - CelRed

Percent-Allocated-to-Joint Hypothesis The implication of this hypothesis in the
current experiment is that the market is sensitive

The second hypothesis states that enlistment only to the mix between Service-specific and Joint
behavior responds only to the mix of advertising advertising. In addition, the mix should be set at
budgets or expenditures between Service-specific or near the Cell Blue rate of approximately 41
and Joint, irrespective of total expenditure or percent Joint (based on per capita delivered
budget level. This implies that Service-specific advertising expenditures). Accepting this hypo-
and Joint advertising are differentiated by the thesis would require that the optimal mix between **".-.

target audiences and that different response func- the two response functions be independent of the
tions exist for each that either are constant at all level of advertising expenditures or budgeL
levels of spending or vary with expenditure levels Again, a number of different models, described in
at precisely proportional rates. Given this hypo- Appendix G, were formulated and tested on the
thesis, the cell-based experimental results imply ADI data to assess this hypothesis. A significant
that a non-monotonic relationship exists between relationship between the mix of advertising
the mix of advertising budget levels and recruiting expenditures observed and per capita applicant
performance across the range of budgets tested. rates was nt established. Hence, the hypothesis
This is represented schematically in Figure 7.2. was rejected. The conclusion is that the enlist-
The enlistment response to advertising rises with ment response during the experiment is not solely
the percent Joint up to some optimal point, a function of the mix between Service-specific
beyond which response is unchanged or declines, and Joint expenditures or budget levels.

5.,.
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Figure 7.2

Enlistment Response to Percent Joint of Total Budget Levels in the Test Cells
(Percent Allocated to Joint Hypothesis)

13

C A D

I t "'-
20% 40% 60% 80%

Percent Joint
in the Tes Cells

A -Cell Yellow B Ce Blue C - Call Cvmen D Cell Red

Interaction Hypothesis To understand this hypothesis. it is helpful to
consider the following numerical example. Let-:Z.

The third hypothesis states that the total level tota response depend on the allocaton of a total
of advertising expenditures and the mix between budget B between two campaigns. Campaign I
Service-specific and Joint expenditures do not and Campaign 2; total response is the sum of the
operate indeendenty in affecting enlistment responses obtained from each campaign. The
behavior. This hypothesis implies that Service- response from each campaign is shown in Figure
specific and Joint advertising are differentiated by 7.3. Campaign I has a linear response to per
the target audiences. It also indicates that the capita spending up to a spending rate of S3. The
appropriate mix between the two areas of "saturation" response is 3 units. Similarly.
advertising will depend, at least in part, on the Campaign 2 has a saturation response of 2 units at
overall expenditure. (Or, alternatively, that the a spending rate of $5 per capita. These responw
appropriate expenditure level would partially functions are simplified to ease the exposion of
depend on the desired mix between the two response functions typically found in marketng
categories.) Hence, one mix between Service- studies.
specific and Joint advertising may be appropriate Based on our ,assumptions, if B were set at $8
and effective at one level of total expenditures per capita and $3 were allocated to Campaign I
whereas a quite different mix is appropriate at a and $5 went to Campaign 2. the total response A
lower or higher level of total expenditures. would be 5 units. Let "p" be the proportion of the
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Figure 7..3

Two Enlistment Response Functions for Campaigns I and 2

CAMPAIGN I CAMPAIGN 2

3~ 3-

U .~ 2-2a1.6

iI- I- .--

4

0 I 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 $

Spedig rate Spending rate
(S per capita) ($per capita)

budget B allocamed so Campagn 1 Thus when As indicated in Figure 7.4, total response
p 3/ WW riespon is 5 The total response depends on both the level of total advertising

can be easily calculaied for different allocations expenditures and on the proportion allocated to
with corresponding values of "p" and for different each campaign. Observe the two points labelled
values o( B Table 7 1 shows de calculations for X and Y in Figure 7.4. Note that point Y
B=)l represents a higher response despite the facts that

The relationship between "p" and total re- it represents a lower total level of expenditures
spouse is graphed in Figure 74. This figure also and that neither Campaign 1 nor Campaign 2
shows surlm graphs developed for values of B exhibits a negative relationship between response
equal to $4 and $6 per capita. These graphs por- and advertising (see Figure 7.3). Point X
tray an unmma between the total budget B and achieves better response because it represents a
the propotion allocated ic Campign 1 As B better mix between Campaign I and Campaign 2
uncrease. the allocation "p required for Cam- for it udg l
paign I to achieve maxumum total response To test the interaction hypothesis, the most
decreases. For B - 4. "p" is 0.75. while for B direct approach is to estimate the two response
8. it is 0.375. This result ("p" changing with the functions (one for Service-Specific advertising
budget level) illustrates the interaction hypothesis, and one for Joint advertising) separately.
Under Hypothesis 1. the graphs at each level of B Alternatively, it can be tested indirectly by 7
would be parallel to the horizontal axis producing estimating curves such as those in Figure 7.4 for
the same response for a given B. regardless of different budget levels. Because of the highly
"p" (Figure 7.5). For Hypothesis 2. there would constrained nature of the test design, neither
be only a single graph, regardless of the value of approach is easy. For example, only two levels
B (Figure 7.6).
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Table 1.1

Total Enlistment Response as a Function of p
(p = percent of total budget expenditure to Campaign 1)

Allocaton to C paign 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Allocation to Campaign 2 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Total Budget (B) 8 S 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
p (pereat ofCamO l 0 .125 .25 .375 .5 .625 .75 .875 1

exendi re to Total B dget)

Response 1 0 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Response 2 2 2 2 2 1.6 1.2 .8 .4 0

Total Response 2 3 4 5 4.6 4.2 3.8 3.4 3

Figure 7A

Interaction Hypothesis: Enlistment Response Functions

6-

5

4-I:
12-6

0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . . :
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Campaign 1 Share of Total Budget = p

SBudget =S8 + Budget S6 0 Budget= $4
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Figure 7.5

Hypothesis I: Enlistment Response Depends Only on Total
Advertising Expenditure (B)
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0
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figure 7.6

* Hypothesis II: Enlistment Response Depends Only on

6 Percent Allocated to Joint (p)
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of spendir- ft% Service-specific advertising were Based on preliminary data analysis, the
tested ($68 million and $15 million), making the interaction hypothesis was tested indirectly by
estimation of a response function difficult. Also, estimating portions of the response curves. This
as Figure 7.7 shows, the proportion of Joint testing is constrained by the data as noted above.
advertising to the total budget that is observed is The data were first divided according to the
not as dense and uniform as would be ideal. For level of advertising expenditure: low (less than
example, there are few points with expenditure $5.50 per 17-21-year-old male for year of the
rates of $5 or more and a percentage of Joint test), medium (between $5.50 and $7.00), and
advertising in the 40-60 percent range. Similarly, high (greater than $7.00). Each ADI in the
there are very few observations with the experiment was classified into one of these total
percentage of Joint advertising greater than 80 expenditure categories. This resulted in the
percent or less than 20 percent. Thus, estimation creation of three separate data sets of roughly
of the complete contour of the response curves, as equal size corresponding to three separate levels
in Figure 7.4, is impossible. of total advertising expenditures.

Figure 7.7""

ADI Advertising Expenditure Level by the Proportion -
Allocated to joint -

(Oct/1983-Sep/1984)

10-A

9-

7- 13. .

*~q AIL~ .

+.%

2-

0&10 & I* I I.

Percent Joint

0 CoUYellow +. CeUBlae ° CeU Omen A CeU Red
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These three data sets provided the structure relatively few total observations, and hence
for assessing the interaction hypothesis. With the degrees of freedom, were available at any of the
level of total advertising expenditures now fixed, total expenditure levels. It is possible, therefore,
attention could be turned to the effect of the mix that the "turning point" lies within or close to the
between Joint and Service-specific expenditures range of unobserved data and would not be
on enlistment response for each total expenditure properly estimated. Second, while desirable, it is
category. The essence of the interaction hypo- not necessary to estimate precisely the response
thesis is that the enlistment response to the mix curves of applicants to the various advertising

between Joint and Service-specific advertising mixes for each level of total advertising
varies at different total advertising expenditure expenditure. The interaction hypothesis can be
levels. This premise could now be assessed. sufficintlx assessed by estimating the major
Models relating DoD applicants and Army appli- segments of the response functions for which data
cants (total as well as high school diploma are available.
graduates or seniors) to the percent Joint were Before the interaction hypothesis can be
developed for each of the three expenditure accepted (or rejected), it is necessary to establish
categories. The effect of the percentage of Joint (or reject) that enlistment response to the mix
advertising to total advertising on applicants was between Joint and Service-specific advertising is
then compared. significantly different at the various levels of total

Table 7.2 presents the results of the models of advertising expenditure. Hence, monotonic ON
applicants. The dependent variable (Y) was appli- models of enlistment response were estimated. In
cants per 1,000 17-21-year-old males in an ADI. such models, the relationship between enlistment
The independent variables were P (the proportion response and the percentage of Joint advertising is Y

of Joint advertising expenditures to the total strictly increasing or strictly decreasing for the
advertising expenditures in a market) and R (the segment of the response curve being estimated.
number of recruiter person-months of effort in a In these models, a significantly positive
market). All observations were on an annual coefficient estimate for the P (percentage Joint)
basis. term indicates that a positive relationship exists

Figure 7.4 shows that the proportion of a between the percentage of Joint advertising and
given level of total advertising expenditure allo- the applicant response rate across the observations
cated to a given component, such as Joint of the total level of advertising expenditures.
advertising, can result in an increasing response Enlistment response increases as the percentage of
up to a certain "turning" point. After that point, Joint advertising increases for the observations

diminishing responses are obtained. The formu- modeled. Conversely, a significantly negative
lation of models designed to reflect this coefficient estimate for the P term indicates a
characteristic explicitly was deterred by two negative relationship between the percentage of V
considerations. First, the data were limited by a Joint advertising and the applicant response rate
lack of observations (especially where Joint adver- for the segment modeled. Because only major
tising was greater than go percent of a low total segments of (not the entire) response functions
budget and where Joint advertising was less than are modeled, enlistment response to the percen-
20 percent of a high total budget). In addition, tage of Joint advertising may change direction
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Table 7.2

Annual Cross Sectional Models of DoD Applicant Rates
At Different Total Budget Levels

Functional Form Coefficient Estimates Measure of Fit

Y=a+blog(P)+cR a b c j2

Low Spending T S 5.50 1.63 .37* 2.30** .40

High Spending T a 7.01 .87 -.51"* 1.81"* .58

-a-

Y=a+bP2 +cP+dR a b c d R2

Medium Spending
5.50 < T < 7.01 2.26 -3.03 2.67 .57"* .28

T = Total working media expenditures A
Y - Total DoD applicants per 1000 17-21-year-old males

P = Proportion Joint advertising of total budget

R = Recruiter person-months

Statistic significant at 0. 10 level.
- Statistic significant at 0.05 level.

toward the end of or beyond the range of data 0.05 level, is estimated for the percentage of Joint
observed (even given a statistically significant advertising at the high total advertising expendi-
coefficient for the P term). ture level. Clearly, these coefficient estimates

The results of the models of applicant differ from one another.
response estimated for the high and low total The significant positive relationship of appli-
advertising expenditure levels support the cant response to the percentage of Joint
interaction hypothesis. As displayed in Table advertising at the low total advertising budget
7.2, a positive coefficient, significantly different implies that the greatest response is obtained near
from zero at the 0.10 level, is estimated for the the end of the observed range (about 80 percent
percentage of Joint advertising at the low total Joint advertising). Similarly, the significant nega-
advertising expenditure level for the segment of tive relationship of applicant response to the
observations available. Similarly, a negative percentage of Joint advertising at the high total
coefficient, significantly different from zero at the budget implies that the greatest response is
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obtained near the beginning of the observed range • Negative and significantly different from

at this level of advertising (about 20 percent Joint zero at the high level of total expenditures

advertising). Extrpolating these models beyond
the range of the observed data is highly inappro- The conclusion is that the total level of

priate. In particular, one should not conclude, advertising expenditures and the mix between
based on these models, that the maximizing Joint and Service-specific expenditures do interact
percentage of Joint advertising is zero at the high and do not operate independently in affecting
total expenditure level nor one hundred at the low enlistment behavior. Higher proportions of Joint
level. advertising are effective at lower levels of total

For the middle level of total advertising expenditures. Lower proportions of Joint

expenditures, an additional modeling step was advertising are appropriate at higher levels of total
undertaken. Few observations of the middle expenditures.
range of Joint advertising were available for this
level of total advertising expenditures. Hence, a PREDICTIVE VALIDATION
non-monotonic model was formulated to allow
for a turning point to occur in the largely The fitted models provide support for the
unobserved area. Coefficients estimated for the hypothesis of interaction between the size of the

percentage of Joint advertising were not signifi- advertising budget and its allocation between Joint

candy different from zero for either the monotonic and Service-specific programs. Much stronger

or non-monotonic model. The non-monotonic support can be provided by a predictive test.

model did, however, provide an estimate of the Although any number of model formulations
turning point might fit a given set of data, for policy-making

Key advantages of the basic modeling purposes, assurance is needed that any such

approach described here are that it permits the pre- model would also perform well on an independent
dictive validation steps reported in the following data set. Such an independent data set could be
section. It also provides guidance for budget gathered simultaneously with the given set and
computations reviewed later in this chapter. "held out" from the fitting procedure, or it might

In summary, the hypothesis that the total level be obtained from a different time period. In this

of advertising expenditures and the mix between case, a holdout sample was not feasible because
Service-specific and Joint expenditures do not of limited numbers of ADIs available. Therefore. ,
operate independently in affecting enlistment the second approach was adopted.
behavior has been tested. The effect, on the rate Ideally, 1983 dam could be used to fit the
of applicants, of the percentage of total adver- models. Then using actual 1984 spending and
tising expenditures allocated to Joint advertising recruiting resources in each ADI, the response
was found to be: could be forecast (e.g., total applicants, Army

applicants) by ADI. In addition, the mean
" Positive and significantly different from response by cell could be computed. Finally, it

zero at the low level of total expenditures would be possible to determine whether differ-
ences between the means of one cell versus the

" Not significantly different from zero at the control cell matched similar differences obtained
medium level of total expenditures using actual response (all other factors remaining
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comparable). Using models developed on 1984 the Philadelphia, PA ADI in 1984,
data, responses in 1983 could be predicted, given basedon the fitted model.
actual 1983 spending and recruiting resources.

A departure from this idealized procedure in Similarly, let Aij denote the actual value of
the predictive validation test was necessary. the jth response in ADI i in 1983, and let
Indeed, very substantial differences existed Bij denote the corresponding quantity in
between 1983 and 1984 actual responses that 1984. For example, these values for the
were unrelated to the advertising budget or its Philadelphia, PA ADI might be 5 and 3.5
allocation. It was assumed that these differences in 1983 and 1984, respectively.
in response were a result of economic and related
factors as indicated in Chapter 2. We calculated the average Fij, Gij, Aij,.

To compensate for these changes, the and Bij for each response j across the
idealized procedure was modified as follows: ADIs in each experimental cell. Let the

means of these cells be denoted by Fkj,
First, 1983 advertising expenditures were Gj, A14, and Bkj, where k = Cell Yellow,
inflated by 7 percent in order to make a Blue, Green and Red. The means of these
1983 advertising dollar equivalent to a cells are displayed in Table 7.3 for DoD
1984 advertising dollar. All further total, DoD high school and senior appli-
computations were conducted with these cants, Army total and Army high school ,. -,
equivalent dollars. and senior applicants. There is a generally

close agreement between the fitted and
" The ADIs were classified into three actual cell means and a wide difference

groups: low, medium, and high adver- between forecast and actual 1983 cell
tising expenditure rates. means. These differences are not attri-

butable to the experimental treatments.
* "Forecasts" of applicant response were

made for each ADI for 1983 using the To validate the model, two sets of changes
equivalent dollar expenditures on adver- from 1983 to 1984 were calculated, by cell and
tising and actual recruiter resource alloca- type of response based on:
tions. Let these be designated by Fij
where i is the ADI number, and j the type • the model
of response. For example, the predicted * only the data
response for total applicants for the
Philadelphia, PA ADI in 1983 might be 6 The changes based on the model do not reflect the
per 1,000 17 -21-year-old males, impact of the economic variables whereas those

based on the actual data do. Thus, the two sets of
* Let Gij denote the fitted value of the jth changes are not yet comparable. The difference in

response in ADI i, using the 1984 data. response between each cell and control for each
For example, this might be 4 total appli- set was computed. The assumption (based on the , '
cants per 1,000 17-21-year-old males for market-matching which used geographic and

% ,.'.
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Table 7.3

Actual Compared to Fitted and Forecast Applicant Rates
for Selected Enlistment Group by Test Cell

1984 198 Skj Rkj

Actual Bkij lttd AcVul Akj~ Fore= sFkj Bkj k
Aki Fjj

DoD Total
k '

yellow 3.95 3.97 4.93 3.96 .801 1.000
SBu 4.06 4.11 4.81 3.91 .844 1.051
GrEe 3.81 3.77 4.76 4.05 .8M 0.931
Red 3.96 3.94 4.97 3.96 .797 0.999

DoD HS/SR N

yellow 3.32 3.34 4.19 3.32 M79 1.006
Mle 3.38 3.43 4.06 3.29 .833 1.043

Gramn 3.22 3.17 4.01 3.40 .803 0.932
Red 3.39 3.36 4.16 3.32 .815 1.012

Army Tota
k

yellow 1.85 1.85 2.22 1.82 .833 1.016
Blue 1.8 1.92 2.11 1.74 .891 1.103
reenP . 1.72 1.68 2.16 1.82 .796 0.923

Red 1.78 1.78 2.21 1.78 .805 1.000

Amny HS/SR
k

yellow 1.44 1.43 1.74 1.40 .828 1.021
Blue 1.46 1.50 1.64 1.34 .890 1.119
Green 1.30 1.27 1.64 1.40 .793 0.907
Red 1.42 1.42 1.73 1.38 .821 1.029

HSISR - high school and senior applicams

economic data) that the economic effect is equal in DoD responses and for Army responses, thus
each cell was then made. These economic effects providing support for the model.
were removed fr-om the changes based on actual The ratios Rkj = % / Fj were then corn-
data by calculating these differences. Thus, the puted. These are the proportional changes
cell differences obtained using changes based on between 1983 and 1984 in the cells k = Yellow,
the model and those based on actual data became Blue, Red and Green, for the various types of
comparable. As will be shown below, the two response j. These ratios can be expressed as
sets of numbers are extremely close both for total percentages by multiplying them by 100.
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An example of this ratio is These quantities, for various types of
responses, are displayed in Table 7.4.

Rtyg=wTotApplica= A similar set of numbers was computed,
using Skj = Bkj / Akj. The formula represents the

Model fit for 1984 Cell Yellow, proportional changes between 1983 and 1984 in
Total Applicants the cells k = Yellow, Blue, Green and Red for the

Model forecast for various types of response j. For example,
1983 Cell Yellow, Total Applicants

We then subtracted Ryelow" j from RBlue j, SYelow, Total Applicants

RRd j and R j in order to obtain the model
based cell effects for response j. For represents the ratio of actual response in 1984

convenience, let Cell Yellow by total applicants to actual response
Ckj = Rkj - Ryenow j in 1983 Cell Yellow by total applicants. %

The quantities Dkj = Skj - Syellow. j are

Thus defined to obtain the actual values of the cell
CYcuowTotal Applic = 0, and effects. These quantities are also displayed in

CBlue. Total Applicam- = RBlue, Total Applicants Table 7.4.

- Ryenow. Total Applicants-

Table 7.4

Percentage Difference from the Control Cell in Applicant Rates
across the Test Cells

DoD

Total Applicants HS/SR Applicants

Predicted Ckj Actual Dkj Predicted Ckj Actual Dkj

k ~4
Yellow 0% 0% 0% 0%
Blue 5.1% 4.3% 3.7%* 4.0%
Green -7.0% -.1% -7.4% 1.1%
Red -. i% .4% .6% 2.3%

ARMY

Total Applicants HS/SR Applicants

Predicted Ckj Actual Dkj Predicted Ckj Actual Dkj
k

Yellow 0% 0% 0% 0%
Blue 8.7%** 6.8% 9.8%** 6.2%
Green -9.3% -3.7% -11.4% -3.5% U
Red -1.6% -2.8% .8% -.7%

HSISR - high school and senior applicants
Significantly different from control at the 0.10 level.

•* Significantly different from control at the 0.05 level.
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ADDITIONAL TESTING OF THE ments over a one-year period. Importantly, these
INTERACTION HYPOTHESIS different levels and mixes would entail different

levels of advertising costs. Again, an adaptive
In ordier to provide additional support for the approach to implementation is appropriate.

interaction hypothesis, and to obtain results that Specifically, the policy implications based on
are as independent as possible of the specific these analyses are:
formulation used, several other analyses of the
experimental data were conducted. In a manner *Reduce advertising working media
analogous to the analysis of the observed spending to between $4.35 and $5.50 per
behavior measure, experimental markets were 17-21-year-old male in 1984 dollars from
regrouped into cells defined by the two dimen- the FY 1984 control level of $7.00.
sions of interest (the recommended levels of Joint
versus Service advertising). In addition, dummy *Change the mix of advertising
variable regression models were fit to this data. expenditures (working media) between
Detailed results of several of these models are Joint and Service-specific advertising to
presented in Appendix H. These results also between 45% and 70% Joint from the FY
support the interaction hypothesis. 1984 control level mix of 17%.

IMPLICATIONS OF ADDITIONAL *Reduce the FY 1987 DoD enlisted, active
ANALYSIS force advertising budget from the

proposed $154 million to between $92
Alternative implications to implementing the million and $112 million. Reduce the FY

Cell Blue advertising expenditure level and mix 1987 total DoD advertising budget from
on a national basis are warranted to the extent that the proposed $242 million to between
the data and analytical tools available to derive $182 million and $201 million.
them are sufficient. As discussed above, there are
indeed limits to the density and uniformity of data *Increase the FY 1987 Joint advertising
available for the analyses discussed in this enlisted, active force (working media)
chapter. Consideration of policy and budget budget from the proposed $23.1 million to
implications based on these analyses is appro- between $35 million and $42 million.
priate because incremental system effectiveness is
indicated by the results. In other words, policy *Provide some markets (ADIs) at adver-
actions based on the analyses discussed in this tising levels that are both significantly
chapter indicate a level of system performance higher and significantly lower than the
(measured by applicant rates) that is superior to levels implied by the above budgets.
either the current or direct implication policy. 7

Given the limitations, however, the budget impli- *Continue research and analyses to under-
cations are expressed as ranges. The analyses stand better the relationship between speci-
indicate that several different mixes and levels of fic measures of enlistment intentions and
advertising expenditure can contribute relatively subsequent actual enlistment behavior.
equally to fulfilling recruiting system require-
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These budgeting guidelines were obtained High-Expenditure Level 30 Percent
from the models fitted and described in this Joint
chapter. Because the models fit to the low-
spending group and high spending group are Medium-Expenditure Level 42 Percent
monotonically increasing and decreasing with "p" Joint
(percentage Joint advertising), respectively, these
models would suggest that "p" should be close to Low-Expenditure Level 60 Percent
the observed highest and lowest values in the Joint
respective groups of markets. From the middle
spending group (overall spending rate of between Since no significant positive advertising effects
$5.50 and $7.00 per 17-21-year-old male with an were supported in any analysis for working media
average of $6.25), to maximize total DoD appli- expenditures over $5.50 per 17-21-year-old male,
cants, "p" should be set at 41 percent. To the low-expenditure level is recommended. In
maximize DoD high school diploma graduate and other words, the low-expenditure level of
senior (HSDG + HS), total Army and Army advertising is indicated because, over the period
HSDG plus HS, "p" should be set at 42 percent, of the experiment, no additional response to
41 percent, and 44 percent, respectively, advertising in excess of this expenditure level was 0%

Selecting 42 percent as the value of "p" and evidenced. The level of working media per 17-21-
applying it to the average spending rate for this year-old male was established at between $4.34
group of markets yields a suggested spending rate (the mean of all low-expenditure level obser-
for Joint advertising of about $2.60 per capita. vations) and $5.50 (the maximum of the low-
For the low-spending ADIs with a mean spending expenditure category). The mix of working
rate of $4.34, this level of Joint spending media was established at between 45 percent (near
translates to a value of "p" of about 60 percenL the suggested point estimate for the medium
Response in these markets increases with "p," but expenditure category) and 70 percent (the
the highest observed value of "p" is about 70 maximum of the low-expenditure observations).
percent. Any possible decline in response toward Moving from per capita FY 1984 working
the end of the observed range of "p" is unlikely to media implications to actual FY 1987 dollar
be detected by our model. Thus, a value of 60 budget guidelines required several steps. Non-
percent for "p" seems plausible. media costs, price inflation in advertising costs

For the high-spending ADIs with a mean between 1-984 and 1987, and non-test advertising
spending rate of $7.98 per capita, the middle- elements had to be computed and added to a
spending group translates to a value of 30 percent working media aggregate budget determined by " %
for "p." Response in these markets decreases multiplying the per capita spending amounts by
with "p," but the smallest value of "p" observed is 9,677,000 (the number of 17-21-year-old males
about 20 percent. Thus, a 30-percent value seems in 1984). Non-media costs were interpolated
plausible. from data provided in the advertising plans

To summarize, point estimates of suggested prepared by each advertiser in preparation for the
"p" values were estimated for each of the three experiment. These costs ranged from less than 8 U
working media spending levels as follows: percent of working media expenditures for Joint
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percent of working media expenditures for Joint then included in the budget computations.
advertising at its highest budget level to more than Advertising price inflation was estimated at 10
39 percent of working media expenditures for percent per year, and non-test advertising costs -
Service-specific advertising at its lowest level of were added directly back into budget totals where
the recommended range. These costs were 11.2 indicated (i.e., reserve and officer program-
percent of working media for Joint advertising at advertising were added back into the recom-
the control budget level in FY 1984 compared mended total DoD advertising budget levels).
with 25.3 percent for the Services at the control Table 8.1 in the next chapter presents the results
budget level. These additional advertising of these calculations for selected budget combi-
program costs incurred by the Services were nations within the range of combinations implied

by the analyses discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Key aspects of the DoD Advertising Mix Test, basis in a test cell made up of television markets
its results and budget implications are described to (ADIs) and identified by a color. The four test
consolidate the material of earlier chapters and to cells were matched as closely as possible to one
support the recommendations presented here. another for past enlistment performance, levels of

The DoD Advertising Mix Test was an in- unemployment, youth propensity to enlist, and
market test designed to generate quantitative data for racial, urban and geographic composition.
to help answer the following question: "What is The test budgets were implemented in the test
the optimum mix of Joint/Service-specific recruit- cells for a period of one year. The experimental
ment advertising for achieving active, enlisted, budget conditions were generally well imple-
non-prior Service (NPS) goals at different levels mented by the military advertisers and a
of total DoD recruitment advertising?"5  This comprehensive data set covering the experimental .
question was addressed with a field experiment to period was assembled and analyzed.
assure meaningful variance in the levels and The analysis focused on providing manageri-
mixes of advertising observed, statistical indepen- ally useful guidelines for DoD advertising budget

.,.. .%*

dence between advertising and enlistments in past policy based on assessments of efficiency and
periods (and other recruiting variables), and effectiveness criteria. Multiple measures of
consistent measurement of recruiting system recruiting system performance were reviewed,
performance. These assurances are necessary to collected and employed in the analysis.
allow causal inferences to be drawn. The test was Consistwcy of results across measures and
collaboratively designed and fielded to measure analysis methods was emphasized. The direction
the effect of: and order of magnitude of effective changes in

budget policies were sought rather than precise
" Different levels of total DoD advertising and static decision rules.

budgets
RESULTS

" Different mixes of Service-specific and
Joint advertising budgets As noted in Chapter 6, Cell Blue performed

better than or at least as well as the other cells. U
Hence, the test focused on aggregate budget Cell Blue, with the lowest overall advertising

levels. All allocation, media, and placement expenditure, did not adversely affect recruitment -
decisions were made and implemented by the performance during the test year. In fact, Cell %

military advertisers through the same decision and Blue performed significantly better than the other
control processes now prevalent in military cells when measured by enlistment contract and
advertising practice. applicant rates per unit of population.

The test involved four systematically different _Korb,____.._._

budgets. Each was implemented on a pro-rated .......i
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The fact that Cell Blue, with the smallest maintained at $23.6 million, and $31.8 million
advertising budget, did better than the other cells, respectively. Hence, the Joint advertising share
does not imply that advertising is ineffective for of these budgets would increase.
military recruiting. Indeed, changing shares of Alternatively, budget implications based on
recruiting advertising allocated to the various the analyses presented in Chapter 7 indicate a
Services could yield different responses. Recall superior level of system performance (measured
that the shares of Service-specific advertising by applicant rates) than either the direct impli-
budgets were intentionally kept stable during the cation policy or current budget policy. Based on
test period. Furthermore, only the level and mix these analyses, several different mixes and levels -'

p.'.

of expenditures were varied. Advertising was not of advertising expenditures can contribute relative-
eliminated. Consequently, the overall effective- ly equally to fulfilling recruiting system require-
ness of advertising for military recruiting, beyond ments. Depending on the particular combination
the levels and mixes tested, cannot be assessed. of budget level and mix chosen, total advertising

The results of the experiment are sound for spending would fall while Joint advertising would
the military recruiting system as a whole and are increase. As Table 8.1 reflects, the FY 1987 DoD
also valid for the Army as well as for the other enlisted, active-force advertising budget would
Services. fall from $154.3 million to between $92.2 and

$112.5 million. The total DoD advertising budget
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS would fall from $242.9 million to between

$181.3 ad $201 million. Here, Joint advertising j.

The results of the experiment have budget components of these budgets would rise
implications in two ways. Based only on the substantially from $23.1 million to between $35
experimental results, a national implementation of million and $41 million and from $31.3 million to
the Cell Blue budget levels is warranted on between $43 and $50 miion, respectively. 
grounds of both efficiency and effectiveness.
Any such implementation should be accompanied RECOMMENDATIONS a
by a commitment to the notion that market
response to the new budget levels should be Two comments should be made regarding the
tracked and tested further. Some markets should spirit of the recommendations. First, no single
be maintained at alternative spending levels to experiment or research initiative over a fixed
determine the longer-term effects of the Cell Blue period of time provides adequate basis for
budget level This alternative is referred to as the asserting definitive, deterministic policy mandates
direct implications of the experiment. Its in marketing. Rather, effective application of
implementation would lead to a reduction in the experimental results are achieved when testing is ,

FY 1987 DoD enlisted, active-force advertising viewed as a vehicle that facilitates organized
budget from $154.3 million to $86.7 million. learning about the limits of existing marketing
The total DoD advertising budget would decline policies and about the feasibility of establishing
from $242.9 million to $175.3 million. The Joint better policies. The recommendations can best be.-Ile
advertising component of these budgets would be viewed as suggestions for adaptive initiatives
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Table 8.1

EXAMPLE FY 1987 BUDGET
CURRENT AND PROPOSED LEVELS

Millions of Dollars

Current Proposed Levels

$4.35 $5.00 $5.50
Per Capita Per Capita Per Capita
70% Joint 60% Joint 45% Joint

Total DoD Advertising Budget 242.9 181.3 191.9 200.8

Joint 31.2 48.9 50.2 43.2

DoD Enlisted Active Force 154.3 92.2 103.3 112.2 ,..
Advertising Budget

Joint 23.1 40.7 42.0 35.0

DoD NPS Enlisted Active Force 126.8 65.7 75.7 84.6
Advertising Elements Tested

Joint 22.7 40.3 41.6 34.6

based on the results of the experiment. This The second consideration concerns the fact
implies an ongoing review and evaluation of these that several DoD advertising budgets have been
rcommne initiatives.* proposed and/or approved since the experiment

*The models and estimation methodology used in recruiters would have little trouble meeting
this study are consistent with those of previous monthly goals. In such a situation, increases in
research on factors affecting enlistment supply. enlistment supply resulting from advertising may
However, more recent efforts suggest that re- not result in observable increases in actual con-
cruiter behavior variables might be important in tracts. The advertising effect, in the absence of
manpower supply models (Dertouzos, 1985; suitable recruiter motivation, may merely make it
Carroll, Lee and Rao, 1986). Systematic easier for recruiters to achieve their objectives.
changes in recruiter behavior can alter the quan- Thus, models which do not account for the level
tity and quality of enlistments and can make of recruiter effort may not capture the true adver-
estimating the impact of recruiting resources, tising effect.including advertising, difficult To the extent Accounting for such factors simultaneously-.
that changes in recruiter behavior are correlated for all four Services is a demanding task well
with changes in advertising expenditures, the beyond the scope of this study. Accordingly,
magnitude of the advertising effect may be under- any effects that recruiter behavior variables might
esimated, have had on the findings of this experiment are

For example, a sluggish economy or other unknown.external factors could produce a climate in which
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was initiated. The decisions made in this budget- ture with a greater proportion allocated to Joint),
ing process contrast slightly with our recommen- exactly the opposite has occurred during the
dations.* More specifically, the DoD enlisted, recent budget cycles.
active-force advertising budget has grown in real With these considerations in mind, three
terms from the $108.7 million FY 1984 budget recommendations based on the DoD Advertising
level to the proposed FY 1987 level of $154.3 Mix Test are provided:
million. At the same time, the proportion of the
budget allocated to Joint advertising has dereased 1. Budget Policy - Reduce DoD recruitment"

over this period from 16.9 percent to 15.2 per- advertising budgets while increasing the
cent. Although the results of the experiment proportion of those budgets allocated to
firmly argue for budget levels moving toward Joint advertising. Both the direct and
those in Cell Blue (lower overall expendi- alternate budget implications of the test

*Application of Research Findings goal to achieve a 25-percent reduction in the total
DoD advertising budget by FY 1991. Table 8.2

In July 1986, the Deputy Secretary of Defense displays the target advertising bud get levels for
reviewed the findinp of the DoD Advertising the Services and the Joint program for FYs 1988
Mix Test. After full consideration of the findings through 1992.
and the recruiting environment, he decided to Continuous monitoring of Service recruiting
phase in reductions to total DoD advertising and performance will be conducted to ensure that
to effect cost savings by reducing Service and adequate resources are provided to support DoD
slightly increasing the Joint advertising budgets. recruitingefforts and thatjustifiableannual adver-
Specifically, the Deputy Secretary established a tising budgets can be formulated and defended.

Table 8.2
DoD Recruitment Advertising Budgets

FY 1988 - FY 1992
(Current Year Dollars in Millions)

FY88 EIY32 x FY9 912

Army 124.8 120.2 114.6 108.1 110.6

Navy 36.2 25.7 24.3 22.6 23.1I

Marine Corps 18.8 17.7 16.5 15.0 15.3
Air Force 23.3 22.8 22.1 21.2 21.9 -4

Joint 33.5 35.0 36.4 37.7 38.6
TOTAL 236.6 221.5 213.9 204.6 209.5
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lead to this conclusion. While the level that overall advertising budgets are too
and mix of advertising spending repre- large and that, as the total budget is
sented in Cell Blue produced the best reduced, a corresponding increase in the
recruiting system performance of the proportion allocated to Joint advertising is
spending plans tested in the experiment, clearly wanranted.
Cell Blue does not represent the best or
optimum mix at that level of total spending 2. Market Testing - Provide some markets
to maximize recruiting system perfor- with advertising budget levels both signi-
mance. The analyses in Chapter 7 indicate ficantly higher and lower than the levels
that a higher level of recruiting system recommended here. This allows system-
performance can be achieved by taking atic learning about the adaptation of the
into account the effect on recruiting of the system to the new budget levels and about
observed interaction between the total any longer-term impacts of the recom-
advertising budget level and its associated mended budget levels.
mix of Joint and Service-specific adver-
tising. 3. Research - Considerable resources will

Table 8.1, for example, depicts budgets continue to be invested in recruitment
which take into account this interaction advertising. The effectiveness of these in-
effect in establishing the appropriate mix vestments should continue to be assessed.
of Joint and Service-specific advertising at More specifically, continued research to
alternative total spending levels. The understand better the relationship between
analysis in Chapter 7 that served to advertising expenditures and enlistment
quantify this interaction effect also intentions as well as between measures of
reinforces the conclusion derived from enlistment intentions and actual enlistment
analyses of the test cell's spending plans behavior is recommended.
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEENSE

WASHINGTO,. D.C. 20301

MANPOWE,. 8 JUL 1963
RLSERVE AFFAIRS

ANO LOGISTICS

NIWORANUMK FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AMY (KRA)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (m&RA)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TEE AIR FORCE (HIA&I)

SUBJECT: FY84 Advertising Mix Test Concept Design

Attached (Tab A) to the approved concept design for the Advertising NIz Test
which begins October 1, 1983. As the discussion of the Issues at Tab B
shove, we generally agreed with your commuts and recomendations on the draft
test design which we staffed in May of this year.

I want to thank you and your staffs for the continued effort, cooperation
and comments on this Important project.

Assistant Serothi of Dofins"
(Manpowe, Resem Affairs & LgIstos)
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ADVERTISING TEST CONCEPT DESIGN

"

I1.* BACKGROUND

For the Past few years, Congress has been concerned with the level of DoD

recruitment advertising expenditures. The Secretary of Defense has

posed legitimate management questions as to the cost effectiveness of

the ml of Joint Service and Service-specific advertising. Since the

Department of Defense does not have a methodology which relates and

quantifies the effect of varying levels of advertising to actual enlistments, .

responding to these policy questions has been difficult.

In FY 1981, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) recommended significant "j

increases in the Joint Recruiting Advertising Progrm (JRAP) with concurrent .

reductions In Service-specific advertising and a net overall savings.

The Secretary of Defense approved the ClO concept of Increasing the

Joint Service advertising progr but not at the smounts suggested by

the CBO. 11s guidance was to double the eise of the Joint Service program

In FT 1982 while reducing the Service-speelfic and net DoD advertising

costs*

Quite properly, the Individual Services are concerned that cutbacks in

Service-specific Udvertising vill adversely affect their ability to met ON6

recruitment goals and to sustain the gains made in quality in the last

-two years. They belleve that Joint advertising's role is one of "corporate"

or umbrella advertising which complements the wain thrust of the "product"

advertising of the Individual Services.
4t
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During the summer of FY 1981, .the Secretary of Defense continued the dialogue ON

about the proper Service-specific/Joint Service advertising mix and the most

appropriate total advertising program levels. After much discussion, the

Secretary decided to hold the advertising mix and total funding at current

levels, and to conduct a major field test to determine the most appropriate

levels and mix of advertising funding. *.-

An outside contractor was retained in September 1982 to design an in-market

test which would generate quantitative data to help answer the question:

"What Is the optimum mix of Joint/Service-specific recruitment advertising

for achieving Active Enlisted NPS goals at different levels of total DoD

recruitment advertising?" The test would, therefore, entail testing two

variables simultaneously:

a. The level of the total DoD Active Enlisted NPS Recruitment

Advertising budget -- which includes both Joint and Service-

specific advertising; and

b. The mix of Joint and Service-specific advertising within

each total advertising expenditure level.

In particular, the test would assess the hypothesis that the same

recruitment effectiveness can be achieved by increasing the Joint

budget significantly while decreasing the overall DoD Active Enlisted

UPS Recruitment advertising budget.

It is also expected that such a test would develop information which

would provide a better understanding of the relationships among

recruitment advertising and awareness of the individual Services and

the benefits they offer; attitudes toward the Services; and various

measures of recruitment success, including applicants, contracts, and

accessions. %

A- 3
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A Initial eperimantal design was developed in the Fall of 1982 which

consisted of nine cells. While conceptually sound, this design was

judged to be too complex, costly and disruptive to the recruitment pro-

grams. Based on this conclusion, a four-cell test design was suggested

which mas scientifically sound and operationally acceptable to the Ser-

vices. Specific inforation about the four-cell test design is presented

in this paper.

11. IWTODOLOGT CONSIDERATIONS AND ASSUM TIONS

Six considerations and assumptions were taken into account in designing

the test.

A. Definition of Variables to be Tested

As designed this test is concerned only with the Active Enlisted

Son-Prior Service recruitment advertising. Further, it Is concerned

solely with the media advertising funds as reported to Congress.

A substantial amount of the total advertising budget Is for recruiting

Reserves, medical scholarship programs, officers and ROTC scholarship

programs. Moreover, there are a number of support advertising programs

Included In the advertising budget such s: lead fulfillment,

sales promotion, market research, and print material and literature.

When these prparm are excluded from the total budget, the Active

Enlisted Ho-Prior Service Recruitment Advertising expenditures for

1F 1982 constituted only $83.5 million of the total $155 million.

The Service expenditures for Active Enlisted Non-Prior Service adver-

tieing Is shown In Table 1.

A-4
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Table 1

FT 1982(Actual) Advertising Allocations
($ in Thousands) 0.

Army - $45,412 ."

Navy - 9,953

Marines - 8,000

Air Force - 4,305

Subtotal
Service-Specific - $67,670

Joint - 15,831

Total - $83,501 '

Accordingly, these FY 1982 figures will be the base expenditures and

the base six around which total expenditures and the Joint/Service-

specific mix can be varied. Fund allocation for each Service is based

on the percentage spent by that service of the total actual FY 1982

advertising funds without adjustment for inflation.

B. iepresentativeness and Control of Test from Effects of Extraneous Variables

In order for the test to be valid, DoD specified that each cell in the

test must be representative of the total U.S. Further, the design and

control of the test has to insure that extraneous variables will not

confound the results.

In addition to advertising, there are many variables which affect 71

recruitment success. Included in this list of variables are: the size

of the population, Service enlistment rates, minority population,

unemployment rates, propensity to enlist, geographic regions and the

lse of the market.

A-5
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The test must be balanced so that the influence of these variables is

controlled; that Is, they affect each group of test markets equally.

Under these conditions, the only independent variable which will be

different from one group of test markets to another will be the

total Active Enlisted NPS advertising level and the Joint/Service-

specific mix. Therefore, any differences observed in the recruitment

process would be attributable to the advertising expenditure level

or Joint/Service-specific mix and not to other variables.

A basic requirement Is that each group of test markets be representative

of the recruitment conditions found throughout the country. In effect,

each group of test markets will be a microcosm of the U.S. At the saw

time, each group of markets must be independent from a media point of

view, so that advertising placed in one group of markets does not spill

over into any other group of test markets to any significant degree.

Perhaps more Importantly, a country the size of the U.S. is not homogen-

sous. Thus, to pick a group that represents the heterogeneity, i.e., the

tremendous variation from place to place, of the country, a sufficient

number of markets must be chosen to offset the nonhomogeneity characteristics.

C. Tim Span of the Test to Cover Cyclical Recruitment Environments

it i generally agreed that it takes time for advertising to work. %.N

Although it ay begin to work Immediately, its effects are not apparent

or masureable for at least several months. Its full effects are not felt

for perhaps as long as one to two years.

Therefore, the test must be operative for a long enough period of hA

time to permit the full effects of advertising to have impact.

A-6 'S
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Another factor which affects both the duration of the test and the

criteria of evaluation Is the economic enviroament. In periods of

high unemployment, recruitment Is easier, particularly among the

17-22 age group. During such time, econalc motivations becme

the dominant factor and could easily obscure the effects of advertising.

If the economic euviromeent rmained at a constant level (i.e., high

unemployment) throughout the test period, it my not be poesible to

measure any effects of variations in expenditures levels end/or

advertising mix, at least not in behavioral terms (i.e., applicants,

contracts or accessions).

This has Implications for the test design that mut be taken into
consideration:

a

The test must be staged long enough to anticipate changes In the

economic environment from a high unemploymant to a low unmploy-

ment situation to permit the varying effects of advertising to

be observed. Accordingly, OSD will decide In Spring 84 whether

to extend the test for an additional year.

Both the attitudinal and behavioral criteria should be Included

in the test In order to measure the full effects of advertising. -*I

D. Relevance of Test Heasurements

A number of measurements are available:

Applicants. (individuals who have taken the production ASVAB)

Contracts.

Accessions. (special emphasis on CAT 1-111A High School Graduates)

Awarenss and propensity. (of military-aged youth population)

A-7 U
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The ability of these measurements to vary with respect to changes in

advertising level and Joint/Service-specific mix may depend upon the

specific recruitment environment.
.* %

Needless to say, for the test to be relevant and meaningful, the yardsticks -

by which the results are assessed should be related to the recruitment

process. Every attempt must be made to continue to identify/develop

new, cost-effective measures.

E. Potential Impairment of Service Recruitment Results

It is important that the test not unduly interfere with the individual

Services achieving their overall recruiting goals.

The test entails decreasing the amount of Service-specific advertising

expenditures in some of the test markets. There is obviously some risk 5*.

involved in this procedure since advertising may be the key element In

maintaining Service awareness and propensity to enlist. Awareness

and propensity to enlist could decay over time with continued low

levels of advertising. This is particularly critical based on the extent

to which awareness and propensity to enlist are related to applications

and contracts.
• h.

Again this hal two Implications for the test design:

The allocation of Service-specific funds, on the downside, in the

test markets must be made in such a way as to entail as little risk

as possible to the Services' long term awareness and propensity to

enlist.

The duration of the test must allow for obtaining measurable

results, as well as minimizing the risk of decay in Service 4

awareness over the long term.

A-8
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In essence, what DoD is seeking is a test design whereby the results

of the in-market test would not only be valid but also projectable to

the total United States in all types of recruiting environments, while not

impairing the Services' ability to meet recruitment goals.

F. Service participation cooperation and sharinn of Information/data

For the advertising test to succeed, It is very important that the Services

cooperate and remain actively involved in Its planning and execution.

In addition, increased data/information will be required according to a

pre-agreed schedule on programs, expenditures, recruiting results and

plans. It is essential that the test data requirements and data delivery

schedule be coordinated very early in the planning process. (See Section

IZIC). These data requirements will be specified by DoD prior to the

start of the test.

It is assumed that the operation of the test will be overseen by a

cross-service steering comittee (with OSD at the chair) and a technical

working group. There will also be a cross-service policy liaison working

group to help monitor/assess the test program and findings.

111. DESCRIPTION OF TM IN-ARIT TEST DESIGN

A. Test Design

The test will consist of four cells (a control cell, with a special sub-

set, and three test cells) which collectively cover the entire United

States. The basic geographical unit In the test will be the 210 Areas

of Dominant Influence (ADIs). ADIs are groups of counties that are

mutually exclusive and that jointly make up all the continential

United States. ADIs are designated by the Arbition Company according

to predominant local celevison viewing patterns. As such there is a

A-9
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wealth of demographic and socio-economic data collected at the ADI level

of detail.

The control cell (Cell White) consists of 762 of the military-aged youth pop-

ulation of the country. In this cell, which includes the two largest ADIs-

New York and Los Angeles-the advertising levels will mirror those in effect
6 %-

In FT 1982. Thus, for the control cell the national rate of $83.5 million

In total military advertising will be simulated. This breaks down to a

national rate of $15.8 million for Joint and $67.7 million for Service-specific

advertising. The total annual advertising funds for the control cell

will, of course, be lower than the $83.5 million rate expanded nationwide.

In fact, the actual funding will be 76Z of the national level of $83.5 million
.t.

or $63.5 million for Cell White.

The by-service allocation for this cell is shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Annual Advertising Funding for the Control Cell Based on Actual FY 82 dollars
($ in Thousands)

National Actual Cell

late Funding

Army $45,412 $34,513

Navy . 9,953 7,564

Marine Corps 8,000 6,080 .'

Air Force 4,305 3,272 ..

Joint 12 032
Total $8,506

A- 10
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The second test cell (Cell Blue) consists of 8Z of the country or 14 ADIs.

This cell will include the current national rate of Joint advertising

($15.8 million) and a greatly reduced Service-specific level (a $14.7 million

national rate)* The actual funds for this cell are $1.27 million for Joint

and $1.17 million for Service or a total cost of $2.4 million for the cell.

The Service-specific mount is based on the FT 1982 national rate of local

advertising which was viewed as the minimm level for having a service program.

The by-Service amounts for this cell are shown below in Table 3.

~~Table 3".

Annual Advertising Funding for Test Cell Blue (FY 82 dollars)
($ in Thousands)

National Actual

Rate Funding

iArmy $ 7,139 $ 571

Navy 2,535 203

Marine Corps 2,721 218 al

Air Force 2,317 185

Joint 15,831 1,266
Total $30,543 $ 2,443

The third test cell (Cell Green) which is composed of 81 of the nation and

10 ADIs consists of a such-decreased Joint advertising level ($4M national

rate) and a Service-specific nation rate equal to FY 1982 levels ($67.7M).

The actual costs for this cell are $.3 million for Joint and $5.4 million for

Service or a total cost of $5.7 million for the cell. The allocation for this -"

cell follows: ,

'U
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Table 4

Annal Advertising Funding for Test Cell Green (FT 82 dollars)
(i in Thousands)

National Actual
Rate Fundin.

A Army $45,412 $ 3,633

Navy 9,953 796

Karine Corps 8,000 640

Air Force 4,305 344

Joint 4000 320
Total syT-6. $:

The fourth test cell (Cell Red) consists of a much larger Joint advertising

program and a reduced Service-specific total. This test cell, which -.

again represents 8Z of the nation and 18 ADI's, provides for a national

rate of $40M for Joint advertising and combined Service specific advertising

levels of $14.7 million. The actual total funding for this cell is $3.2 mil-

lion for Joint and $1.2 million for the combined Service-specific. The ration-

ale for the Service-speciftc levels In this cell are the same as those in

test Cell Blue. The $40 million Joint level is based on a previously used,

although not uniformly accepted, formula which compares the increases "Z

needed in Joint components for the prescrLpted decrease@ in the Service-

specific program. The allocation anong the Services follows:

,,. Table 5

Annual Advertising Funding for Test Cell Red (FY 82 dollars)
($ in Thousands)

National Actual
Rate Fundingf

Army $ 7.139 $ 571

Navy 2,535 203

Marine Corps 2,721 218 %

Air Force 2,317 185

Joint 40.000 3 200
Total $

A-12
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A summary of the test funding by Service Is shown In the following table:

Table 6

Summary Test Cost by Services and Cell*
9 ($ In Millions)

Control Test Test Test
National Rate Cell Cell Blue Cell Green Cell Red

Army $45.4 $ 7.1 $45.4 $ 7.1
Navy 10.0 2.5 10.0 2.5
Marine Corps 8.0 2.7 8.0 2.7
Alr Force 4.3 2.3 4.3 2.3
Joint 15.8 15.8 4.0 40.0
Total -E: $30. $71-7 $54.7

Actual Funding Total Prog

Army $34.5 $ .6 $ 3.6 $ .6 $39.3
Navy 7.6 .2 .8 .2 8.8
Marine Corps 6.1 .2 .6 .2 7.2
Air Force 3.3 .2 .3 .2 4.0
Joint 12.0 1.3 .3 3.2 16.8
Total $-24 $2.4 $ 1:7 $-4.4 $76.0

• Numbers may not total due to rounding

A summary of the test design Is provided in the following two charts.

Chart A shows the national rates for Joint and Service-specific (in lower

left corner of each cell), the percent of the country in the cell and

the number of ADIs in the cell. Additionally, Chart 3 displays simulated

as well as actual allocations per cell for Joint vs Service-specific

advertising.

The proposed allocation of ADIs among the cells Is shown In Chart C.

The design was created by randomized assignment of ADIs to the test

programs, subject to constraints stipulating that the means of the variables .

be closely matched across the four test cells. This Is the best balance

of AD1s on the variable of propensity. _

A-13
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ADVETITSING TEST

Note: In each of the four cells, the Joint and Service-specif c mounts are semulated
advertising expenditures and not actual expenditures.6

CELL White (762 of the nation) CELL Blue (82 of nation)

168 ADI 14 ADZ8. -

ioIn" - SAME SAM JOINT ,.
SIT znc SPECIFIC - SA (CUREIT) L I SEIVICE SPECIFIC

Joint $15.8/Service Specifc $67.7M Joint $15.SK/Ser ice Specific $14.7M 4,

CELL Green (82 of the nation) CELL ad (82 of the nation)

10 ADIs 18 ADI'

Lam JOINT JOINT

CUaUUT SiVICE SPECIFIC LOWER" SERVICE SPECIFIC

Joint $4u/Service Specific $67.7k Joint $AO/Service Specific $1447K ,

CRT A

A- 14
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ADVERTISING TEST

}CONTROL CELL
CELL white (76Z of the nation) CELL Blue (8Z of nation)

JOINT - AS DESIRED (CURRENT) SM JOINTr

SERVICE SPECIFIC - SA E (CURRENT) LOWER SERVICE SPECIFIC
($ in Millions)($ in Millions) I

Joint Service Total Joint Service Total

Simulated $15.8 $67.7 $83.5 Simulated $15.8 $14.7 $30.5
Actual $12.0 $51.4 $63.4 Actual $ 1.3 $ 1.2 $ 2.4

CELL Green (8Z of the nation) CELL Red (8Z of the nation)

LOWER JOInT IIGHER JOINT

CURRENT SERVICE SPECIFIC LOVER SERVICE SPECIFIC
($ in Millions) ($ in Millions)

Joint Service Total Joint Service Total

Simulated $ 4.0 $67.7 $71.7 Simulated $40.0 $14.7 $54.7
Actual $ .3 $ 5.4 $ 5.7 Actual $ 3.2 $ 1.2 $ 4.4

IN

CHART B
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3.Test Measurements

The three pre-identified measures of effectiveness by which this test

will be evaluated are:

Change in propensity levels, awareness and attitudes.

The change inthe number of applicant.

The change in the number of contracts.

information on applicants and contracts is available from records maintained i

by the Services. Propensity, awareness and attitudes are available I

from YATS, although somewhat limited due to current sample sizes.

It Is generally agreed that additional attitudinal measures would

greatly enhance the test measurement. However, the cost of gathering

this information at required levels of statistical precision is very

high. Thus, further trade-off analysis and thought are necessary.

If feasible, this additional attitudinal information will have to be

collected in FY 1984 in a special survey of applicants.

All measurements will be studied In aggregated and disaggregated. form

sas to make sure that quality goals are properly assessed.

Co Data and Planning Requirements

The test requires the preparation of an advertising plan for

each cell by each of the Services. In other words, each Service

mezt prepare four advertising plans. The only constraint on these

plans Is that no major creative strategy changes should be made for

the duration of the test, although specific executions can be changed.

Similarly, an advertising plan must be prepared for using Joint

advertising funds in each cell in as optimm- a manner as possible.

A- 17
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A large number of phenomena other than advertising will be observed

in treatment markets during the course of the experimental intervention.

Some will have significant effects on recrultment performance and must be

explicitly considered in the analysis of the experiment. These must

be specified, collected, validated and disagregated.

A detailed data plan Including the data definition, formats, frequencies

and other specifications will be staffed prior to the beginning of the

test. It Is envisioned that data to be reported will Include, but not

be limited to:

1. By Market (by ADI)

Youth population

Segmentation (male, female, minority, quality, etc.)

Household income

Incidences of military Installations

Economic and employment conditions (-

Recruitment goals

Historical recruitment performance

Projected recruitment performance (test period)

DRP posture

2. lesources (by Cell)

Production recruiter strength (manning)

Advertising expenditures by mode, by month (national, local, etc.)

Advertising expenditures by madium, by month

Impressions by mode

Impressions by medium

A-i8
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3. Performance (by Cell)
t 4
6

Measured awareness

Attitude shifts

Prospect leads

4. Activity (by Cell)

Applicants

Contracts

Finally, certain monitoring mechanisms will be required for the duration

of the test with regard to advertising and recruitment activity related

to the experimental intervention co ensure validity and unambiguity.

Monitoring mechanasms and tolerances such as total advertising expendi-

tures and delivery, (including such items as reserve and officer programs

expenditures), recruitment gosling and production activity, production

recruiter strength and manning, recruiter production incentive plans,

broad recruitment policy and other policy constraints must be specified

prior to the beginning of test. Without monitoring mechanisms it

would be difficult to analyze the specific effects of advertising.

DoD is committed to ensuring adherence to agreed controls. All partici-

pants in the experimental intervention will monitor their units, activities

and commercial advertising agencies for compliance and will report excur-

slons and magnitudes to the designated DoD point-of-contact as they occur.

DoD will access the impact of these items and arbitrate as required.

A-19
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D. Timtable

The test will begin in October 1983 and last for 12 months with an

additional 12 month period If necessary. To accomplish this start

date the following milestones are required and mst be met.

Approval of test concept design July 1983

Detailed plan of data/inforuatiou/Controls (draft) July 1983

Development of Service & Joint August 1983
test plans (by test cell)

Base line data collection/ September 1983
attitudinal Information

Test begins October 1983

I

e.

1

A-20
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Appendiz A

Balancing the ADIs

Table

1. Advertising m Test Cells 

2. Balancing Variables

3. Su ry of Design

4. List of ADns

* cell Wite
" Cell Blue
* Cell Green
" Cell led

2Sa.
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Table 1

ADVERTISING MIX TEST CELLS

Advertising
($illion per Year)6

1%

Service- Percent of
Joint Specific Nation In

* Cell Progrim Advertising Advertising Cell

White Control 15.8 67.7 76(TY82 Advertising Level)

Blue Reduced Service Advertising 15.8 14.7 8

Green Reduced Joint Advertising 4 67.7 8

Red Increased Joint Advertising 40 14.7 8

Elxpenditure rate necessary for a nation-wide program. During the test,
this rate will be pro-rated to the size of population in the test cell.

* 41

A-22
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Table 2

BALANCING VARIABLES
Advertising Nix Test Design

Variable Name Abbreviation Definition Source

Size of Population SIZE Number of males age 17-21 DKDC estimate
in the area, 1982 from Census

-data
Enlistment Rates
Army ARMY Number of male high-quality DMDC data
Navy NAVY enlistments (high school from MEPCON
Air Force AF diploma graduates and ARS system
Marine Corps NC seniors with AFQT scores

* DoD DOD of 50 or above), calendar
year 1982, as a percent
of 1982 male population

age 17-21

Nonwhite Population NONW Black and Hispanic males Census
age 17-21, as a percent of
total male population age
17-21, 1982

Unemployment Rate UNE Unemployment rate in Bureau of
manufacturing, all ages, Labor
calendar 1982 Statistics,

county file

Propensity to Enlist PROP Percent of area survey 1982 Youth
respondents who reported Attitude
positive propensity to Tracking
enlist ("definite" or Study, MEPS
"probable" intention) level data

Geographic Region Percent of 1982 area Census
Northeast NE population (males 17-21)
West V living in each major
South S geographic region

Market Size TOP 12 Percent of area 1982 popu- Census
lation (males 17-21) living
in one of the 12 most popu-
lous ADIs (which make up
one-third of the U.S.
population)

Cells are not actually balanced on this variable. It is used to define
the size of the test cell and as an element in computation of the other
variables.
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APPENDIX B

Randl
SANTA MONICA. CA. 90406

22 April 18

Dr. G. Thomas Sicilia
Director of Accession Policy
Office, Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Manpower, Reserve
Affairs, and Logistics)

U.S. Department of Defense
Washington, DC 20301

Dear Tom:

Enclosed are documents detailing two design options for the DoD Advertising
Mix test (Attachments 1 and 2). Both options were created using the
methodology for experimental design which we developed for the Enlistment
Bonus Test.

Table I outlines the basic assumptions under which we prepared the designs.
We assume that the test will compare three new advertising programs with a
control program. Each new program will be implemented in a "test cell" (a

s's set of local areas) comprising 8 percent of the U.S. population. The con-
trol program will be implemented in the remaining areas, containing 76
percent of the population. In preparing design options, our purpose was
to assign local areas to the four cells so as to balance the cells on
factors that may affect enlistments. The factors we considered are defined
in Table 2.

For advertising purposes, local areas are defined by Areas of Dominant
Influence (ADIS), which are groups of counties that are mutually exclusive
and that jointly include all of the continental United States. ADIs are
designated by the Arbitron Company according to predominant local tele-
vision viewing patterns. However, in some localities there is substantial

"spill-in" of stations from other ADIS. For example, television stations
from Boston spill into the Providence, Rhode Island ADI, accounting for anI
estimated 27 percent of the viewing hours in Providence. To minimize this
spill-in, which would dilute the test programs' effects, we linked ADIS
together in the assignment procedure whenever one of them accounted for
more than IS percent of viewing hours in another's market. Lists of the

ADIS and the linkages are given in Attachments 3 and 4.

The designs were created by randomized assignment of ADIS to the testI
programs, subject to constraints stipulating that the means of certain
variables be closely matched across the four test cells. As listed in

B-1
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Dr. G. Thomas Sicilia
22 April 1983 2

Table 2, we imposed constraints on (1) enlistment rates for each of the
four military services and DoD; (2) minority population; (3) unemploy-
ment rate; (4) propensity (intention) to enlist, as expressed in sur-
veys; (S) geographic region; and (6) population in large, medium, and
small sized ADIs. Among several designs randomly generated by our
procedures, we selected the two with the best balance, considering the
precision of the matching, the degree of geographic dispersion of the
ADIs in each cell, and the effects of imbalances on the variances of
statistical contrasts between the test cells. The statistical proce-
dures are those outlined in our recent Note on experimental design for
the bonus test.*

Table 3 shows a summary of the cell characteristics for each design.
Both designs are fairly well matched on most of the balancing varia-
bles. We recommend Option 1 because it is better matched on enlistment
rates and because it has better geographic dispersion across the nation.

If you need any more information about this, please let me know.

Best regards,

J. Michael Polich

S. James Press, Using the PISE Criterion to Measure the Effects of
ImbaZance in the AnaZysi8 of Covariance, The Rand Corporation, N-1890-
MRAL, 1983.

JMP:lh

Enclosures: Tables 1-3
Attachment 1, Design Option 1
Attachment 2, Design Option 2
Attachment 3, List of ADIs
Attachment 4, Linkages of ADIs

cc: Capt. Louise Wilmot, Office of Accession Policy

B-2



Table 1

ADVERTISING MIX TEST CELLS

Advertising
($Million per Year)a

Service- Percent of
Joint Specific Nation in

Cell Program Advertising Advertising Cell

A Control 16 60 76

(FY82 Advertising Level)

B Reduced Service Advertising 16 17 8

C Reduced Joint Advertising 4 60 8

.?

D Increased Joint Advertising 40 17 8

aExpenditure rate necessary for a nationwide program. During the |

test, this rate will be prorated to the size of population in the test
cell.

V. %'
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Table 2

BALANCING VARIABLES
Advertising Mix.Test Design

.

Variable Name Abbreviation Definition Source

Size of Population SIZE Number of males age 17-21 DHDC estimate
in the area, 1982 from Census

data
Enlistment Rates

Army ARMY Number of male high-quality DMDC data
Navy NAVY enlistments (high school from MEPCOM
Air Force AF diploma graduates and ARS system
Marine Corps MC seniors with AFQT scores
DoD DOD of 50 or above), calendar

year 1982, as a percent
of 1982 male population*
age 17-21

Nonwhite Population NO.NW Black and Hispanic males Census
age 17-21, as a percent of
total male population age
17-21, 1982

Unemployment Rate UNEM Unemployment rate in Bureau of
manufacturing, all ages, Labor
calendar 1982 Statistics,

county file

Propensity to Enlist PROP Percent of area survey 1982 Youth
respondents who reported Attitude
positive propensity to Tracking
enlist ("definite" or Study, MEPS
"probable" intention) level data

Geographic Region Percent of 1982 area Census
Northeast NE population (males 17-21)
West W living in each major
South S geographic region

Market Size TOP 12 Percent of area 1982 popu- Census
lation (males 17-21) living
in one of the 12 most popu-
lous ADIs (which make up
one-third of the U.S.
population)

Cells are not actually balanced on this variable. It is used to define
the size of the test cell and as an element in computation of the other
variables.
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Attachment 1

DESIGN OPTION 1
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Attachmnt 2

DESIGN OPTION 2
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List of ADI's by Size of Market

ovum ADI ME PRODUCTION CODE MALES CUMULATIVE CELL'
NUMBER 17-21 PERCENT PERCENT

1 NEW YORK 009 680640 7.039 7.039
2 LOS ANGELES 013 494032 5.109 12.148
3 CHICAGO 051 362063 3.744 15.89244 PHILAD)ELPHIA Oil 271260 2.805 18.698 C -

5 SAN FRANCISCO 065 238079 2.462 21.160 A-i 
6 BOSTON 003 217891 2.253 23.414
7 DETROIT 057 212523 2.198 25.612 B
8 DALLAS-FT. WORTH 109 174125 1.801 27.413 .3,9 WASHINGTON, DC 019 170069 1.759 29.172 -

10 HOUSTON 201 166770 1.725 30.897 A-1
11 CLEVELAND 035 159423 1.649 32.545 D
12 MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL 107 140193 1.450 33.995 D
13 SZATLE-TACOMA 105 133033 1.376 35.371 C
14 ATLANTA 197 131883 1.364 36.735 A-I
15 PITTSBURGH 029 131766 1.363 38.098
16 ST. LOUIS 075 114253 1.182 39.27917 DENVER 241 113841 1.177 40.456 D.:
is HimU 127 107483 1.112 41.568 C ,19 BALTIMORE 021 101695 1.052 42.620 .120o ARMNOSOKO 067 101676 1.052 43.672 A,-1

22 SAN DIEGO 015 92778 0.960 45.606
23 PHOENIX 275 91368 0.945 46.550
24 PaRTLAND, OR 233 90610 0.937 47.487 B
25 RARTFORD-NEW HAVEN 025 89287 0.923 48.410
26 SALT LAKE CITY 291 82471 0.853 49.264
27 CINCINNATI 093 81941 0.847 50.111 A-1
28 MILWAUKEE 111 80913 0.837 50.948 A-I
29 TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG 131 79533 0.823 51.771
30 KANSAS CITY 157 78004 0.807 52.578 A-i
31 NEW ORLEANS 245 77310 0.800 53.377 D
32 NASHVILLE 181 74398 0.769 54.146
33 RALEIGN-DURHAM 351 71777 0.742 54.888 A-i
34 GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO-

BATTLE CREEK 059 71045 0.735 55.624
35 COLUMUS, ON 121 70224 0.726 56.349 C
36 CHAILOTTE 279 69437 0.718 57.068 A-i 
37 =IiS 179 68218 0.706 57.774 D
3 SAN ANTONIO 271 65771 0.680 58.453 D
39 BUFFALO 135 64668 0.669 59.122 A-I
,t LOUISVILLE 209 62476 0.646 59.768
41 aGZZMI LL-SPARTANBURG-

ASURILLE 213 61822 0.639 60.407 a
'2 PIROIEDI-NEV BEDFORD 047 61694 0.638 61.046
43 OLANOV1 CITY 263 61596 0.637 61.683
6 NOSROU-POtTSMOUTH-

IPOST 31-RAMP 283 61488 0.636 62.319
A ZUCI TO-MUUTINGTO 257 60390 0.625 62.9"

T se r hets sot labeled fall into the larger control cell A (White-76% of

cafet re m.tre: Al - Yello Control Cell
3 * Blue
C Green -6
* - I 1 . B-26 •
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AD! MS " PUOWCIO1 COK VALE$ CUULATYIVE CILL
mglt 17-21 PRcmrr PERCET

,46 ORLEJD-DAO BRACH 329 59162 0.612 63.555

47 FLINT-SAGIIAV-IAY CITY 063 57052 0.590 64.145

DATTON095 55441 0.576 64.723
49 IIRMINGH 221 54766 0. 5 65.269
s. IARRISSUtG-YOK-LIACASTEt-

LERAIN 043 51290 0.530 65.119 I
I1 NOILE-PEUSACOLA 383 511 " 0.529 ".349

-,2 RICUMOND 285 51142 0.529 64.876
53 GREEN6IORO-VINSTON SALUN-

IGN POINT 261 49659 0.516 67.39
U4 REYEIOT-TEIAMANA 321 48887 0.504 67.9W

5 FRESNO 071 46,619 0.505 68.604
' ,6 TOLZDO 055 47854 0.495 6.899

7 ALSAY-SCIICTAVY-TRO 149 47824 0.495 69.36-

58 LITTLE BOCK 319 67746 0.494 69.688
59 WILKES BARAt-ICRANrON 143 47577 0.492 70.300 A-1
0 ALlMQ/U3 367 "39 0.640 70.6

k1 KNOILL 215 45576 0.471 71.331
62 VICUITA-WITCIINSOP 307 45202 0."67 71.796
63 TULSA 269 "195 0.457 72.255 C
64 JACKSONVILLE 335 43618 0.451 72.706 5

5 1ANKXI-LYNCIIURG 345 62355 0.436 73.145
66 G&W11 SAY 315 42106 0.435 73.5M0
67 DES MOINES 303 40347 0.417 73.997
68 CEAR RAPIDS-VATERLOO 173 39318 0.407 74.404
69 OHARA 301 36232 0.395 74.799
10 SYRACIUSE 141 36107 0.394 75.193

71 tOCEESTER, PY 139 37307 0.386 75.579
72 SPINGYILD-DECATUI-

CNANPAIGN 077 37278 0. 386 75.965
73 AUSTIN, TI 203 37015 0.383 76.346
'4 SPOANE 337 36772 0.380 76.728
5 DAVENPORT-lOCK ISLAND-

MOLIIE 177 36515 0.378 77.106 A-I
7 B RATON ROUGE 249 36328 0.376 77.482
77 LEXINGTON 211 35777 0.370 77.851 A-I

'8 PADCAI-CAPE GIRAIDEAU-
HARISBURG G 187 35235 0.364 78.215 A-I

BRISTOl-K INGSPOIT-JORYSON-
CITY 217 34715 0.359 78.575

80 PORTLAND-POLAND SPRING 123 34329 0.355 78.930
81 JOGNSTOWN-ALTOONA 033 32864 0.340 79.270
82 TUCSON 277 32725 0.338 79.608 A-i
83 COLUISA, SC 361 32630 0.337 79.945
84 CHATANOOGA 199 32261 0.334 80.279
85 S0UTt BEND-ELKHART 053 32148 0.332 80.611
86 SPRINGFIELD, MO 427 31557 0.326 80.938 B
87 WACO-TEMPLE 205 31317 0.324 81.262 3
88 JACKSON, MISS. 373 31105 0.322 81.584
89 LANSING 061 30957 0.320 81.904
90 WEST PALM BEACH 129 30513 0.316 82.220 C
91 EL PASO 371 30078 0.311 82.530 B

B-Z7,
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AS I NAK PSOsCTIO CanS mumI CUNUILATIVE CELL
-n Su 17-21 PuClDT PERCET

92 LINCOLY-UASTINGS-4ARM 331 2*931 0. 2" $2.829
93 PALM SPRINGS 577 28592 0.29 53.126
94 HUNTS V LLE-DRCATUI-

FLOtwCE 15 28555 0.295 83.420 A-1
95 COLUMBUS, GA 09 26419 0.294 83.715

96 WDsIOp 113 25155 0.291 54.005
97 GIEUYILLE-UEV SERF-

WSINGTON 353 27625 0.2"6 84.292 D
96 SPRINGFIELD, "AS,. O45 27184 0.251 $4.572

99 YOUNGSTOWN 031 26797 0.277 64.849 D
100 COLORADO SPIlINGS-PUElLO 243 26767 0.277 85.127
101 FT. WAYNE 091 26745 0.277 85.403
102 PEORIA 175 26403 0.273 85.676
103 FaRGo 393 25760 0.266 85.942
1O EVANSVILLE 207 25557 0.264 6.207 D
105 SAVANNA 425 25476 0.263 ".*40
106 WILL ItGTOU-PLATTSSUNGU 151 23935 0.245 6.718
107 LAFAYETTE. LA 253 23913 0.247 ".9%5
108 SANTA lA/tARA-SANTA 3MAtIA-

SAN LU I1 051 017 23"41 0.247 87.212
109 NCALLEN-3ZO0IYILLE 435 23710 0.245 87.457
110 LAS VEGAS 455 23685 0.245 87.702
111 CUARLSZTOU, SC 423 23655 0.245 87.947
112 ROCKFORD 119 2344 0.243 8.190
113 AUGUSTA 421 2317$ 0.240 "8.430
114 SIOUX FALLS-MITCYELL 3"9 23172 0.240 ".670 A-I
115 SALINAS-MNOTRE 069 23116 0.239 "8.90S A-I
116 CORPUS CIRISTI 433 22400 0.232 59.140 A-i
117 TALLAIASSEE 413 22319 0.231 89.371
118 NON1OS-EL DORADO 327 21243 0.220 59.591
119 EUGENE 235 20950 0.217 89.807 B
120 LUBBOCK 437 20695 0.214 90.021
121 WICHITA FALLS-LAWTON 405 19946 0.206 90.227
122 TOPEKA 313 19866 0.205 90.433 A-I
123 LA CROSSE-EAU CLAIRE 117 19699 0.204 90.637 A-i
124 A ARILLO "03 19686 0.204 90.641
125 WILMINGTON 355 19240 0.199 91.040
126 YAKIMA 339 19182 0.198 91.237 A-i
127 MONTGOMERY 411 19056 0.197 91.435
128 BEAUMONT-PORT ARTHUR 247 18922 0.196 91.631
129 DULUTH-SUPERIOR 381 18888 0.195 91.826
130 BOISE 45 17893 0.185 92.011
131 WAUSAU-RHINELANDER 115 17368 0.180 92.191 A-i
132 BAKERSFIELD 073 17294 0.179 92.370
133 COLUMBUS-TUPELO 448 17270 0.179 92.548
134 JOPLIN-PITTSBURG 429 17216 0.178 92.726 A-I
135 WHEELING-STEUBENVILLE 103 17036 0.176 92.902
136 MACON 219 16763 0.173 93.075 A-1
137 TERRE HAUTE 087 16565 0.171 93.247

138 MINOT-BISMARCK-DICKINSON 462 16540 0.171 93.418
139 ERIE 147 16452 0.170 93.588
140 BLUEFIELD-BECKLEY-OAX HILL 347 16275 0.168 93.756
141 SIOUX CITY 391 16238 0.168 93.925
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NUMBER ADI NAME PRODUCTION CODE MALES CUMULATIVE CELL
NUMBER 17-21 PERCENT PERCENT

142 COLUIMIA-JIRFESON CITY 229 16221 0.168 94.092
143 BINGHAMTON 145 15934 0.165 94.257
144 RENO 459 15110 0.156 94.413
145 MISSOULA-BUTTE 342 15086 0.156 94.569
146 CUICO-REDDIUG 089 14958 0.155 94.724 A-I
147 TRAVERSE CITY-CADILAC 451 14863 0.154 94.878
148 FT. SMITH 325 14861 0.154 95.032 C
149 ODESSA-MIDLAND 439 14261 0.147 95.178
150 ROCRESTER-MASON CITY-

AUSTIN 165 14184 0.147 95.326
151 UTICA 155 14168 0.147 95.473
152 IDAHO ALLS-POCATELLO 295 13747 0.142 95.614 A-I
153 BANGOR 357 13647 0.141 95.755
154 ALBANY, GA 419 13560 0.140 95.895
155 ALEUNDRIA, LA 255 13384 0.138 96.034 N
156 QUINCY-HANNIAL 227 13085 0.135 96.169
157 GAINESVILLE 621 13058 0.135 96.304 B
158 FLORENCE, SC 359 13045 0.135 96.439
159 RAPID CITY 469 12901 0.133 96.572
:60 FT. MYERS-NAPLES 133 12559 0.130 96.703
161 MEDFORD 237 12129 0.125 96.828
162 ASILENE-SEZINTATER 41 11445 0.118 96.946 B
163 DOTHAN 415 10530 0.109 97.055
164 LAUREL-IATTISBURG 379 10312 0.107 97.162 A-I
165 TYLER 323 10235 0.196 97.268 B
166 BILOXI-GULFPORT-PASCAGOUILA 363 9829 0.102 97.370 D
167 LAKE CHARLES 251 9527 0.099 97.459
168 PANAMA CITY 417 9510 0.098 97.566
169 BILING-RARDIN 457 9207 0.095 97.661
170 ELMIRA 140 8758 0.091 97.753
171 ALEXANDRIA, MINN. 395 8436 0.087 97.839 D
172 WATERTOWN-CARTRAGE 153 8396 0.087 97.926
173 GREENWOOD-GREENVILLE 375 8246 0.085 98.011
174 SALISBURY 023 8212 0.085 98.097
175 EL CENTRO-TUMA 039 7981 0.083 98.179
176 CLARKSBURG-WESTON 261 7827 0.081 98.260
177 GREAT FALLS 299 7715 0.080 98.340
178 TUSCALOOSA 231 7638 0.079 98.419
179 CASPER-RIVERTON 471 7591 0.079 98.498 D
180 JONESBORO 431 7275 0.075 98.572 D
181 LAFAYETTE, IND. 085 7023 0.073 98.645 C
182 ARDMORE-ADA 265 6873 0.071 98.716
183 EUREKA 467 6866 0.071 98.787 A-1
184 MARQUETTE 317 6507 0.067 98.854
185 MERIDIAN 377 6438 0.067 98.922
186 ROSWELL 369 6373 0.066 98.987
187 CHEYENNE 465 6158 0.064 99.051 D
188 BOWLING GREEN 195 5687 0.059 99.110
189 SARASOTA 645 5593 0.058 99.168

190 ANNISTON 603 5579 0.058 99.225
191 HARRISONBURG 287 5524 0.057 99.282
192 MANKATO 449 5257 0.054 99.336 D
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1. ADn MAM FIOCTZON COOM HAL3S CUIUTITIY CELL'
. 6U33 17-21 ?MCKIT PUCST

193 GAJM JUVCTIZO 473 5070 0.052 99.389 D
194 ST. JO8ME 159 4903 0.051 99.440 A-i
195 LARtDO 273 4806 0.050 99.490 D
196 LIMA 101 4600 0.0468 99.537
197 JACKS0S. ThU. 183 4581 0.047 99.584 D
198 SAY ANGLO 43 4251 0.044 99.628 
199 PARKERSIBURG 259 3807 0.039 99.667
200 PRISQUK ISLE 161 3644 0.38 99.706
201 OTTUMNA-KIMRSVILLE 305 3577 0.037 99.742
202 VARINIGTOU 649 3498 0.036 99.778
203 'WiN FALLS 293 3354 0.035 99.814
204 VICTORIA 513 3210 0.033 99.846 A-i
205 ZANISVILLE 125 3112 0.032 99.878 C
206 SELA 225 3054 0.032 99.911
207 5330 591 2471 0.026 99.936 3
208 hILZMA 297 1765 0.018 99.954
209 PORT PLATTE 385 1650 0.017 99.971
210 ALPUA 627 1552 0.016 99.986
211 MILS CITT-GLEUDIYE 653 1245 0.013 100.000
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Atts Piu- t 4

ADI LINKAGES FOR ADVERTISING MIX TIEST

(MINIMIZING 1500 SPILL-IN)

LINKAGE ADI
GROUP NAME

I BANGORE I

PIESQUE ISLE HE

2 SOSTON "A

PROVIDENCE RI -NIh BEDFORD MA
POrTLAOD-POLAND SPRING ME

3 NEW YORK NY
NAR FORD-NEW' MAVEN CT
SPRINGFIELD MA

SYRACUSE NY
UTICA NY

WATERTOWN MY

5 BINGHAMTON NY
EL41RA NY

6 VALTIMORE ND
SALISBURY NO

7 WASHINGTON DC
HARl ISONBURG VA
RICHMOND VA

a BLLEFIELD-BECKLEY-OAK HILL WV
CHARLESTON - H'T I NGTON WV .

PARKERSBURG WV

9 PITTSBURGH PA Ile

JOKNSTOWN-ALTOONA PA
WHEELING WV-STEUB£NVILLE OH
CLARKSBURG-WESTON WV '

10 CLEVELAND OH
YOL'UNGSTOWN OH

11 COLUMBUS OH
ZANESVILLE OH

12 TOLEDO ON
LIMA ON l

13 FLINIT-SAGINAW-DAY CITY MI
APLENA MI
TRAVERSE CITY-CADILLAC MI

B-31
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- 2-I I J *1* . . o -

LINK4 ADI

IKDIANAPOLIS IN
LATrtTrI IN

1 S GLEN BAY I"
MlAFRUETTt NI

1I NIlAPOLIS-5T PALL MN
NANKATO MW
AIAXrNSIA "N

I, OTTft.A IA-KIRKSVILLL N5O
QUINCY IL-MANNIBAL NO

18 ANA ME

LINCOL4-MASTINGS WE
KOTU PLATTE IC,

19 WANSAS CITY NO
ST JOEPH NO
TOPEKA KS

20 ZMPNIS T
JOISIMO Alt
JACKSOW Tw

21 NASHVILLL TN
BOW'LING GREEN KY

22 ATLANTA GA
MACON GA

23 COLUMBIA SC
FLOREICE SC

24 3 IR.'I1 NGHAN AL
ANNI STON AL
TUSCALOOSA AL

25 JACKSON HS
GRE' OOD-GREENI' LLE MS

26 JACKSONVILLE FL
GAIT%'SVILLE FL

27 TAMPA-ST PETERSBURG FL
SARASOTA FL

28 l1A.1I FL

WEST PALM BEACH FL

B-32
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.3.

LI NEAG ADI
GuOmP NA&L

29 MONT' JOERY AL
SL1... A AL
PAN iA CITY FL
DOTHIAN AL

30 T ALLAHASSEE Fl.
ALIA% GA

31 NE16 ORLEANS LA

! ILO\X I -GULFPORT 4S

32 liL A' IMO\'T TX
LAiAILTTL LA
,.tAj CHARLES LA
ALL\ADRIA LA

33 DALLAS TX

TYLER TX
APILLN1 -S6EEThATLR TX

SAN A\TLL TXA:'.j-TE'IFL[ TX a,

ARD5J RI

35 T.LSA OK
FT7 S TH AR

36b SAN ANTONIO TX

VICTORIA TX
LAREDO TX

37 LUBBOCK TX
ROSWELL NM

35 ALBUQUERQUE NM r
FAR.IINGTO% NM

39 DENVER CO
GRAND JUNCTION CO
CHEYEN.E %W
CASPER-RIVERTON WY

40 SALT LAKE CITY UT
TWIN FALLS ID ',

HELENA MT
MILES CITY-GLENDIVE HT
MI SSOULA-BUTTE MT
BOISE ID

B-33
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LINAA ADI
GROUP NAME

41 LOS AINGLS CA
SANTA bSAM-SANTA MARIA CA
SAKERSFIZLD CA
PAL SPRINGS CA
SAN DI10O CA
EL CINTR CA-YUHA AZ

42 SAN rRANCISCO CA
SALIKAS-N =~TRY CA

ACRAMILNTO-STOCKTON CA
CNICO-REDDING CA
51511* CA 

6

4.3 PORTLAND ON
guLMLt OR
BinD OS
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PREFACE

This repor has been prepared under Office of Navy Factbook dated 12 June 1984

Naval Research Conract N00014-83-C-0663. It USAF Factbook dated November 1983
is the final report fir Task I described in the USMC Facdbok unmitwd 31 May 1984

M na t. Plan prepoe for the FY 1984 with addendum per J. Walker Thompson

Advertising Mix Test and constitutes Subtask 1.6 dated 5 June 1984.

of that Plan.
The repwm was prepared by Vincent P.

The information in this repom was the most Carroll, principal investigator for the FY 1984
current available as of 15 June 1984. Source Advertising Mix Test, and Associate Director of

documents include: the Wharton Applied Research Center (WARC) at

the University of Pennsylvania and by Judith
JRAP Fctbook dated 9 April 1984 as updated Mauer, Project Manager.

by telephone
Army Factbook dated 7 November 1984
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THE FY 1984 ADVERTISING MIX TEST
REVIEW OF PLANNED ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

BACKGROUND providing a series of reports documenting the

The primary purpose of the FY 1984 planning, implementation, data collection, and

Advertising Mix Test is to help the Departmnt of analysis phases of the year-long test. This report

Defense determine the optimum budget level for compares advertising expenditures planned by

DoD recruiting advertising and the best mix of JRAP and the Services with the modified experi-

Joint and Service-specific advertising. Directed mental design and summarizes planned media

by the Secretary of Defense, the test varies the activity.

level and mix of active, enlisted, non-prior-

service (NPS) advertising expenditures in four REVIEW OF ADVERTISING AND

maJed groups of markets. The experimental TRANSLATION PLANS

design for the test, established in an 8 July 1983

memradum from the Assistant Secretary of Experimental Designs

Defense for Manpower, Installations and Table I presents the budget levels envisioned

Logistics, was subsequently modified in response in the original concept design. The control cell

to budgetary constraints. To prepare for the test, (White) is based on actual FY 1982 advertising

the advertising directors for the Joint Recruiting expenditures for JRAP and the Services. The

Advertising Program (JRAP) and the Services three experimental conditions are designed to test

submitted two planning documents: an advertising a wide range of total DoD recruiting advertising

plan allocating the national budget levels being budget levels and different budget allocations to

simulated in each treatment condition between JRAP and Service-specific advertising. Appor-

working media and non-working media expendi- tionment of the Service-specific advertising

tures; and a translation plan for simulating the budget to individual Services is fixed according to

hypothetical national budget for each treatment historical (FY 1979-8 1) advertising budget shares

condition in its associated test cell. and is, therefore, not a treatment variable.

As the prime contractor, Wharton Applied

Research Center (WARC) is responsible for

C_-I



Table I

Initial Design of the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test

Coverage Simulated Cell
of Youth National DesJ

Cell Market Advertiser Budgets ($M) Buget (M)

JRAP 15.8 12.0
White 76% Services 67.7 51.4

Total* 83.5 63.5

JRAP 15.8 1.3
Blue 8% Services 14.7 1.2

Total* 30.5 2.4

JRAP 4.0 0.3
Green 8% Services 67.7 5.4

Total* 71.7 5.7

JRAP 40.0 3.2
Red 8% Services 14.7 1.2

Total* 54.7 4.4

*Totals may not add due to rounding

As a result of reductions in funds available to 16% of the youth population (Cell White Al). The

JRAP and Navy, the original concept design was $2.3 million underfunding of JRAP's increased

modified. The Navy reduction of $2.1 million test costs was entirely absorbed in the remainder

was distributed ptortionally across all cells. of the control cell (Cell White A). These funding

JRAP maintained the design level of spending in adjustments preserved the design characteristics

all experimental conditions and in a matched of the test. Table 2 presents the modified test

subset of the control cell markets consisting of design.

C.-' C0-2"



Table 2

Fielded Design of the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Tast

Coverage Simulated Cell
of YouthAdetie National BuS'M

cell MarketAdvertiserBudgets ($M) BgtrM

JRAP 12.0 7.2

White A 60% services 65.1 39.1
Total* 77.1 46.3

JRAP 15.8 2.5
White Al 16% services 65.1 10.4

Total* 80.9 12.9

JRAP 15.8 1.3
Blue 8% services 14.6 1.2

Total* 30.4 2.4

JRAP 4.0 0.3
Green 8% services 65.1 5.2

Total* 69.1 5.5

JRAP 40.0 3.2
Red 8% Services 14.6 1.2

Total* 54.6 4.4

*Totals may not add due to rounding

Advertising Plans tive categories. In keeping with current and

Each of the military recruiting advertisers historical practice, the proportion of the total

prepared advertising plans for each of the four budget allocated to each of these categories was

treatment conditions. These plans established not constrained by the test design. Table 3

levels of spending for local advertising, national summarizes these allocations for the tmatrmnt

advertising and production, labor and adinistra- conditions.
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Table 3

Allocation of Simulated Advertising Budgets By Test Cell
and Expenditure Category

Total Local National Production
Cell Advertiser Budget Advertising Advertising and Labor Other

JRAP 15.8 0.0 14.2 1.6 0.0
White Services 65.1 10.3 41.0 13.0 0.8

Total 80.9 10.3 55.2 14.6 0.8

JRAP 15.8 0.0 14.1 1.7 0.0

Blue Services 14.6 3.8 6.3 4.5 0.0
Total 30.4 3.8 20.4 6.2 0.0

JRAP 4.0 0.0 3.1 0.9 0.0
Green Services 65.1 10.3 41.0 13.0 0.8

Total 69.1 10.3 44.1 13.9 0.8

JRAP 40.0 0.0 37.3 2.7 0.0.
Red Services 14.6 3.8 6.3 4.5 0.0

Total 54.6 3.8 43.6 7.2 0.0

Figure 1 depicts the proportional allocation of consistent with the strengths proposed for Service-

the total DoD advertising budget to working and specific and JRAP advertising, respectively. That

non-working media categories. Nearly identical is, the reliance on local advertising in Cell Green

proportional allocations are evident for Cells provides for a stronger linking mechanism

White and Blue. Cell Green has a higher between advertising and the recruiting force while

aggregate proportional allocation to the local Cell Red reflects production efficiencies resulting

advertising and production categories while Cell from lower production costs. The next section

Red has a proportionately higher allocation for reviews plans for implementing these advertising

national advertising. These allocation patterns are plans in the test cells.
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Traulatlm Plans the advertisers prepared translation plans for

Having established plans for distributing implementing their decisions in the test cells.

working and non-working media expenditures Table 4 summarizes working media expenditures

apprie to each hypothetical national budget, planned by JRAP and the Services.

Table 4

Working Media Expenditures Planned for Each Test Cell

Mal Total Working Local National
17-21 Years Media Budget Advertising Advertising

con (000) Advertiser ($M) ($M) ($M)

JRAP 6.190 0.000 6.190
White A 5,868 Services 31.732 6.642 25.090

Total 37.922 6.642 31.280
6

JRAP 2.272 0.000 2.272

White Al 1,534 Services 8.460 1.771 6.689

Total 10.732 1.771 8.961

JRAP 1.125 0.000 1.125
Blue 728 Services 0.978 0.357 0.621 .

Total 2.103 0.357 1.746

JRAP 0.303 0.000 0.303

Green 776 Services 4.389 0.884 3.505

Total 4.692 0.884 3.808

JRAP 2.985 0.000 2.985
Red 764 Services 1.024 0.357 0.667

Total 4.009 0.357 3.652
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Working Media Correspondence Be. advertising plans allocated only about 70% of "4

tween Advertising and Translation their total national budgets to working media.

Plans Applying this allocation to the Services' Cell Red

Table 5 compues the total working media budgets implies wordng media expenditures of

expenditues planned for each cell with those $0.830 million in the cell. The Services'

implied by the advertising plans. An examination translation plans show working media allocations

of this table reveals some planned expenditures of $1.024 million, a discrepancy of about 23%.

significantly in excess of those implied by the Similar discrepancies are observed in the other b"

advertising plans. For example, in the treaunent cells for both JRAP and the Services. These

condition simulated by Cell Red, the Services' differences occur primarily because the test allows
1',

Table

Working Media Expenditures Implied by Advertising Plans vs.
Working Media Expenditures Observed In Translation Plans

Cell Blue Cell Green Cell Red

JRAP Services JRAP Services JRAP Services

Working Media Percentage 89.2 69.2 77.5 78.8 93.3 69.2

from Advertising Plans

Cell Budgets ($M) 1.3 1.2 0.3 5.2 3.2 1.2

Implied Cell Working 1.160 0.830 0.233 4.098 2.984 0.830

Media Budget ($M)

Working Media Budget 1.125 0.978 0.303 4.389 2.985 1.024

from Translation Plan ($M)

% Deviation -3.0 17.8 30.0 7.1 0.0 23.4
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use of some national media (e.g., national maga- identical. Other cross-cell comparisons are

zines) which cannot effectively be blanked out in generally consistent with these examples.

the test markets. Although some overdelivery in

the test cells was expected to result from these Correspondence of Per Capita Expen-

media, prohibiting their use could have severely ditures Within Cells

biased the test. Planned overdeliveries of JRAP Within-cell comparisons of per capita

advertising in Cell Green and of Service expenditures for the JRAP and Services' plans

advertising in Cells Blue and Red appear to result also conform to the experimental design. For , 1*

from use of these media, example, in Cell Red where JRAP and the

Services are simulating national budgets of $40

Correspondence of Per Capita Expen- million and $14.6 million, respectively, their per

ditures Across Cells capita media expenditure of $3.91 and $1.34

Despite this variance between the translation approximate the same ratio. Within-cell compari-

plans and advertising plans, the cross-cell sons for the other treatment conditions exhibit this

comparisons of per capita expenditures in Table 6 same general correspondence.

indicate that the total design characteristics have

been maintained in the aggregate. As total cell Conclusions

budgets decline (from Cell White to Cell Blue), The apportionments of simulated national

per capita media expenditures also decline. More- budgets between working and non-working

over, the relationships between JRAP or Services media categories in the advertising plans

cell budgets and per capita media expenditures submitted by JRAP and the Services appear to be

across cells are generally maintained. For reasonable and realistic.

example, in Cells Green and Red, JRAP is

simulating national budgets of $4 million and $40 Although the translation plans do not exactly

million, respectively. The per capita media replicate the proportional allocations to working

expenditures by JRAP in Cells Green and Red, and non-working media categories observed in

$0.39 and $3.91, respectively, generally reflect the advertising plans, the structure of the planned

the same 1:10 ratio. Similarly, in cells with the per capita media expenditures is highly consistent

same total Service budget (e.g., Cells Blue and with the fielded experimental design.

Red), the Service per capita expenditure levels are ,S
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Table 6 .j

Planned Working Media Expenditures Per 17-21-Year-Old Male

Planned
Per Capita

Cell Advertiser Expenditures ($)

JRAP 1.05

White A Services 5.40

Total* 6.46

JRAP 1.48

White Al Services 5.51

Total* 6.99

JRAP 1.55

Blue Services 1.34

* Total* 2.89

JRAP 0.39

Green Services 5.65

Total* 6.04

JRAP 3.91

Red Services 1.34

Total* 5.25

*Totals may not add due to rounding

SUMMARY OF PLANNED NATIONAL National Advertising Media Expenditures

MEDIA ACTIITY Table 7 presents a summary of planned

The second purpose of this report is to national advertising by media category, and Table

sunmarize national media activity planned by 8 expresses those planned expenditures as per-

JRAP and the Services. cents of advertisers' cell budgets.
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Table 7

Planned Media Expenditures for National Advertising
(Millions of Dollars)

Mag/ Direct
Cell Advertiser TV Radio Print Mail Outdoor Total* *

JRAP 4.9 0.0 1.2 0.08 0.00 6.2
White A Services 12.9 3.9 6.8 1.39 0.14 25.1

Total* 17.8 3.9 8.0 1.47 0.14 31.3

JRAP 1.7 0.0 0.6 0.02 0.00 2.3
White Al Services 3.4 1.0 1.8 0.37 0.04 6.6

Total* 5.1 1.0 2.4 0.39 0.04 8.9

JRAP 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.02 0.00 1.1
Blue Services 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.10 0.01 0.6

Total* 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.12 0.01 1.7

JRAP 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.01 0.00 0.3
Green Services 1.8 0.6 0.9 0.19 0.05 3.5

Total* 1.9 0.6 1.1 0.20 0.05 3.8 L

JRAP 2.6 0.0 0.3 0.02 0.00 3.0
Red Services 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.10 0.02 0.7

Total* 2.6 0.0 0.8 0.12 0.02 3.6
*Totals may not add due to rounding

The data in Tables 7 and 8 clearly reflect that consistent with advertising theories suggesting

in each cell, television is the predominant that a threshold level of spending (beyond the

medium, followed by magazine/print media. Not limited resources available) is required. In Cell

surprisingly, in the lowest budget cell (Blue), Red, the only case where an advertiser (JRAP)

considerably more reliance is placed on less has a higher budget than in the control cell, a

expensive media (magazine/print and direct mail), substantially larger percentage of the national

Furthermore, the Services' decisions to eliminate advertising budget is allocated to television.

electronic media in Cells Blue and Red are
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Table 8

Planned Media Expenditures for National Advertising
(Percent of Advertiser's Cell Budget)

Cell Advertiser TV Radio Outdoor

JRAP 78.6 0.0 20.0 0.0
White A Services 51.5 15.4 27.0 0.5

Total* 56.9 12.5 25.6 0.4

JRAP 74.4 0.0 24.6 0.0
White Al Services 51.5 15.4 27.0 0.5

Total* 57.3 11.2 27.0 0.4
e.

JRAP 73.6 0.0 24.9 0.0
Blue Services 0.0 0.0 82.0 1.6

Total* 47.5 0.0 45.1 0.5

JRAP 37.3 0.0 59.4 0.0
Green Services 51.5 15.9 25.8 1.2

Total* 50.7 14.6 28.0 1.2

JRAP 88.0 0.0 11.2 0.0
Red Services 0.0 0.0 81.1 3.6

Total* 71.9 0.0 24.1 0.6

*Totals may not add due to rounding

Timing of National Advertising Media for each test cell. Essentially, these schedules

Schedules demonstrate that when use of a medium is

Figure 2 depicts planned FY 1984 media planned, there is little difference in the timing of

schedules for JRAP and the Services by month that use across cells.
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Figure 2
FY 1984 Media Schedules by Treatment Condition

CELL CELL c. ~ sa
WHTE~ U 6 ~ BLUE -0

TV: :
JRAPTV

Cell-A - /2 JRAP - .1/2 -- h

Radio: Radio:
* JRAP JRAP

h~xrt:MagPrt:
CelIA -- - - 1/4 JRAP - - - - 1/4
CiAI - -14 sewv

Serv.---------.- - *-

DM:OM
% JRAP M

CeI1/-------- ---- '*.L4_L2- - Serv. 11/4 1/4 1/4 1/4f

Outdoor Outdoor:
JRAP JRAP

CL 'W Z C-L.~4 ,-

TV: TV:
JRAP 374--~ JRAP --. 1/2- - 1/
Sew. -- *- *- - - - - - -* Serv.

Radio: Radio:
JP.AP JRAP

Maq/Prt: Mag/i:
JRAP---- - 1/4 JRAP--------/
Sew------------., Serv. ---

DM: OM:
JRAP 1/2------------------- JRAP 12--------- - ---.

Sewv.----------1/4 1/2 .0 Sewv. -1-/4 1/4 -1/4 1/4 ,

Outdoor: Outdoor:
* JRAP JRAP

Sewv. -- rv -. 0.

*Fractions refer to the approximate portion of the month
utilized for that media; for example, in Cell White, JRAP "1

would be using TV adversing for only half of December.
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APPENDIX D-

OFCE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEKNSE

WASPOTC. 0C U301

asnMvg AFFAIRS 7. OCT 1963
AND LOSICS

(Military Personnel 4 Force Management)

IN01ANWU VOR ASSISTANT SUCnTAU OF TU LAf (NASA)
ASSISTANT SrC3ZTAIT OF TO XA~r (11IA)
ASSISTMNT SECUZU OF TIM All V0Cl (1A61)

SUIJECT: Data Collection for the Department of Defense Advertising Mix Test

This memorandum forwards the data collection plan for the Department of Defense
Advertising Nix Test.

The plan defines the data requirements and reporting formats, medium and
schedule. The plan is divided into two parts with supporting appendices:

Part I - Data to be provided by Advertisers (An y, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps
and Joint Advertising Program)

Part II - Data to be furnished by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC)

Appendix A - Detailed administrative guidance

Appendix B - Glossary of terms and definitions of data elements

I m happy to acknowledge the cooperation we have received from your staff in
completing this difficult task. We will continue to work very closely with
your staff during the test period. My point of contact for this effort is
Mr. Ron Liveris at 697-9267.

42oChevarrie

Lieutenant General, USAF
Deputy Assistant Secretary
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PART I - DATA TO BE PROVIDED BY ADVERTISERS

ITIM 1 - RECRUITER STAFF
DATA REQUIRED:

Part 1. Number of production recruiters by month by Main Station for Fy
1981. FTY 1982. FY 1983.

Part 2. Number of production recruiters by month by ADI for Test Cells
Al. B. C. and D (see Appendix C for definition of test cell
ADIs) for period of test starting with October 1983 data.

Part 3. Number of new recruiters by month by Main Station for period of
test but starting vith April 1983.

REPORTING FORMATS:

1. Reading: Main Station Recruiter Report Historical Data; Service:
Calendar Year and Month

Fields: Main Station Name and Number
Production Recruiter Count (Enlisted, NPS. Active-Duty)

2. Reading: ADZ Recruiter Report; Service; Calendar Year and Month
Fields: AD Name and Number

Production Recruiter Count (Enlisted. NPS. Active-Duty)

3. Heading: New Recruiter Report; Service; Calendar Year and Month
Fields: Main Station Name and Number

New Recruiter Count (Enlisted. tPS. Active-Duty)

REPORTING MEDIUM:

1. Magnetic Tape
2. Hard Copy Report
3. Hard Copy Report

REPORTING SCHEDULE:

1. Single submission due by January 15. 1984.
2. Monthly within 60 days of month's end beginning with October 1983

data.
3. April 1983 to September 1983 data due by November 15. 1983.

Thereafter. monthly within 60 days of month's end.

RESPONSIBILITY:

Each Service will provide the data directly to Wharton Applied
Research Center (AIRC).
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ITEM 2 -LOCAL ADVERTISING

DATA REQUIRED:

Part 1. Summary of local advertising expenditures by Main Station by
month for FY 1981. 1982 and 1983.

Part 2. Monthly summary of local advertising expenditures by ADI for
test cells Al. B. C and D for period of test starting with
October 1983 data.

REPORTING FORMATS:

1. Reading: Main Station Local Advertising Report; Service; Calendar Year
and Month V

Fields: Main Station Name and Number V
Program ID*
Total Net Cost of Local Advertising
Net Cost of Electronic Advertising
Net Cost of All Other Form of Local Advertising

2. Reading: ADI Local Advertising Report; Service; Calendar Year and Month
Field: ADI Name and Number

Program ID*
Total Net Cost of Local Advertising
Net Cost of Local Electronic Advertising
Net Cost of All Other Forms of Local Advertising

REPORTING MEDIUM: Hard Copy or Magnetic Tape

REPORTING SCHEDULE:

1. Single submission due January 15. 1984.

2. Enlisted. NPS. active-duty program data to be reported monthly within .

60 days of month's end starting with October 1983 data. Each C
month's report should contain updates or corrections as necessary to
previous month's data. All other program data may be reported
quarterly within 60 days of quarter's end beginning with first
quarter FY 1984 data.

RESPONSIBILITY:

Each Service will provide data directly to Wharton Applied Research Center.

*Program Include: (01) Enlisted. NPS. Active-Duty; (02) Active Duty
Of ficer; (03) Reserve-Duty Officer; (04) Reserve-Duty Enlisted; (05) Prior
Service; (06) Special Programs'$
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ITEM 3 - NATIONAL LEAD SUVOIAI

DATA REQUIRED:

Part 1. Number of gross and qualified enlisted, IPS, active-duty national
advertising leads generated each month by hDI for the teat
period and one quarter beyond.

Fart 2. Criteria used by Services for qualifying leads (e.g. age. education.
ae).

REPORTING FORMATS:

1. leading: National Advertising Lead Summary Report; Calendar rear
and Month.

Fields: Service/Joint
ADI Name and Number
_Gross Lead Count-
Qualified Lead Count

2. Heading: Lead Qualification Criteria; Service.
fields: Age

Education
Other (e.g. duplicate Inquiries)

REPORTING MEDIUM:

1. Magnetic Tape
2. Hard copy

REPORTING SCHEDUILE:K

1. Monthly within 60 days of month's end starting with October 1963 data
and endtig with the third month after completion of the test.

2. Criteria i* use on I October 1983 and any changes since that date
are due 30 November 1983. Changes in criteria after 30 November
should be reported as changes occur.

RESPONSIBILITY:

1, Each Service and the Joint Recruiting Advertising Program Director
will provide data directly to Wharton Applied Research Center.

2. Each Service will provide data directly to Wharton Applied Research
Center with a copy furnished OASD(M@A&L)(IQ&FM)(AF).

D-4
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ITIM 4 - NATIONAL ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

DATA REQUIRED:

Listing of national advertising expenditures by appearance or insertion
by month for the period FY 1981 through the period of the test.

REPORTING FORMATS:

Reading: National Advertising; Service/Joint; Calendar Month; Calendar
Year; Program ID*

Fields: Lead Generation Code (Does ad contain a lead generation mechanism)
Magazine or Newspaper Name or Code
Magazine Issue Date

Magazin or Newspaper Net Cost
Television Network or Spot Code
Television Program and Station(s) Exhibiting Ad
Television Ad Length; Date; Exact Time of Airing;

Daypart or Daypart Code
Television Ad Net Cost
Radio Network or Spot Code
Radio Program and Station(s) Airing Ad
Radio Ad Length; Date; Exact Time of Airing;

Daypart or Daypart Code
Radio Ad Net Cost
Billboard ADI Number; Date Visible; Ad Length of Run
Billboard Net Cost
Direct Mail Audience Identifier Code
Direct Mail Size of Mailing (Gross Pieces Mailed) and Mailing Date
Direct Mall Net Cost •
AD! Name; AD! Number: Direct Mall Pieces Sent to AD! %

REPORTING MEDIUM: Magnetic Tape

REPORTING SCHEDULE:

Each advertiser will provide a file layout diagram and coding sheets to
WARC for review by November 15, 1983. Enlisted, NPS, active-duty program
data for the period of the test beginning with October 1983 data will be
reported monthly within 60 days of month's end. Data for programs other
than the enlisted, NPS, active-duty program for the period of the test
may be reported quarterly within 60 days of quarter's end beginning with
first quarter FT 1984 data. FY 1981 and FT 1982 data for all programs is
due in a single submission on January 15, 1984. FTY 1983 data for all
programs is due in a single submission on February 28, 1984.

RESPONSIBILITY:

Each Service and the Joint Recruiting Advertising Program Director will
provide data directly to Wharton Applied Research Center.

* Program include: (01) Enlisted. iPS. Active-Duty. (02) Active-Duty Officer;
(03) Reserve-Duty Officer; (04) Reserve-Duty Enlisted; (05) Prior Service;
(06) Special Programs.
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ITU 5 - MISSION Olt GOALS AND RECRUITING POLICIES '

DATA REQUIRED. JV

Part 1. Enlisted, PS. active-duty contract/accession mission
for each main station by mouth for the period of FY 1981
through the end of the test.

Part 2. A narrative description of major recruiting policies in effect
during the test.

REPORTING FORMATS:

1. eading: Mission Report; Service; Calendar Year and Month
Fields: Main Station Name and Number

Enlisted. NPS. Active-Duty Contract Mission (sex; education-HSDG.
HS senior. NHSDG; AFQT 1-3A, 33, 4)

Enlisted. NPS, Active-Duty Accession Mission (sex; education-HSDG.
HS senior, NHSDG; AFQT 1-3A. 33, 4)

2. Heading: Recruiting Policies; Service; Calendar Year and Quarter
Topics: The following topics should be addressed In this report:

- Enlistment Standards (education and AFQT eligibility
standards and national goals)

- DEP Policies and Constraints (DEP size and mix goals; DEP
eligibility restrictions, maximum time resttIctIons)

- Fiscal Policies and Constraints (e.g. vehicle mileage
and applicant travel restrictions) ,%

- Marketing Strategies and Priorities (e.g. trade-offs
betveen PS and UPS and sale and female accessions)

- Enlistment Options (e.g. Enlistment Bonus. Educational
Benefits, terms of enlistment

- Enlistment Processing Policies (e.g. MEPS operating hours)

REPORTING MEDIUM:

1. Magnetic Tape or Hard Copy
2. Hard Copy

REPORTING SCHEUDLE:

1. Data for FY 1981 through FY 1983 due December 15, 1983. Data for first
quarter FTY 1984 due December 15, 1983. Data for each subsequent quarter
will be reported within the first week of the start of the quarter except
for the Navy which will report monthly by the middle of the month
starting with January 1964.

2. Quarterly starting with the first quarter of FTY 1964 and ending with
last quarter of test. Data for each quarter will be reported within
15 days of quarter's end.

RESPONSIBILITY:

1. Each Service will provide data directly to Wharton Applied Research 91
Center.

2. Each Service will provide the data to Wharton Applied Research Center
with a copy to OASD (Ma&L) (MP&FM) (AP).
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TM6 - TEST COSTS

DATA RZQUIRZD:

Part 1. Updates of actual and projected costs for advertising related to the
DoD Advertising Mix Test.*

Part 2. Updates-and ezplanations of costs for advertising madia purchasing
inefficiencies (cut-out, block-out, buy-up and non-reimbursable costs)
and advertising data collection resulting from the test.

REPORTING FORMAT (see Appendix D):

1. leading: DoD Advertising Mix Test Costs; Service/Joint: Reporting
Data (Calendar Year, Month and Day)

Fields: Advertising Period Covered*e
FTY Appropriations (e.g. FY 1983 funding. FTY 1984 funding)
National Media Placement Costs (TV, radio, magazine, ocher media)
National Media Production Costs
Direct Mal Costs
Local/Reglonal Advertising Costs t
Other Costs (Specify)

2. Heading: Advertising Media Purchasing Inefficiencies and Data
Collection Costs; Service/Joint; Reporting Date (Calendar Year,
Month and Day)

Fields: Advertising Period Covered5*
FY Year Appropriations
Advertising Data Collection Costs
Test Call (3-Blue, C-Green, D-Red)
Special Costs (cut-out. black-out, buy-up and non-
reimbursable costs)

Topics: Explain Special Costs and Advertising Data Collection Costs.

REPORTING MEDIUM:

Hard Copy

REPORTING SCHEDULE:

1 6 2: Quarterly starting with advertising for first quarter of FY 1983 and
for the first 9 months of the test. Data will be reported
within 15 days of quarter's end. One special report estimating test
costs for FY 1984 advertising will be submitted by November 30, 1983.

UESPONStIILITY:

Each Service and the Joint Recruiting Advertising Program Director will
provide data directly to OASD (MA4L)(MP6FM)(AP).

*Zncludse costs for all categories Identified in "Format V" for enlisted NPS.
active-duty advertising for test purposes. It includes costs for black-outs,
cut-outs, buy-outs and non-reimbursable costs.

aData will be reported for advertising covering two periods: Advertising from
the start of the test to the start of the current month; advertising from the
start of the test to the start of sixth month after the current month.
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ITI 7- Y"I STATION - OUMT COSIIA

DATA REQUIRED:

A list of counties included In each Main Station for the period FT 1981
through the end of the test. (Note changes and time of changes since
October 1, 1980).

REPORTING FORMAT: %,.

Handing: Main Station-County Crosswalk; Service. Effective Date.
Fields: FIPS State Code

FIPS County Code
Main Station Name and Number

REPORTING MEDIUM:

Magnetic Tape

REPORTING SCHEDULE:

Currently available crosswalk and any changes dating from FY 1981 forward
should be reported in a one time submission due November 15, 1983. Any
changes which occur from the currently available status should be
reported with this data or as changes occur. These changes may be
submitted In hard copy form if subetantial time will be required for data
processing.

RESPONSIBILITY:

Each Service vill provide data directly to Wharton Applied Research
Center.
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PAT U1 - DEFENSE MANPOWER DATA CENTER

The data items are requested from SMaC. Services will work with D"1C to
assure that data elements described below are available at DHDC and are
adequate for evaluation purposes.

ITEM I - ENLISTED FIRST APPLICANTS; ENLISTED CONTRACTS; INDIVIDUALS IN DEP

DATA REQUIRED:

1. Number of enlisted first applicants by month, Service/DoD and AD! for
FTY 1981 through T 1984.

2. Number of enlisted contracts by month, Service/DoD and AD! for FY
1981 through T 1984.

3. Number of individuals in the DIP from each AD! for each Service
starting with September 1980 and ending with September 1984.

REPORTING FORMAT:

1. Heading: Number of Enlisted First Applicants; Service/DoD; Calendar
Year and Month.

Fields: ADI Name and Number
Total First Applicants by Sex and Education/AFQT quality indices

2. Reading: Number of Enlisted Contracts; Service/DoD; Calendar Year
and Month

Fields: ADI Name and Number
Total (NPS plus PS) Contracts
NPS Contracts by Sex and Education/AFQT quality indices
PS (male plus female) contracts

3. Reading: Number of Individuals in DEP; Service/DoD; Calendar Year
and Month

Fields: ADZ Name and Number
Total Number in DEP by Sex and Education/AFQT quality indices
Total Number Scheduled for Active-Duty Next Month by Sex and
Education/AFQT quality indices
DEP attrition by Sex, Education/AFQT quality indices,
contract data and ship date.

REPORTING MEDIUM:

Magnetic Tape

REPORTING SCRDULE:

FY 1981 and FY 1982 Data Due November 30, 1983; FY 1983 Data Due
January 31, 1984; Data for period of test due monthly within 120 days
of month's end beginning with October 1983 data

RESPONSIBILITY:

MW (via West Coast POC) using MEPCOM source data will provide data
directly to Wharton Applied Research Center.

S.
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ITEM 2 - YOUTH ATITUDE RACKING STUDY DATA (TATS)

DATA REQUIRED:
Halo responses in Fall 1981. fall 1982. Fall 1983 and Fall 1984 YATS.

RIURING FORMAT

As formatted on existing magnetic tape.

REPORTING MEDIUM:

Magnetic Tape

REPORTING SCHEDULE:

Fall 1981 and Fall 1982 TATS responses due November 30. 1983
Fall 1983 TATS responses due February 28, 1984
Fall 1984 YATS responses due February 28. 1985

RESPONSIBILITY:

D DC (via East Coast POC) will provide data directly to Wharton Applied
Research Center.

D-10
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ITCH 3 - ECRUXTING ENVIRONMENT

DATA REQUIRED:

Selected economic and demographic data available from DMDC. Specific
requirements are to be defined by October 31, 1983.

REPORTING FORMAT:

To be determined

REPORTING MEDIUM:

To be determined

REPORTING SCUEDULE:

To be determined
.,

RESPONSIBILITY:

DHC (via East Coast POC) will provide the data directly to Wharton 4

Applied Research Center.

-I
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APPENDIX A - ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDANE

1. OASD (MRAWL (AP) point of contact - LTC. John Ford A 227-9267.

Address: OASD (HEAII) (Hiln) (AP)
CAttn: LTC. John Ford), A.. 23271 .

The Pentagon
Washington. D.C. 20301

2. Defense manpower Data Center points of contact: East Coast - Mr. Paul
lickens (202) 696-5837; Vest Coast - Me. Reign Ragen (408) 375-2111.

Address: Defense Manpower Data Center Defense Manpower Data Center
(Attn: Mr. Paul lichens) (Attn: Ms. Rslas Ragan)
4th Floor 550 31 Camino Estero
1600 Wilson Boulevard Nonterrey, CA 93940
Arlington, VA 22209

3. Wharton Applied Research Center point of contact - Ma. Judith Mauer ,
(215) 898-4768.

Please send all data elements which indicate direct provision to the
Wharton Applied Research Center to:

Wharton Applied Research Center
Joint Services Advertising Project
suite 100
3508 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104

4. Clearly label (externally) each data submission, file layout diagram or
coding sheet submitted to include:

SI.

" Service or source

" Data item(s) covered (e.g. National Advertising-enlisted, non-prior
service, active duty advertising program).

e Period covered (e.g. - Dec. 1983)

" Point of contact of service or source organization.

5. Wharton Applied Research Center will acknowledge in writing the receipt of
each data submission to the source organization point of contact vithin 48
hours of receipt.

6. Because of the large amber of magnetic tapes to be processed the
following standard tape specifications are required:

• UCIDIC (Standard IBM)

o 1600 bits per inch (no compressed data please)
• 9 track
• 80 characters per record

D-12
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0 Blocking factor 80
0 Nou-variable record lengths
e Unlabeled

7. Provide a comprehensive file layout diagram and coding sheets vith each
magnetic tipe submission.

S. Indicate return address for magnetic tape submissions. Tapes vill be
returned vithout being erased.

D-1
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APPIMDIX - GLOSSARY Of TERMS AND DEFINITION OF DATA ELEMEITS

AUl: Area of dominant influence as defined by Arbitron Corporation. An AD!
is couposed of counties a plurality of whose residents match television
emanating from the sane location. For the purposes of the Joint
Services Advertising lzperiment AD!s are strictly defined by the 1981-82

Arbitron boundaries. ADZ names and numbers will correspond to the

Arbitron 1981-82 name and number convention. All Data collected on an
AD! basis will include data only from those counties which are defined
by the 1981-82 Arbitron boundaries. %

SIL-.L: The AD! on which the billboard ad displayed is located. %

UILLBOARD DATE VISIBLE: Defined as the date that a billboard ad is actually
affized to the billboard.

DAYAIZT: Defined as the section of the day in which an ad appeared. This
item can be measured and reported on whatever basis the agency or
Service generally use. The measure for each medium should be kept
consistent throughout the test period and should be clearly indicated on
coding sheets provided with the data submission.

14

EZ: Delayed entry program is composed of individuals who have signed
enlistment contracts but have not yet reported for active-duty training
or assignment. Counts of DEP personnel will account for all individuals
in DP as of the end of a given calendar month.

DIRECT MAIL AUDIENCE IDENTIFIER CODE: Defined as a code to indicate the
audience to which direct mail is directed. Indicate target market,
influencer and any other.specific audiences which may be appropriate.
Please clearly identify this coding scheme on coding sheets submitted
and maintain code consistency throughout the test.

DIRECT MAIL MAILING DATE: Defined as the date that direct mail advertising is
first provided to the Post Office for handling and delivery.

ELECTRONIC ADVERTISING: Defined in this document as paid advertising
appearing on either radio or television.

EXACT TIME OF AIRING: Defined as the hour, a.m. or p.m., minute, and second
when an ad began its appearance. For ads appearing in multiple time
zones use Eastern Time.

FIRST APPLICANT: Defined as an individual taking the non-institutional Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery test sequence for the first time.
Counts of first applicant personnel will account for all individuals who
have taken the ASYAB during a given calendar month.

m1.flLED LEAD: Defined as a national advertising lead to whom material or
information has been provided and whose name has been or could be
forwarded to a Service recruiting organization for follow-up.

D- 14
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iD GmUUATIn0 CODE: A code to indicate whether a particular ad contains
any of the folloving:

- Toll free telephoe number
- Susises reply card
- On-pme coupo
- Post card
- Self-addressed envelope

LOCAL ADVIESING: Local advertising is that advertising which is purchased -

or authorized at a local level. it is generally administered through 4.

the recruitLg Maim Staton comaend structure.

K=AZIE MR IESPAPn IMNU 2 II SZE: Def ined as the sise of a magazine or J
newspaper insertion masured is whatever standard format the reporting
Service generally uses. All newspaper inertions should be measured on
the sam basis. All magaime insertions should be measured on the same ,"
basis.

MAGAZINE OR NEWSPAPER ISSUE DATE: Defined as the date the publicatios is
first available for sale to the general public. (If there is no
general public sale them the wiling date of the first subscription
piece of the publication issue will be used.

BhZAIO K: Amy District Recruiting Comand, Navy Recruiting District, 55.-

Marne Corps Recruiting Station, or Air Force Squadron.

E&TIn&L ADVYIiTUSIN LEAD: Defined here as the provision, on request of an
individual respondent, of material about enlisted program opportunities
or features. The request for additional information is generated by:

- Calling a toll-free telephone number
- Sending in a reply card or on-page coupon
- Mailing back a post card or envelope

which appear in or are contained in national advertising presentations.

..JUIUIWI: Service recruiting personnel who are beginning the first field
recruiting assignment of their first tour of recruiting duty and vbo
have or are expected to have an enlisted, NPS, active-duty mission (or
goal) or mission-part.

NET COST: Defined in this document as the cost expended to all vendors for
paid advertising appearances net of all discounts, rebates, allowances,
and advertising agency fees, ommissions, or allovances.

RIEUL.L..D...: Where called for in this document please use the following
program codes: .1

(01) Enlisted, NPS, Active-Duty Program
(02) Active-Duty Officer Program"
(03) Reserve-Duty Officer Program
(04) Reserve-Duty Enlisted Program

D-15 2
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(05) Prior Service Program
(06) Special Programs

uROgTI N nCJ5ITZ: Services recruiting personnel who have a enlisted.
MPS, active-duty mission (or goal) or mission-part. A recruiter viii
be defioed as being in a market, ADZ, or Main Station s of the first
calendar day of a Siven month.

RADIO AD LINGCT: Defined as the duration of a radio ad in seconds.

RAnO NETORK OR SPOT CODE: A code to identify the radio network on which a
radio ad was purchased and appeared. Alphabetic codes (e.g. saC, CBS,
ABC) are acceptable. If the ad was not purchased and distributed by a
network then use a spot code to indicate that the ad was purchased on a
spot basis. Alpha (e.g. sa) or numeric (e.g. 99) codes are
acceptable.

RADIO SUTIONS 1MB3T13 ADS: Defined as a listing of all stations which
exhibited a given radio ad. An alternative form of data submission is
acceptable for this item as follows: A service can elect to provide a
comprehensive and complete list of all stations affiliated with each
network used. In this case the Service will list as stations only
those stations where the ad did not air. Stations whre the ad did not
air will be listed whether the ad did not clear en a specific-station
ordered or because a specific station was cut-out or blackod-out for
purposes of this or my other test. If this form of data submission is
elected it is the responsibility of each service to update the list of
affiliated stations for each network as necessary.

TILKYISTOE AD LENTS: Defined as the duration of a television ad in seconds.

TILIYISI1 NETUORK O SPOT COD: A code to identify the television network on
which a television ad was purchased and appeared. Alphabetic codes
(e.g. NBC, CBS, ABC) are acceptable. If the ad was not purchased and
distributed by a network then use a spot code to indicate that the ad
was purchased on a spot basis. Alpha (e.g. ss:) or numeric (e.g. 999)
codes are acceptable.

TELEVISION STATIONS ISITING ADS: Defined as a listing of all stations
which exhibited a given television ad. An alternative form of data
submission is acceptable for this item as follows: A Service can elect
to provide a comprehensive and complete list of all stations affiliated
with each network used. In this case the Service will list as stations
only those stations where the ad did not air. Stations vhere the ad
did not air will be listed whether the ad did clear on a specific
station ordered or because a specific station was cut-out or blacked-
out for purposes of this or any other test. If this form of data
submission is elected it is the responsibility of each service to
update the list of affiliated stations for each network as necessary.

4!
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APPDII C -ADIs BY TEST CELLS ,

czu. A (White)
Albany, GA Eureka fir,
Albany-Schenectady, NY Fargo
Albuquerque Farmington
Alexandria, LA Flint-Saginav
Alpena Florence, SC
Amarillo Fort Myers-Raples
Anniston Fort Wayne
Ardmore, ADA Fresno
Atlanta Grand Rapids-Kalamaoo
Augusta Great Falls
Austin, TI Green Bay
Bakersfield Greensboro-Wins ton
Baltimore Greenvil le-Spartanburg
Bangor Greenvood-Greenville
Baton Rouge Harr isonburg
Beaumont-Port Arthur Hartford-New Haven
Billings-Hardin Helena '
Binghamton Houston
Birmingham untsville-Decatur
Bluefield-Beckley Idaho Falls-Pocatello
Boise Jackson, MI
Boston Johnston-Altoona
Bowling-Green Joplin-Pittsburg
Bristol-Kingport Kansas City k

Buffalo Knoxville
Burlington-Plattsburgh La Crosse-Eau Claire

Cedar Rapids-Waterloo Lafayette, LA
Charleston, SC Lake Charles
Charleston-Hunt ington Lansing
Charlotte Las Vegas
Chattanooga Laurel-Hattiesburg
Chicago Lexington
Chico-Redding Lima
Cincinnati Lincoln-Hastings
Clarksburg-Weston Little Rock
Colorado Springs Los Angeles
Columbia, SC Louisville
Columbia-Jefferson City Lubbock
Columbus, GA Macon
Columbus-Tupelo Madison
Corpus Christi Marquette
Davenport-Rock Island RcAllen-Brovnsville
Dayton Medford
Dee Moines Meridian
Dothan Miles City-Glendale .
Duluth-Superior MinBaukee--
El Centro-Yuma Minot-Bismark
Eluira Missoula-Butte -
Erie Mobile-Pensacola 0
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CELL A Cot d. m

Nonro-Il Dorado Topeka
Montgomery Taverse City-Cadillac
Jashville Tucson
Ner York Tuscaloosa
Morfolk-Portamouth Tuin Falls
worth Platte Utica
Odessa-Midland Victoria
Oklahoma City Washington, DC
Onada Watertmvn-Carthage
Orleado-Daytoun Wausau-Rhinelander
Ottunwa-Kirksville Wkelliat-Steubeaville
Paducah-Cape Girardea ichita-Dutchans
Pals Springs ichita Falls-Layton

amnma City Wilkes Sarre-Scranton
Parkersburg Wilmington
Peoria Takima
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland-Poland CELL A-i
Presque Isle
Providence-Nov Bedford Atlanta
Quincy-Rannibal Buffalo
aleigh-Durhan Charlotte

Rapid City Chico-Redding
lo Cincinnati
ricbmond Corpus Christi
Roasoke-Lyschburg Davenport-lock Island
lochester, NY Eureka
ocbester-Mason Nouston.
Rockford Runt aville-Decatur
Roswell Idaho Falls-Pocatello
Sacremento-Stock Jopl in-Pittsburgh
St. Joseph Kansas City
St. Louis La Crosse-Eau Claire
Salinas-Monterey Laurel-Rattiesburg
Salisbury Leington
Salt Lake City Macon
San Diego Milvaukee
San Francisco Paducah-Cape Girardeal
Santa arbara-SA Raleigh-Durbam
Sarasota Sacramento-Stockton
avannah St. Joseph
Selms Salinas-Monterey
Shreveport-Tezarkana San Francisco
Siouz City Sioux Falls-Mitchell
Sioux Falls-Mitchell Topeka
Soputh Send-Ilkhart Tucson
Syracuse VictoriaTalisyassee Wausau-lhine land

T~MPa-St Peters Wilkes larre-Scranton

Terre laute Yakima
Toledo

D-18
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CEiL I (Blue) CIiL D (Red)

Abilene-Sveetvater Alexandria, N
Dend Bilozi-Gulfport
Dallas-ft. Worth Casper-liverton
Detroit Cheyenne
1I Paso Cleveland
hBgene Deaver
Gaineaville vansville
larriaburg-Tork Grand Junction
Jacksowville Greeville-Nev Bern
Portland, 01 Jackson, TX.
San Angelo Jonesboro
Spri gfield, NO Laredo
Tyler Nankato
Waco-Temple Meuphis

Kinneapolis-St. Paul
Nev Orleans

CELL C (Green) San Antonio
Youngstown

Columbus, 0
Ft. Smith
Indianapolis
Lafayette, IN
Miami
Philadelphia
Seattle-Tacoma
Tulsa
Vest Palm Beach
Zanesville

o..
Ie
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APPENDIX D - FORMAT 701 SUSMITNG TEST COSTS 0

1. Advertiser (e.g. Army)

II. Reporting Data (Calendar Tear.* Mouth, Day)

111. Actual and Projected Advertising Costs* (by FT Appropriation) %'F

Period 1 (Completed) Period 2 (Projected) l
(e.g. first quarter FT 1984) (e.g. first 3 quarters FY 19"161,

FY 1963 FY 1984 FT 1983 T 1984
Cost Category Funds Funds Total Funds Funds Totai '

National Media Placement

(Television)
(Radio) S

(Magaln
(Other media)

National Media Production
Direct Nall
Local/Regional Advertising
Other (Specify)
Total

IV. Special Costs - Provide anid explain costs for cut-outs. black-outs buy-ups.
and non-reimbursable costs by treatment call (Blue. Green. Red Calls),
and T appropriation for both periods. Also identify and explain advertising
data collectilon costs uniquely resulting from the test.

*All enlisted, NPS. active-duty advertising costs identified by category In
"Format V" for test purposes Including costs for cut-outs, black-outs and buy-ups
and non-reimbursable costs.

D- 20
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APPENDIX E

THE FY 1984 ADVERTISING MIX TEST:

A CRITERION FOR EVALUATING ADVERTISING POLICIES
(SEPTEMBER 1984)
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PREFACE

This report has been prepared under Office the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test, and Associate

of Naval Research Contract N00014-83-C-0663. Director of the Wharton Applied Research Center

It is the final report for Task 4 described in the (WARC) at the University of Pennsylvania.

agent Plan prepared for the FY 1984 Other authors of this report are Ambar Rao

Advertising Mix Test and constitutes Subtask 4.6 (OR/MS Dialogue and New York University),

of that Plan. Judith Mauer (WARC), Jerry Allen (CACI),

Barry Bayus (WARC), and Hau Lee (Stanford
The report was prepared under the direction University).

of Vincent P. Carroll, principal investigator for
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 4

BACKGROUND identifying and categor-izing prevailing
The primary purpose of the FY 1984 Advertising motivations for collaborative industry
Mix Test is to help the Department of Defense advertising
determine the optimum budget level for DoD 4

recruiting advertising and the best mix of Joint *Mathematical models of the effect of
and Service-specific program. Directed by the advertising on military enlistments

NSecretary of Defense, the test varies the level and
mix of advertising expenditures in accordance After a brief introduction in Chapter 1, separate
with a controlled experimental design. The discussions of the three research tasks occupy
design has been implemented in four matched Chapters 2, 3. and 4 of the report. The final
groups of markets and a detailed market level data chapter provides conclusions based on the
base is being assembled for subsequent analysis. research efforts and presents a test evaluation
As the prime contractor, Wharton Applied criterion.
Research Center (WARC) is responsible for
providing a series of reports documenting the FINDINGS OF THE LITERATURE
planning, implementation, data collection, and REVIEW
analysis phases of the year-long test. This report Although several studies have focused on
discusses the development of a criterion for generic or commnodity advertising for,
evaluating the advertising test. Although pre- agricultural products% the overwhelming
viewed in this paper, detailed discussions of majority of advertising research has been
measures of effectiveness and analytical methods conducted at the firm or brand level.
to be used in evaluating the criterion will be There are two broad lines of this research: One
deferred to subsequent reports. attempting to relate aggregate phenomena such as

firm or brand sales to advertising resources and a
METHODOLOGY second investigating the impact of advertising
WARC undertook three research tasks to support resources on consumer attributes such as
development of a criterion for evaluating the test: awareness of advertising, copy recall, and

intention to buy.I
"A literature review of advertising and

marketing research relevant to evaluating Considerable support exists in the
advertising effectiveness literature for aggregate sales response

models. These models have also been applied to
* Primary exploratory research in the form the Service-specific military enlistment

of semistructured interviews aimed at environment with some success.
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Although there is no clear consensus on Previous studies of military recruiting

the role of consumer attribute variables, advertising are of limited usefulness.

there is some significant evidence that The focus of the effort to understand the effects of

stated purchase intention measures are military recruiting advertising has been primarily
valid predictors of purchase behavior, at the individual Service level. Although a

The literature review reinforces the requirement substantial number of enlistment supply models
that any intermediate variables employed in have been developed since the inception of the All
evaluating the test must be rigorously tested for Volunteer Force in 1973, very few of these

both validity and reliability, studies estimate the effect of advertising on
enlistments. Those models which do make these

No guidance is provided in the literature estimates disagree about the underlying model

concerning the simultaneous evaluation structure and about the advertising effect on

of industry advertising and firm-specific enlistments. Despite the lack of consensus about%
advertising. Several studies have estimated the the magnitude of advertising effects, the literature

effect of advertising on sales for a number of on military advertising indicates that marketing

firms in the same industry. However, results of variables do have significant effects. The fielding
these investigations have differed sharply, and of a controlled experiment such as the FY 1984

none of these analyses considered a collaborative Advertising Mix Test is advocated in this
*or jointly sponsored advertising campaign. Other literature.

studies have estimated the effects of advertising
* on sales for generic or commodity advertising The underlying themes in the evaluation C

campaigns but have not simultaneously consi- literature are sales effectiveness and
dered firm-specific campaigns. economic efficiency. In the private sector,

these competing factors are incorporated into
A distinction between national, corporate profit maximization models where advertising

advertising and cooperative (largely trade budgets are set so that the incremental
channel) industry advertising was contribution from the last sale just equals the
identified. In a recent book on this topic, advertising cost of achieving the sale.

* Young and Greyser (1983) assert that: Unfortunately, since a mechanism for measuring
recruiting "sales" in terms of dollars is lacking,

*"There exists very little in the way of formal the concept of profit maximization cannot be
evaluation methods for assessing co-op's apiddrcl oeautn iiayrcutn
effectiveness. The usual advertising tracking apledrclytevutigmiayrcutngI"
services and evaluation services offer no advertising policies.
systematic way of helping managers assess co-
op's effectiveness."

E-2
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FINDINGS OF INDUSTRY INTER- youths approaching and in the prime
VIEWS enlistable age and among their influencers.
Although collaborative advertising is not rare in
the marketplace, the literature dealing with its The conceptual models minimize the sum of
evaluation offers little guidance for evaluating the Service-specific and Joint advertising expendi-
FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test. To gain a better tures (efficiency) while assuring sufficient adver-
understanding of motivations for collaborative tising expenditures that each Service meets its

advertising, WARC project staff interviewed 20 enlistment contract requirements (effectiveness).
industry trade associations. Five major moti-
vations for collaborative advertising were In addition to the recurring themes of
identified: efficiency and effectiveness, several

unique elements of the recruiting
" To achieve economies of scale environment were highlighted in the
* To address secondary target groups formulation and evaluation of these
* To address primary target groups in a conceptual models:

different way
0 To eliminate "free riders" * The minimal impact of repeat purchases
" To stimulate goodwill • A strictly sequential buying cycle

* An intermediate stated purchase intention
These objectives fall naturally into the efficiency/ measure with significant predictive vail-

effectiveness dichotomy familiar from the dity
literature review and translate fairly directly into * Policy constraints prescribing quotas and
hypotheses about the roles of Joint and Service- quality standards

specific advertising. * A narrow and transitory primary target

group

FINDINGS OF CONCEPTUAL MODELS * Impact of influencers
Four conceptual models were developed to aid in • Considerable brand switching by appli-
understanding advertising contributions to the cants

enlistment process. The models hypothesize
two kinds of contributions from military CONCLUSION
recruiting advertising: The literature review, the survey of

industry advertisers and the conceptual
* Direct contributions to closing enlistment model development each support the use

contracts of both efficiency and effectiveness
* Indirect contributions to improved atti- criteria for evaluating the FY 1984

tudes toward military service among Advertising Mix Test.
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Strong support was found for using conceptualized as profit maximization. Because

aggregate sales reponse (or the responses recruiting "sales" cannot presently be translated

of Intermediate variables which validly into dollars, profit maximization is replaced by
predict sales) as an effectiveness cri- cost minimization as an economic efficiency

tenion. Short-term sales response contributions criterion for evaluating the test.

include meeting accession missions, meeting con-

tract missions and maintaining quality standards. Consequently the following criterion will be used

Longer-term enlistment contributions of adver- to evaluate the advertising budget policies being

tising include maintaining favorable attitudes tested in the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test:
toward military service generally and toward

individual branches as well as promoting favor- EVALUATION CRITERION

able behavior among high-quality youth. The recommended advertising policy will be one I

providing the necessary short-term and long-term Z
Strong support was also found for using contributions to the attainment of the Services'

an economic efficiency criterion. In the enlistment requirements at minimum advertising
private sector, economic efficiency is typically cost to the Department of Defense.

.'
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test is one of Evaluating the effectiveness of advertising is a
the most ambitious and complex research initia- complex issue. Military recruiting advertising
tives undertaken in the area of military recruiting. occurs at different levels of execution, as does
Further, it is likely the most intricate and ambi- advertising in many other environments. At one

tious of marketing field experiments conducted to level, specific products, services and programs
date. The objective of the experiment is to are advertised. Examples include the Army

evaluate the effectiveness of enlisted, active-duty, College Fund, the Delayed Entry Program, and

non-prior-service (NPS) military recruiting adver- the Navy Nuclear Program. Additionally, each of

tising. As a result, the test is designed to provide the Services advertises for reserves, officers, and

a solid quantitative and analytic basis for estab- prior-service personnel. At another level, the

lishing the funding level for such advertising by Services advertise to differentiate themselves from

the military and for the division of such adver- one another and from other employment or
tising funding between the Joint Recruiting training opportunities. Finally, the Department of
Advertising Program (JRAP) and the individual Defense collaborates in advertising through the

Services. Joint Recruiting Advertising Program.

The experiment was initiated because "the This same variety of levels of advertising

- Department of Defense does not have a prevails in many private sector organizations. For

methodology which relates and quantifies the example, financial institutions such as commercial

effect of varying levels of advertising to actual banks or Savings and Loan Associations

enlistment."1 The experiment has been designed frequently advertise specific products or programs

as "an in-market test which would generate such as checking or NOW accounts, individual

quantitative data to help answer the question: retirement accounts, etc. At another level, they

'What is the optimum mix of Joint/Service- attempt to differentiate the institution itself by

specific recruitment advertising for achieving advertising such features as reliable service,

active, enlisted, NPS goals at different levels of

total DoD recruitment advertising?"'2

XMemorandum dated 8 July 1983 from
Given the objectives and motivations for the Dr. Lawrence J. Korb, Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs &
test, this report is concerned with recommending Logistics) to the Assistant Secretaries of the

the basis on which alternative advertising policies Army, Navy, and Air Force.

may be evaluated. 2Korb, 8 July 1983.
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convenient hours and locations, friendly or fast vailing motives for collaborative

response. Finally, these institutions collaborate to industry advertising.

advertise the more generic benefits of the

"industry" of Savings and Loans Associations or Mathematical models of advertising's

Full-Service Banks. effect on military enlistments. These

models were conceptual mathematical

Since this test is the first systematic research representations of Service-specific

effort aimed at investigating advertising effective- and Joint advertising effects devel.

ness across different levels of advertising execu- oped from a DoD perspective.

tion, no generally accepted evaluation criterion is
available. Consequently, three research initiatives The results of these separate research

were undertaken: initiatives are discussed in the next three chapters
of this report. The final chapter of this report

A literature review of advertising and presents conclusions based on the three research

marketing research relevant to eval. tasks and describes the recommended criterion for

uating advertising effectiveness. The evaluating the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test.

review focused on firm or brand advertising, The final chapter also briefly describes some

industry advertising, and advertising for candidate evaluation measures and analytical
military enlistments. methods. This description of the candidate mea-

sures and analytical methods is preliminary and

Primary exploratory research in the subject to change. A detailed discussion of mea-

form of semi-structured interviews sures of advertising effectiveness and analytical
with industry trade associations aimed methods will be the subject of a separate report.

at identifying and categorizing pre-
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CHAPTER 2

A LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION Three comprehensive review articles cover
This chapter presents a review of the more recent work assessing the aggregate sales

advertising and marketing research literature effects of advertising. They examine a large
relevant to evaluating advertising effectiveness, number of field experiments and analyses of
The review is organized into three sections historical data. One article, Little (1979), focuses
covering commercial advertising at the brand or on the aggregate modeling of the advertising/sales
firm level of analysis, commercial advertising at relationship. The others, Aaker and Carman
the industry or multi-firm level of analysis, and (1982), and Simon and Arndt (1980), focus on
advertising for military enlistments. A final the implication of this body of research for the
section summarizes the relevance of this literature practitioner. The relevant elements of these
to developing a criterion for evaluating the FY articles are discussed below.
1984 Advertising Mix Test.

At the level of firm- or brand-specific
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING FROM A advertising, Little (1979) concludes that several
BRAND OR FIRM PERSPECTIVE phenomena have empirical support and should be

The overwhelming majority of advertising considered in building aggregate models of
research in the commercial sector has been advertising responses:
conducted at the firm or brand level of advertising
execution. A large body of this research has *Sales repond dynamnically upward
investigated the sales effects of advertising, and downward to increases and

decreases in advertising and
One of the earliest and most widely cited frequently do so at different rates.

aggregate response models is presented by Vidale Thus, advertising/sales relationships
and Wolfe (1957). After presenting the results of frequently involve cumulative or lag
many empirical studies, they formulated a effects. The lag effects observed have
dynamic model of sales as a function of three been different for increases in advertising
components: sales decay, a saturation effect, and than for decreases.
an advertising response coefficient. Nerlove and
Arrow (1962) had a different conceptualization *The steady-state response of sales
for the effects of advertising. Their model to advertising can follow a concave
considered advertising to affect the accumulation or S-shaped curve. The sales
of "goodwill," and the goodwill in turn to affect response to advertising exhibits
sales. diminishing returns and may exhibit a :
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threshold effect as well. There are often were caused by advertising run during the
positive sales at zero advertising. same period.

*Competitive advertising affects *The short-run carryover effect.
'I'sales at the firm or brand level. This effect is the brand sales generated

Hence, firm or brand sales often depend during the subsequent few time periods
not only on the advertising level and after the advertising has appeared.
policy of the firm orbrand but alsoon the
advertising level of competitors. *The primary demand advertising

effect. This is the effect of advertising in
The dollar effectiveness of adver- generating overall category or industry
tising can change over time as a sales (rather than changing market

result of changes in media, copy, shares).
and other factors.

*The response of competitive mar-
*Products sometimes respond to keting to an increase or decrease in

increased advertising with a sales brand advertising. Changing the

increase that falls off even as brand or firm advertising may cause brand
advertising is held constant. Hence, or firm competitors to change their
the effects of an increased level of advertising or marketing expenditures.
advertising can decay even when the

*increased level of advertising is *The long-run advertising impact on
maintained over time. the process of goodwill creation,

persistence and decay. This effect
Aaker and Carman (1982) provide a useful may involve many purchase cycles and

taxonomy by which the impact of advertising may could involve primary demand expansion.
be classified into five specific aspects of the The major long-term effect for most
advertising/sales relationship. This classification established products is to affect a brand's
scheme is useful since there has been considerable "goodwill" or the loyalty it enjoys among
confusion in the literature about the terminology its customers.
used in discussing the advertising/sales relation-
ship. The specific aspects of the advertising/sales Military Services' recruiting advertising may
relationship discussed by them are as follows: be expected to affect enlistments in some or all of

these ways. The competitive effect and goodwill
The short-run brand demand adver- effect may be reduced substantially in the military
tising effect. This effect is the brand environment. The competitive effect is reduced in
sales generated in a time period which the short-term by the military advertising

E%



budgeting process. The goodwill effect is directly useful to the FY 1984 Advertising Mix
reduced by the one-time nature of the purchase Test, the underlying behavioral processes (i.e.,
decision. Other long-term effects of advertising personal influences) warrant further attention.
on enlistments are quite possible in the military Preliminary research using longitudinal follow-up

*recruiting area and could include, for example, the data for Youth Attitude Tracking Study respon-
effects of advertising on the population not yet old dents is promising.
enough to enlist.

These aggregate sales response models use
Recently, aggregate response models have the estimated sales effect of advertising as a basis

incorporated advertising effects into new product for evaluating advertising effectiveness. Econo-
diffusion models. These models represent the mic criteria are used to choose between
"level of spread of an innovation among a given alternatives deemed adequately effective. For
set of prospective adopters in terms of a simple example, profit maximizing formulations set
mathematical function of time that has elapsed advertising budgets so that the incremental
since the introduction of the innovation" (Mahajan revenue from the last additional sale is just equal
and Muller, 1979). Generally, diffusion models to t additional costs (including advertising)
track the flow of customers across thre distinct needed to achieve these sales (i.e., the advertising
market segments: people who are not aware of budget is increased until marginal profit is zero).
the product, people who are aware of but have not Budgets are set for competing marketing alterna-
bought the product, and those who have made a tives using similar criteria.
purchase. The concepts of external and internal
influence on the potential adopter are important in An additional stream of brand or firm
these models. Mahajan and Muller (1979) define advertising research has been conceptualized at
external influence as direct influence on the the consumer or micro-level. One of the earliest
purchase behavior of an individual through formal models of the entire purchase process was
marketing, promotional material, or personal proposed by Nicosia (1966). Nicosia viewed the
discussion with professional sales people. purchase process as consisting of three compo-
Internal influence, on the other hand, results from nents (motivation, attitude, purchase) which he
social interaction and is that effect exerted by expressed quantitatively in the form of a system
members of a social system on each other (e.g., of differential equations. This model was limited,
word of mouth). Although there have been however, since he only included consumer
various extensions to these models (as best motivations and attitudes as the relevant variables.
summarized and reviewed by Mahajan and Muller Extensions to this model include such considera-
(1979), and Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1978)), tions as memory components, information search
these authors admit that their usefulness is limited elements, external influence and individual chaac - U

by a distinct lack of empirical validation and teristics (Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955), MckGuire

testing. While diffusion model constructs are not (1976), Newell and Simon (1972)).
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More recently, Betunan (1979) has proposed A number of researchers including Strong
yet another model based explicitly upon informa- (1925), Rogers (1982), and Lavidge and Stiener

tion processing theory. He views the consumer (1961) have described and extended the basic
as an active seeker and evaluator of information. "Hierarchy of Effects" model. Generally, this

.'

That is, the consumer is characterized as having a model proposes three major stages in the con-

set of goals from which point he/she interacts sumer purchase process. The various iterations

with his or her environment, seeking information, of this model are based on the assumption that

processing that information, and then selecting knowledge precedes attitudinal change, which pre-

among a set of alternatives. The basic compo- cedes behavioral change. However, these models

nents of Bettman's choice process include process- have been criticized. Palda (1966) presents

ing capacity, motivation, attention and perception, empirical evidence which contradicts the Lavidge

information acquisition and evaluation, memory, and Stiener model. Others have questioned these

decision processes and learning. Choice provides models on two grounds: (1) all individuals do not

the focal point of the theory, and the emphasis is necessarily move through each successive stage;

not simply on outcomes but on the processes and (2) it is inconclusive that attitude change must -

underlying the choice decision, precede behavioral change. Indeed some evi-

dence attests to the reverse notion that attitude
Despite what appear to be very different change follows behavioral change (Kiesler,

model structures, all of these theories have certain Collins, and Miller (1969); Krugman (1965)).

elements in common (Lunn, 1974):
The critical problem with the consumer

" A focus on choice as a process, rather behavior models, however, is the difficulty of

than choice just as the purchasing act itself empirically testing and evaluating them for A
validity and reliability. As a result, some

* A view of choice as purposeful behavior, marketing researchers have recently turned to

with the consumer being an active infor- stochastic models of behavior (e.g., Massey,

mation seeker and user of both internal Montgomery, and Morrison (1970)). Recent

and external information publications include those of Bass (1974),

Kalwani and Morrison (1977), and Lehman
* A belief that behavior is caused and thus (1976). All of these models make the assumption

can be explained that consumer behavior has a large random

component which is in principle unpredictable.
" A belief that consumers limit the amount These models are generally concerned with

of information processed predicting purchase behavior through the use of

probability density functions of individual
" The idea that feedback based on outcomes purchase probabilities and aggregate switching

from choices can affect later decisions matrices associated with brand loyalty. Although
Ile

"."
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data limitations continue to retard their usefulness, the test or any constructs which rely on them must

some success has been achieved with these be rigorously tested for both validity and relia-

models. bility.

When applied to assessing advertising ADVERTISING FROM AN INDUSTRY
effectiveness, these consumer behavior studies PERSPECTIVE
focus on "intermediate" variables such as aware- At the level of industry or collaborative

ness of advertising, copy recall, attitudes toward advertising, limited guidance for the test is pro-
the category or brand, and stated purchase vided in the literature. No systematic empirical
intention. In general, no clear consensus has evidence is available for the simultaneous

emerged on the role of intermediate variables, evaluation of collaborative or industry advertising
Key issues in this area are predictive validity (the and firm-specific advertising. However, a number
degree to which a change in an intermediate of studies have estimated the effect of advertising
variable such as advertising awareness accurately on sales for firms in the same industry.
predicts a change in a behavior of interest such as

sales or purchase action), instrument or measure- These efforts have included work by Lambin
ment validity (the degree to which changes in the (1972) on gasoline, Beckwith (1972), Sexton
intermediate variable itself can be validly (1970), and Aaker, Carman, and Jacobson (1982)

assessed), and reliability (the degree to which on frequently purchased consumer goods, Simon
effects detected among one group or sample can (1969) on liquor and Buzzell and Baker (1972) on
be generalized). A notable exception here is the domestic automobiles. In addition, a substantial
use of purchase intention measures to predict amount of work has been done using data on

purchase behavior. Kalwani and Silk (1982) cigarette sales and advertising for the major tobac-
conclude a comprehensive review of this literature co companies. These efforts have included Telser

with the statement that "for users of intentions (1962), Schnabel (1972), Schmallensee (1972),
data, this paper offers some welcome evidence Peles (1971), Bass (1969), Dominquez and Page
that, across a broad range of conditions, such (1971), Rao (1972) and Horsky (1977). Miles
measures do possess a statistically significant and Snow (1982) qualitatively evaluate these data.

degree of predictive validity."
Results of these investigations have differed

With the exception of stated purchase sharply. Simon (1969) reports consistent under-

intentions, then, micro-level consumer behavior advertising by all brands in one industry, while

constructs using intermediate variables do not Aaker, Carman, and Jacobson (1982) report over-
seem to be promising approaches to evaluating the advertising by all brands in another industry.
FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test. Furthermore, None of these analyses considered a collaborative
any intermediate variables employed in evaluating or jointly sponsored advertising campaign.
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Other studies have estimated the effect of promote the entire industry by combined efforts in
advertising on sales for generic industry adver- advertising. Historically, the objectives of "'S'

tising of several agricultural commodities. Since industry advertising were to improve market "S

the early 1970's, the Federal Government has conditions, to combat a common enemy, to pre-
provided a stimulus for such advertising in the pare background for the campaigns of members

agricultural sector through "Research and firms and in general to increase sales. 10
Promotion" enabling legislation for various
commodities. Studies of the sales effect of According to Agnew, early industry adver-

generic commodity advertising include works by tising efforts addressed several different specific

Ward (1973, 1974, 1975, 1976), Ward and Behr purposes. Campaigns were developed to educate Ile

- (1980), and Ward and Davis (1978), Hochman, the consumer. For example, the National Electric
Regev and Ward (1974) on citrus fruits and Light Association campaign showed the diffi-
Thompson and Eiler (1975, 1977), Clement, culties of maintaining electric light service so that
Henderson and Eley (1965), and Thompson, patrons would understand why service is inter-
Eiler and Forker (1976) on fluid milk advertising. rupted by storms and accidents. Campaigns were -

Generally, these efforts use aggregate response also designed to defend the industry from outside
models to assess the effect of generic advertising attacks. The American Face Brick Association
on returns to commodity producers and on indus- campaign directed its efforts at combating the
try structure. Some assessments also consider propaganda that brick houses were more damp, -

industry price setting and regulatory mechanisms unsanitary, and expensive than houses con-
(e.g., Thompson and Eiler (1975, 1977), Ward structed with other building materials. Correction
(1975)). As a whole, these studies successfully of bad trade practices was another rationale for
estimated the sales effect of industry advertising industry advertising. When competition led to the ,-

and used economic theory to inform both advertis- practice of guaranteeing auto tires in terms of
ing decisions and other industry policy decisions. mileage, the Rubber Association of American saw
Importantly, however, none of these efforts this as a bad trade practice and tried to correct it
considered firm-specific advertising efforts, by showing how it was actually the care of tires :

that made them last and that a mileage guarantee
A limited amount of normative literature exists would lead to consumer neglect. Finally, towards

regarding collaborative or jointly sponsored the goals of expanding sales, the "Say it With
industry advertising. In the only publication Flowers" campaign extended the practice of
addressing the role of collaborative industry sending flowers at times of sorrow to sending
advertising, Hugh Agnew (1926) presents a flowers on festive occasions throughout the year.

historical review of industry advertising which he
categorizes as actually a type of "cooperative" Agnew defines two other types of "coopera-
advertising. Industry advertising is that in which tive" advertising: (1) where a supplier and

producers of products in the same industry distributor jointly collaborate to promote a product
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or products in which they are mutually interested manufacturer in the same ad results in a more ,?

(e.g., G.E. collaborates with a local appliance complicated information-processing challenge for

store in promoting G.E. washing machines); and the consumer.

(2) where a manufacturer of one product

recommends its products specifically for use with Given these potential problems, the authors

the product of another manufacturer. This latter then discuss the value of engaging in cooperative

type of cooperative advertising is used most often advertising and conclude that cooperative adver-

in the marketing plan of firms making goods tising:

which consumers purchase frequently.
0 Has been an accepted trade practice for 'A

In a recent book, Young and Greyser (1983) years and may be viewed as routine

discuss cooperative advertising. Their definition

of cooperative advertising is limited largely to * Is a competitive tool within the trade that

trade channel advertising and is categorized as: appears to be a necessary door-opener

with almost all large retailers

" "Horizontal cooperative advertising"

which refers to "advertising sponsored in 9 Serves the simple function of telling con-

common by a group of retailers" sumers where the brand is available

" "Ingredient-producer cooperative adver- 0 Results in increased distribution and aids

tising" which is "supported by raw retailers in creating immediate sales for the

materials manufacturers" company's products

" "Vertical cooperative advertising" which is 0 Is viewed as a short-term sales stimulant

"initiated and implemented by retailers and since consumers can be susceptible to

partially paid for by... manufacturers" effective personal selling and other retail

persuasion

They discuss the disadvantages of cooperative

advertising which include the facts that: . Can be effective when the consumer is

(1) sharing the costs of delivering the "message" closer to the point of purchase

often results in conflicts regarding the ad content,

(2) the flow of money from manufacturer to Young and Greyser explain further that

retailer is reversed from its normal direction national advertising, unlike cooperative adver-

resulting in pressure on the manufacturer to tising, is seen as building the image of both the

maintain the goodwill of the retailer, and (3) dual company and the product over the long term.

signature advertising containing both a message Since there is a perennial conflict about how much

from the retailer and the brand message from the of the limited advertising resources should be
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spent on national versus cooperative advertising, them at the point where they were experiencing
Young and Greyser, using the hierarchy of effects diminishing returns. A serious threat from the
model, argue that national advertising dollars external environment was the precipitating factor
should be spent on the awareness, knowledge and that drew these tobacco rivals together for the
liking end of the continuum and that cooperative purpose of protecting their mutual interests. The
advertising should focus on the preference and concerted efforts of the Federal Trade Commis-
action end. Since military enlistments are not sion to restrict cigarette advertising and label
distributed through large retail channels, neither cigarette products with health warnings provided
the Joint nor the Service-specific advertising the impetus for the Tobacco Institute to initiate an
campaigns are cooperative campaigns in the intensive lobbying effort that continued through
Young and Greyser sense. Nevertheless, their the late 1960's. Further, Miles discusses exten-
hierarchy of effects argument results in at least sively the forms of industry collaboration which
two testable hypotheses for the FY 1984 evolved from 1953 through the early 1970's.
Advertising Mix Test: (1) Service-specific adver- However, for the purposes of this review, a
tising is more effective in increasing enlistments summary of the conditions and factors at the

and applicants, and (2) Joint advertising is more individual firm level which help explain why
effective in improving attitudes and awareness. collaborative associations emerge or decline may

be more relevant. His observations include the
With respect to evaluation criteria per se for following: .w

cooperative advertising these authors assert that:
"Often joint ventures are formed in

'There exists very little in the way of formal anticipation of or in response to a major
evaluation methods for assessing co-op's
effectiveness. The usual advertising tracking external stimulus.
services and evaluation services offer no
systematic way of helping managers assess co- *Lglnrspoii olbrtv fot
op's effectiveness."

among competitors within a given

Robert Miles (1982) discusses at length the industry if that effort would tend to reduce

strategies used by the Tobacco Institute (the tradecoptininhaidury
association founded by the "Big Six" tobacco
manufacturers in 1958) in direct response to the Jotveursentobfrmd oe
mounting controversy over smoking and health, often in industries characterized by a

Prior to this time, as Lester Telser's study (1962) hmgnu ouaino im."hr
confirms, there was substantial competition in the
form of advertising among the tobacco
companiesi despite Telser's conclusion that their tTelser notes that cigarettes ranked fourth highest

in advertising expenditures across all categories
levels of advertising were high enough to place listed in The Source Book of Income (IRS).
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member firms compete with the same pro- In an early analysis of the AVF. Huck (1974)

duct lines for similar market segments, the conceptualized an enlistment response function to

relevance and potential effect of external advertisingexpenditureswhichexhibiteddiminish-

influences and threats, as well as oppor- ing marginal returns and provided for positive

tunities, should affect them similarly." enlistments at zero advertising levels.

Firms will take an industry approach if Recent empirical studies specifically involving

they believe they can achieve greater advertising variables include Morey and McCann

economies of scale and/or greater concen- (1980) who examined the effects of national

tration of power by pooling their advertising and recruiter levels on Navy recruiting
resources and taking a united stand to deal performance using monthly cross-sectional data

with an external threat. However, the for 1976 and 1977. They found significant

benefits that a firm gains in these areas advertising effects (elasticities of 0.19 for total

must be weighed against the relative contracts, and 0.12 for high school graduate "

potential loss of individual organizational contracts) and recruiter effects (elasticities of 0.44

autonomy. for total contracts and 0.58 for high school

graduate contracts), as well as lagged effects for

MILITARY RECRUITING ADVER. both. They also reported an elasticity of 0.16 for

TISING advertising on national leads generated. Goldberg
As in commercial advertising research, studies (1982) analyzed Navy high school graduate

of military recruiting advertising have almost enlistment contracts also and found elasticities of

exclusively been limited to the level of the 0.98 for recruiters and 0.25 for advertising. He
individual Service. A substantial number of enlist- noted that only current recruiter levels were

ment supply models have been developed since important, and that the effects of advertising were
the inception of the All Volunteer Force in 1973. distributed over time. Hanssens and Levien
Morey and McCann (1983) provide a review of (1983) discuss another econometric study of the
26 such studies conducted since 1975. Perelman Navy recruiting market. Their econometric model
(1983) provides another such review. Generally, was composed of three equations--national leads, 0

these efforts have been retrospective analyses of Delayed Entry Program (DEP) contracts, and
historical data. Further, the effect of advertising immediate shipment contracts--which were esti-
on enlistrhents is estimated in relatively few of mated individually. Their model included effects
these efforts. Where these effects are estimated or for advertising wear out (as discussed in Simon
evaluated, broad disagreement exists about the (1982)) and a motivational component of personal
underlying model structures and about the effects selling (operationalized as a function of quotas).
of advertising on enlistments. Among their results, a strong effect of advertising
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on national leads (elasticities of 0.44) was found. reported recruiter contact (Market Facts (1980),
In addition, they found a significant DEP effect Carroll et al (1982)).
on leads (0. 18) and quota effect on DEP contracts
(4016). They also found significant one month In summary, the review of the literature on
lags for advertising. military advertising reveals that marketing vari-

ables have significant effects. However, disagree-
Carroll and Rao (1981) report on the results ment exists on the magnitudes of these effects,

of a field experiment conducted for the Navy and even on the underlying model structures.
during FY 1980. They report significant effects Bass (1981) compares and discusses the metho-
of the level of DoD advertising and recruiters on dological weaknesses in the models of Fernandez,
total DoD contracts, indicating that these variables Goldberg and Morey and McCann. He states that
had an effect on "primary demand" for enlistment "although the studies do provide some useful

opportunities. They also report significant effects information, the policy implications should be
on Navy local advertising and Joint advertising viewed with caution. The three studies should be
(which was not a treatment component) on viewed as primitive and exploratory." Bass goes
different categories of Navy enlistment contracts on to suggest, however, that research in this area
achieved. Short-term carry-over effects of three shows promise, and an experimental approach
to four months for some advertising elements should be considered.
were evidenced.

In concluding ther review article, Morey and
As noted, some researchers have attempted to McCann make several recommendations for

estimate the effect of military advertising on the needed research:
intermediate variable of leads. As Morey and
McCann point out, however, "the only lead data ' Integration of other lead data into enlist-
bases available were for so-called national leads, ment equations
the result of national advertising campaigns
.... " Until better lead data is available which *Incorporating the level of other Services'
includes leads from local advertising sources as marketing efforts into enlistment equation
well as self-initiated lead activity (walk-ins or call- systems .

ins to the recruiting station), considerable poten-
tial measurement error impairs this approach. *Assessing the impact of quotas on V

This error may occur because substitution across enlistment achievement "

these lead categories may be quite substantial as is 5

indicated by the number of enlistees who do not *Quantifications of uncertainty in decision
pass through the intermediate state of becoming making models by specifying confidence

national "leads." For example, such national intervals around forecast values
"leads" account for less than 25 percent of all
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Use of controlled experiments nature of the primary target group for military 'k
recruiting warrants investigation of other long-

These suggestions have considerable merit in term effects such as the development of positive

assessing the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test. attitudes among individuals who are entering and

leaving the group.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Considerable support for aggregate sales The literature provides support for the use of

response models of advertising effectiveness stated purchase intention measures as statistically

exists in the literature at the brand- or firm-level of valid predictors of sales. Recent methodological

analysis. These models have also been applied in advances (see, for example, Morrison (1979)) in N.

the military enlistment environment with some this area are encouraging. Orvis (1982) provides

success amd have support in research on direct support for the use of such a measure in the

commodity advertising. The key advertising military recruiting area. He has demonstrated the

phenomena discussed by Little (1979) should be predictive validity of a series of "propensity"

considered in evaluating advertising response for measures elicited from respondents to the Youth

the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test. Attitude Tracking Study.

Several components of advertising's effects The literature provides limited guidance for

on sales have been hypothesized and investigated evaluating the effectiveness of industry

in these aggregate efforts. Several of these advertising. No empirical evidence is presented

components are most relevant to military enlist- supporting the development of a criterion for

ment advertising and to the FY 1984 Advertising evaluating collaborative industry advertising

Mix test. Specifically, the short-run brand campaigns simultaneously with evaluating firm-

demand effect, the short-run carry-over effect, specific advertising effectiveness. Also, relatively

and the primary demand effect are most salient to little relevant normative theory is available for this

this effort. The competitive response effect is purpose. A key issue then is the extent to which

attenuated in the military enlistment arena by the collaborative advertising may be reasonably

military advertising budgeting process. The long- evaluated by a criterion compatible with that used

run effects of advertising on goodwill concep- for brand- or firm-specific advertising. This issue

tualized as repeat purchase are of little relevance to is discussed in the next chapter of this report.

this study. However, the narrow and transitory

f.
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CHAPTER 3
MOTIVATIONS FOR COLLABORATIVE INDUSTRY ADVERTISING

Why do organizations decide to collaborate on This chapter reviews the methodology "..

advertising? What are the objectives of collabora- employed and the sample interviewed in this

ive industry advertising? Do these objectives exploratory effort, describes the findings
differ in kind or degree from the objectives of regarding the motives or objectives for collabora-

firm- or brand-specific advertising? Can collabo- tive industry advertising, and discussess the
rative advertising be expected to operate in a relevance of the findings to the evaluation of the
different way than firm- or brand-specific FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test.

advertising? Little theoretical, normative, or

empirical support is available in the literature to METHODOLOGY
answer these and similar questions. A sample of 20 industry trade associations

was identified as the subject group for this

However, these questions are important to the research task. The associations selected were
evaluation of the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test. chosen using the following guidelines: (1) multi- %
Since 1978, the Office of the Assistant Secretary million dollar advertising budgets; (2) a strong
of Defense and the military Services have collabo- representation by industries providing financial
rated in enlistment recruiting advertising through services (because of their comparability with each
the Joint Recruiting Advertising Program. A other); (3) industries competing with other N
central issue in the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test industries for market share (e.g., the beef or the
is the assessment of the appropriate mix of Joint pork industry); and (4) a diverse mixture of

and Service-specific advertising. Clearly, any industries.

meaningful evaluation of the test must incorporate
any differences in objectives or operations The project team subsequently excluded one

between Joint and Service-specific advertising, of the 20 candidate organizations from the sample

because its advertising campaign was not collabo-
Since little guidance is available in the litera- ratively funded. The remaining 19 organizations

ture to identify any such differences, the Wharton (Table 3.1) willingly participated in the research. A.
project staff conducted primary exploratory
research aimed at identifying and categorizing pre- Cognizant representatives from each organi- ...
vailing motives for collaborative industry adver- zation were interviewed by the Wharton project
tising. This exploratory research was conducted staff. These representatives were Directors of

in the form of semi-structured interviews with Advertising, Directors of Marketing, or Executive
industry trade associations which have recently Directors of the organizations as deemed
conducted collaborative advertising campaigns. appropriate by the responding organization. In
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Table 3.1
COLLABORATIVE ADVERTISING SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

Florida Department of Citrus

National Pork Producers Council

American Dairy Association
Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association
National Live Stock and Meat Board

American Florists Marketing Council

Quality Bakers of America .4.

Investment Company Institute

Communication Workers of America

U.S. Committee for Energy Awareness
The American Bankers Association
American Council of Life Insurance

International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union

Savings and Loan Foundation, Inc.

Independent Insurance Agents of America
American Sheep Products Council, Inc.

American Gas Association

American Heart Association
Linen Supply Association of America

one case the commercial advertising agency was to refine the interview protocols and topic guides
viewed as the most knowledgeable source for as well as to elicit specific information. These
responding to interview questions. personal interviews were conducted using two

topic guides (Appendix I). One topic guide was
Fairly indepth, semi-structured interviews designed for interviewing an industry group or

were conducted with these representatives, association; the other was targeted for an
Because of the exploratory nature of this research, advertising agency representing the group or
interview lengths were permitted to vary and association. In addition, the topic guides were

ranged from 30 minutes to more than 90 minutes. intended to elicit both direct answers and
An initial set of four interviews was conducted by secondary information. The secondary informa-
personal interview. These interviews were used tion was used to corroborate the direct answers.
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For instance, in the case of Communications market and/or to reduce the cost of doing
Workers of America (CWA), to check for business. Yet, some industries collaborate in
consistency, actual media decisions were advertising while others do not. In addition,
compared to its stated criteria, some industry members use the market expan-

sionary goals of industry advertising without
Telephone interviews were then conducted collaborating with other industry members. For

with representatives of the remaining 15 organi- example, AT&T ("Reach out and touch some-
zations. Overall, the level of cooperation of all one") and Campbell's Soup ("Soup is Good
respondents interviewed was excellent. Food") each conduct market-expansion adver-

* tising campaigns without collaboration with other
CHARACTERIZING COLLABORATIVE potential competitors in their industry. Not only
ADVERTISERS must other conditions exist to allow the collabo-

It became apparent early in the research effort ration to occur, but also industry members must
that simple characteristics like a particular industry have a mutual interest in the same type of market
structure and an industry-wide interest in market expansion. As noted in the literature review,
expansion or cost reduction are insufficient to expansion campaigns can:
distinguish collaborative from competitive adver-
tisers. * Generally educate the consumer as to the

benefits of a product
Commodity, non-brand industries with many • Combat an enemy that distributes mis-

small members do not adequately define collabo- information about the product
rative advertisers. - For example, small pork • Expand the product's selling season
farmers collectively advertise while highly • Suggest new uses for the product
differentiated, huge mutual fund organizations * Build an overall image/emotion for the
also collaborate in market expansion advertising, product
Conversely, Florida's fruit and vegetable growers
formed a cooperative, but they do not collaborate Members of an industry must share an interest in
on advertising because an adequate representation a particular type of market expansion for
of the interests of 27 commodities as a group or in cooperative advertising.
part is difficult. Clearly, a particular market
structure fails to isolate industry from firm- In general, industry members will support
specific advertisers, collaborative advertising in situations where they

cannot or will not advertise individually. As
Similarly, a common interest in market noted above, these situations will not be defined

expansion advertising does not necessarily by a particular market structure or a general
sufficiently unify an industry to act collectively, industry-wide interest in market expansion.
Such advertising is meant to expand the entire Instead, a specific mutual interest must be
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established among industry members or must Economies Of Scale

already exist as a result of cooperation in other The most common reason given for an
industry functions (trade shows, standard setting, industry uniting to advertise collectively is

government lobbying, new product research, economies of scale. As long as the industry
etc.). Then, industry members can weigh the members share a common message, an associa-
benefits and costs of industry-wide cooperation in tion can purchase a larger, more professional ad
advertising, campaign than its members can individually. For

example, the American Florists Marketing
FIVE MOTIVATIONS FOR INDUSTRY Council was established by small, independent
ADVERTISING florists throughout the United States. As a group,

Given a common interest in a particular type these florists receive the benefits of quality
of market expansion advertising and in lowering posters and countercards, and a national adver-
the costs of doing business, an industry may have tising campaign for Grandparents Day. Clearly,
a unique set of reasons for deciding to advertise none of these florists could have individually

collectively. In fact, the industry groups WARC afforded these advertisements. The benefit of
interviewed did articulate various subsets of reduced advertising production cost unified the
reasons, but, taken together, they described the florist industry.

following five major motivations for collaboration

in advertising: In addition, collective action enables member

firms to reduce media costs in advertising.
* To take advantage of economies of scale Frequently, members do not possess the

in advertising infrastructure, skill or time to handle advertising

on their own. In such cases they pool their media
* To address secondary target groups that expertise (e.g., Linen Promotion Council,

are different from those they could reach Savings and Loan Foundation) so as to make
individually more effective use of their advertising dollars.

* To address the primary target group from Another economies of scale distinction

a different perspective than could be between collaborative advertising and firm- or
achieved individually brand-specific advertising is campaign scope.

Advertising on a joint basis may take place on a
• To eliminate "free-riders" (industry mem- national scale whereas individual firms

bers that benefit without paying) resulting concentrate on the geographical areas of their
from using generic message content operations. This is typically the case with

agencies such as the American Gas Association
* To stimulate goodwill and mutual support and the Investment Company Institute. In various

within the entire industry cases, reprints of national advertisements have
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been effectively used by member companies to Since the Department of Defense is not subject
promote their products in their own markets. to anti-trust regulation, economies of scale may

support its use of Joint advertising. To the extent
Finally. collaborative advertising also creates that commonality exists among the Services as to

a valuable option for the industry members based what the military offers a potential recruit, Joint
on economies of scale. When an industry is advertising may allow production cost savings.

prorming poorly, the industry members have Similarly, coordinating all media purchases
the option to increase advertising expenditures. through one channel or agency may generate

In contrast, individual advertisers often reduce media cost savings.
advertising expenses in a failing industry.
Because each member has a relatively small However, the perceived requirement for

vested interest in the campaign and the potential Service differentiation may preclude effective

benefits of improving industry sales exist, memn- Joint advertising. Generic Joint advertising to
* bers see an advantage to increasing collaborative reduce media and promotion costs of advertising

advertising. For example, Investment Company may not satisfy the individual Services'

Institute, an assocation of mutual funds, launched requirements as effectively as Service-specific
a $5 million dollar campaign after mutual funds advertising. Therefore, the potential recruits'

lost $60 million to money market competition. differential response to Joint and Service-specific
The mutual funds opted to contribute incremental advertising must be measured to determine if the

dollars to advertising their common message economies of scale and effectiveness of Joint
against a common threat, advertising outweigh the effectiveness of Service

advertising. Though potential economies of scale

Economies of scale effects were most fre- seem to be a clear reason for fragmented
quently cited by fragmented industries as a reason industries to collectively advertise, it may not
for industry collaboration. These results may be necessarily be a sufficient reason for the

interpreted two ways. Industries with many Department of Defense to advertise jointly.
participants selling a commodity or non-branded Nevertheless, the achievement of scale economies
product may collaborate because product differen- can be hypothesized for Joint advertising.

tiation among industries' members is not
possible. More concentrated industries (oligopo- Reaching Secondary Target Groups With
lies and monopolies) may avoid collaboration the Same Message
because differentiation is paramount. On the In certain cases, industry members advertise
other hand, the U.S. regulatory environment may collectively because as a group they can reach
preclude collaboration in oligopolies, and as a audiences that in turn will influence the behavior

result, only fragmented industries collectively of the primary target group. In other words,
may advertise to gain economies of scale. collaborative advertising can be a more effective
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means of idrcadetsn.For exampe the major resnfor collaboraive advertsng. In

of America cannot effectively make their indivi- was described as the "creation of an appropriate
dual interests known to key politicians in image." Therefore, advertising collectively en-
Washington. By deciding to act together on key abled firms to take a different posture when .f
common issues, they are able to project a united advertising. In other words, attitudinal changes Ito
front and to better reach national legislators. were perceived to be the foremost aim of such
CWA hopes that this presentation of a national advertising. However, members would generally
platform will cause legislators to influence AT&T agree to contribute to the budget for such
management toward accepting CWA's demands, advertising only when they were reasonably

convinced of their ability to build upon it and take
Similarly, Joint advertising may be hypothe- advantage of it. Several instances were reported

sized to be more effective than Service-specific where specific campaigns were undertaken to
advertising in reaching audiences that will address a specific problem. Collaborative adver-
influence young Americans to enlist. A Joint tising was used as one tool among several others
campaign designed to enhance positive attitudes to address the situation. In the context of the
about military service by highlighting the common Department of Defense, one can hypothesize that
benefits of all the Services may more readily Joint advertising is perceived as more credible
appeal to the general population. Parents, friends among certain segments of the youth population
and guidance counselors may then be motivated to and that it is more effective in enhancing the
encourage members of the primary target group to image of the military and improving basic
consider contacting a military recruiter. In addi- attitudes toward enlistment.
tion, this indirect advertising may encourage
direct enlistment by non-target group individuals. Eliminating Free Riders
Hence, Joint advertising may be hypothesized to Eliminating a free rider problem can. also
encourage more enlistments among older indivi- induce industry members to advertise collectively.
duals or among others not in the primary target The free rider problem usually arises in a non-
market, branded, commodity industry where product

differentiation among industry members is
Reaching The Primary Target Group difficult. An individual firm using a generic
From A New Perspective message in advertising inadvertently benefits its

A number of industry groups perceived competitors. So, one firm is paying for others to
collaborative advertising to be more credible than receive advertising benefits and non-advertisers
individual firm advertising. The representatives axe receiving benefits without paying. This
of the financial service industries in particular felt externality is called the free-rider problem. Some
this to be the case. For instance, Investment collaborative in~.ustry advertisers reported that
Company Institute cited improved credibility as a collaborative advertising reduced or eliminated
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this problem because it provided a mechanism by However, it is not clear whether a free-rider
which all industry members contribute to the problem can arise at the Department of Defense.

advertising campaign. The Florida orange The Department of Defense consists of four
growers, for example, suffered free-rider and competitive, "branded" Services. If the Services
quality control problems. Not only did non- are sufficiently differentiated from one another, a

advertisers obtain the benefits of generic orange free-rider problem will not occur when a Service
advertising, but growers of poor-quality oranges uses a generic message: all the benefits of
also received the benefits of the induced demand advertising will be accrued by the advertiser.
for high quality fruit. Because Florida oranges Spillover effects may be insufficient to require
were not brand-names, consumers could not Joint advertising.
distinguish advertised high-quality oranges. As a
result, the growers asked the state to regulate Instead, Joint advertising may remove a
quality standards and tax all growers (on a per different externality than advertising spillover. In
crate basis) to fund generic Florida orange fact, it may control the extent to which the
advertising. Collaborative advertising substan- Services can differentiate themselves from one
tially mitigated the free-rider problem. another. If the Department of Defense allowed

only Service-specific advertising, the Services
In contrast to non-branded, commodity indus- may concentrate their advertising on gaining

tries, the free-rider problem may not discourage market share rather than on expanding the market.
the use of the generic messages by individual The Services may differentiate themselves to such
firms in monopolistic or single dominant player an extent as to be dysfunctional. Hence, one can
industries. For example, Campbell's Soup adver- hypothesize that less Service differentiation
tises the generic message -- "Soup is Good occurs with more Joint advertising.
Food." Since Campbell dominates the soup ..

industry, it ignores the spillover benefits of its ads Generating Goodwill ~%
for other soup manufacturers. Similarly, AT&T Collaborative advertising was reported as
advertises to "Reach Out and Touch Someone" contributing to goodwill within an industry.
despite free-riders. Seeing advantageous advertising makes industry

members "feel good" about the industry. For
Joint advertising may obviate a free-rider example, CWA members, reading their-

situation which may be hypothesized to arise bargaining positions in local newspapers, felt

when one service conducting a generic advertising more confident about their requests.
campaign (e.g., "Get Experience") may benefit ..

other Services. Collaborative advertising Similarly, Joint advertising may have
removes the need to reallocate budgets among the substantial goodwill effects for the Department of
Services to account for spillover effects. Defense. It may be hypothesized to differentially
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encourage recruiters (one of the most influential may produce these goodwill effects, Joint

factors in recruiting) to improve their effort, advertising may achieve them more effectively.
Furthermore, Joint advertising may help stimulate
reenlistment, build reserves, and smooth the SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
budgetary process. Hypotheses for evaluating Joint versus

Service-specific advertising can be developed
The effectiveness of Joint advertising versus based on the five motivations for collaborative

Service-specific advertising will depend upon advertising identified in the industry survey.
differential response of military personnel and the Table 3.2 presents a schematic representation of

external audience to collaborative and individual survey responses.
advertising. While Service-specific advertising

Table 3.2
REPORTED MOTIVATIONS FOR COLLABORATIVE ADVERTISING

Economic Factors Marketing Factors

Achieve Eliminating V
Economies Free Enhance Address Feel

1 x x x
2X X x x
3 x x x
4 x
5 x x
6 x
7 x
8 x x
9 x x x

10 x x
11 x
12 x x x
13 x x
14 x x x x
15 x x x x
16 x x x
17 x x
18 x
19 x _ .j.x

Total 14 3 11 9 8
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Of the 19 organizations interviewed, 14 the sample of respondents were equal. In

indicated multiple motives for collaborative adver- 'summary, although this reseazh effort is very
tising. exploratory in nature and not amenable to

rigorous statistical testing or inferences, at least

The five objectives identified have been the two dimensions of economic efficiency and

categorized into economic factors (efficiency marketing effectiveness are indicated as potential

related) and marketing factors (effectiveness criteria by which to evaluate the Joint advertising

related). Table 3.3 presents a summary of this components of the Advertisng Mix Test. These

categorization, dimensions are comparable to and consistent with

objectives for brand- or firm-specific advertising.
The weightings for economic (efficiency) and -

marketing (effectiveness) objectives implied for

Table 3.3
CATEGORIES OF OBJECTIVES FOR COLLABORATIVE ADVERTISING

Reported Motivation Number of Respondents

Economic Motives Only 5a-

Marketing Motives Only 5

Both Economic and Marketing Motives 9

Total with Some Economic Motives 14

Total with Some Marketing Motives 14

Total Respondents 9
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CHAFFER 4

CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF MILITARY RECRUITING
ADVERTISING BUDGETS

This chapter presents models and observa- The importance of the enlistment decision

tions reported by Ambar G. Rao in "A Model for can encourage discussions with influ-

Joint and Service Advertising Budgets" (October encers who may therefore constitute an

1983) and by Hau L. Lee in "A Generalized important advertising target.

Model for Joint and Individual Service Adver-

tising on Enlistment for the Armed Forces" Military enlistment has a strictly sequential

(November 1983). buying cycle.

Conceptual models of advertising contribu- An intermediate purchase intention can be

tions to the enlistment process were developed to hypothesized to precede actual enlistment

gain insights about advertising's role in that and may be useful for predicting subse-

environment as contrasted to the product sales quent behavior.

processes treated in the literature. Although these
models were not intended for estimation, several Generally speaking, the models hypothesize

important concepts derived from the exercise are two kinds of contributions from military
reflected in the evaluation criterion and candidate recruiting advertising: a direct contribution to

evaluation measures: closing enlistment contracts and indirect

contributions in improved attitudes toward
* Repeat purchases, an important aspect of military service among youths of prime enlistable

product sales, is a negligible feature of the age (18-20 years), youths approaching enlistable

enlistment process. age (15-17 years) and influencers of these

populations (parents, guidance counselors, etc.).
" Service quotas and quality standards The models minimize the sum of Service-specific

promote "brand switching" among the and Joint advertising expenditures while assuring

Services. that each Service meets its enlistment contract

requirements across time.
" The primary target group is narrow and

highly transitory.
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RAO'S ONE PERIOD MODEL H3 - Enlistment Requirements for All
Rao advances a simple one period advertising Services Are to be Met at the

model under the following hypotheses. Smallest Overall Advertising Cost

HI - Advertising Makes Both Short-Term Since, in his one-period model, Rao does
and Long-Term Contributions not distinguish between pool contracts and

opportunity contracts, he represents the
Advertising improves the attitude toward enlistment demand constraints as
military service of 18-20-year-old youths.
Improved attitudes among this group r, (As) + g(AJ)K,(AE) + aE,. h > R.
increases the size of the pool of enlistable le"
youths who are favorably di d to if the Service obtains less than its require-

military service. Advertising improves the ments from its own applicants.
attitude toward military service of 15-17-
year-old youths and of their influencers. r. (A') + g(AJ)Ks(A') - E, = Rs

Improved attitudes among th g if a Service enjoys a surplus of applicants.

increases the size of future pools of high-
quality, 18-20-year-old youths who are where s e {A,NM) denotes Service (Army,
favorably disposed to military service. Navy, USAF, USMC, respectively).

H2 - Enlistment Contracts to a Given R, is the enlistment requ ent of
Service Arise from Three Sources Service s

Enlistment contracts may come from the As  is the advertising budget of Service s.

pool of favorably disposed youths. These
contracts are denoted "pool contracts." AJ  is the budget for Joint advertising.

Enlistment contracts may arise from "targets r,(A') is the enlistment contribution of
of opportunity" outside the pool of favor- Service-specific advertising. Adver-

ably disposed youths because of circum- rising contributions to closing con-
stances such as unemployment. These con- tracts and to improving attitudes are

tracts are denoted "opportunity contracts." aggregated in this factor. rs(O) > 0;
i.e., even in the absence of any

Enlistment contracts may arise from surplus Service-specific advertising, some

applications to others Services. These contracts would be realized.

overflow contracts may be either self-
directed or guided by the system.
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g(A3) is the aggregate enlistment contribu- hFA is large) or for heavy Army-specific
tion of Joint advertising. advertising if not.

IK(As) is the share of g(AJ) which accrues to RAO'S MULTI-PERIOD MODEL
Service s. K is represented as a After observing that an operational model

function of the advertising budget for should consider 4-6 periods and all four Services,

Service s. I(O) > 0; i.e., even in the Rao advances an illustrative model for two

absenceof any Service-specific adver- Services and two time periods.

tising, some contracts would be
realized as a result of Joint adver- minimize AAt + Aft + Alt + AAt+1 +

tising. AFt+1 + Alt+,

E, is the surplus of applicants to Service subject to:

s'. PtrA(AtA) + Pt g(A) KA (AA) +

EFt . hFAp,t RA.1

h,.., is the proportion of ]E. that switches
to Service s. h is also taken to be a PrF(AF) + Pt g(AIt)K(AF) -E= RF.t

function of the advertising budget for

Service s. Pt+1 - bm(AW,AA,AF) = 0

Considering only two Services, the Army and where s e(A,N,F,M) denotes Service (Army,
the Air Force, and an environment where the Air Navy, USAF, USMC, respectively).

Force is enjoying a surplus of applicants as

opposed to an inadequate supply for the Army, R is the enlistment requirement of
Rao's simple one period model becomes: Service s in period L

minimize AA + AF + A3  Ast  is the advertising budget of Service s
in period t.

subject to:
AJt is the budget for joint-Services

rA(AA) + g(AJ)KA(AA) + EF hF.A .RA  advertising in period t.

rF(AF) + g(AI)KF(AF) - EF = RF r,(As) is the enlistment contribution of

Service-specific advertising in period
From this structure, Rao sees a justification t. Except for the time dimension, r is

for heavy Air Force advertising if applicants can interpreted as in the single period
be efficiently converted to Army contracts (i.e., if model.
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g(A1) is the aggregate enlistment contribu- From this formulation, Rao concludes that if
dion of Joint advertising in period t. Service-specific and Joint advertising expendi-

tures increase Pt, then they must have positive
K,(A't) is the share of g(AJt) which accrues values. In particular, if m(AJ,AAAF) is approxi-

to Service s in period t. K is inter- mated by m(AJ), then there is a rationale for Joint
preted as in the single period model. advertising regardless of its direct impact on

contracts. Support for Service-specific adver-
E., is the surplus of applicants to Service ising also exists when it increases the fraction of

s' in period t. the target population including a Service having
unmet enlistment requirements in their set of job

h,-,4t is the proportion of E-, that switches alternatives.

to Service s in period t. Except for

the time dimension, h is interpreted as LEE'S EXTENSIONS OF THE RAO
in the single period model. MODELS

Lee reviewed and developed extensions to the
Pt is the pool of 18-20-year-olds who Rao models in "A Generalized Model for Joint

are favorably disposed to military ser- and Individual Service Advertising on Enlistment
vice in the year t (indexed to a base Contracts for the Armed Forces" (November

year). 1983). Extensions advanced by Lee include:

bt  is the pool of 15-17-year-olds who • A full specification of the models for all

are favorably disposed to military Services.
service in the year t (indexed to the

same base year as p). * Relaxation of Rao's assumption that Air
Force applicants are in surplus and can be

Pt+1  btm(AIAAAF): i.e., to pool of accommodated by unmet Army require-
favorably disposed 18-20-year-olds ments.

depends upon advertising previously
absorbed by 15-17-year-olds. * Differentiation between "pool" and "oppor-

tunity" contracts.

Pt scales the advertising response function. If
the pool of favorably disposed 18-20-year-olds • Refinement of the aging progression.

were to remain constant, the scaling factor would
be unity. As the pool increases or decreases, the * Differentiation between the advertising

scaling factor varies accordingly. responses of populations which are favor-

ably disposed and those which are not.
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Besides these refinements, Lee's treatment of rf,(A') is the advertising response rate of pf

the youth population differs slightly from that of for Service s: i.e., rz,(A,) is the

the Rao models. Lee considers 17-21-year-olds proportion of the favorably disposed

to be the prime enlistable population and 14-16- population who join as a result of As.

year-olds to be the population approaching enlist-

ment age. r'%(As) is the advertising reponse rate of pa

for Service s.

LEE'S ONE PERIOD MODEL

Since Lee distinguishes between "pool- and gr(AJ) is the advertising response rate of pf

"opportunity" contracts and assumes no direction for Joint advertising.

for the flow of surplus applicants, his demand

constraints take the following form: ge(AJ) is the advertising response rate of pa

for Joint Services.

p[rf,(As) + gf,(AJ)] + pa[r.,(As) + gas(AJ)] +

Sh,.(A)E - Es - R5, for all s hA.(A) is the overflow rate as a proportion of

a'.',would-be enlistees to Service s who

where pf is the population of 17-21-year-olds will enlist in Service s' if A are the

who are favorably disposed toward military Service-specific advertising expendi-

service. tures.

P& is the population of 17-21-year-olds E is the overflow from Service s'.

who are not favorably disposed Rs is t estnt requirement for

toward military service.
Service s.

s e (ANF,M) denotes Service (Army, e following constraints are required topre-
Navy, USAF, USMC, respectively).

vent the model generating more enlistments than

As is the advertising expenditure for persons in the enlistable population:

Service s.

gfs(AJ) + I r,(As) < 1, and

AJ is the advertising expenditure forjoint-

Services advertising. g%,(Al) + I ra(A,) 5 1.
5

A (AAANAF,AM)
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Also, to prevent distributing more overflow enlist- favorably disposed. For time periods t and t+l,
ments than persons in the overflow populations, Figure 4.1 can be expressed algebraically as

the following constraint is imposed for every follows:

Service s:
Bft+1 - Nttl + (2/3) [Bft + g(AAJ't,BAJ and

Ba. - N'1, 1 + (2/3) [B'1 - g(A.'AJ)]

Lee's one period model is simply,
where advertising expenditures are now sub-

minimize AJ + AA + AN + AF + AM scripted for time,

subject to the foregoing constraints. Bf, and Ba' are, respectively, the pools of 14-

16-year-olds who are favorably

LEE'S MULTI-PERIOD MODEL disposed to military service and

A major consideration in multi-period models those who are not
is the transition between age categories. In an ... ,• --- ,,-.T . -l~ "arola wllNf, and Na, are new additions to those pools.-.,
annual model, not all the 14-16-year-olds wad s
transition to the 17-21-year-old category. Lee of 14-16-year-olds.

recognizes this difficulty and after observing that
censusprjections might rg(A,AJJ) is the conversion rate to the pool

exactly, elects to assume a uniform yearly age of individuals who are favorably
distribution within the age categories. Conse- disposed toward military service

quently, one-fifth of the 17-21-year-old pool ages from the pool of 14-16-year-old

out of consideration each (annual) period. These individuals who are not.

individuals are replaced by one-third of the
individuals in the 14-16-year-old pool. The 14- Transitions for 17-21-year-olds are shown in

16-year-old pool is replenished by an influx of Figure 4.2. The transition equations implied by

individuals just aging into consideration, that figure are as follows:

Lee's view of the transitions of 14-16-year- Pft+l= (1/3) [Bt + g(At,AJB'J +

olds is depicted in Figure 4.1. In his multi-period (4/5)Pf1 + m(A1,A3 )PaJ and

model, an individual may transition to being
favorably disposed to military service, but not the Pa+ = (l/3)Bat [1 - g(At,AJ 1)] +

reverse: i.e., once favorably disposed, always (4/5)Pa [1- m(A,AJ)]

0
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Figure 4.1

Transitions of Age Group (14-16)

time t Favorably Unfavorably
Disposed Disposed
(14-16) (14.16)

I.

Change
New No Aged to Attitude No Aged to New

Additions Change in (17-21) Due to Change in (17-21) Additions
Attitude Advertising Attitude

Favorably Unfavorably
time t + 1 Disposed Disposed

(14-16) (14-16)
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Figue 4.2 _

Transitions of Age Group (17-21)

time Favorably Unfavorably
Disposed Disposed
(17.21) (17-21)

No In the Aged to Change In the No Aged
"hange i Armed Beyond Attitude Armed ,hange in Beyond
Attitude Services 21 Due to Services Attitude 21~Advertising

Favorably Unfavorably
Disposed Disposed

Progression Progression
From 14-16From 14-16

time t + 1 Favorably UnfavorablyDisposed Disposed ,..
(17-21) (17-21)•
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where Pft and Pat are, respectively, the pools of where response rates r and g are as defined for the
17-21-year-olds who are favorably disposed to one period model.
military service and those who are not.

Lee's multi-period model can be expressed in
m(A,,AJ) is the conversion rate for 17-21- simplified form as

year-olds analagous to g(A t A
for 14-46-year-olds. minimize X(AJI + At + ANt + AFt + At)

All that remains to complete the constraint set subject to: the enlistment demand constraint
for the multi-period model is the enlistment in e rd - -
demand constraints. These constraints are similar oin e'arspeio constraints, - -

to those for the single period model and for each 17-21-year-oidpopulationtransi- .

Service s and time period t can be expressed as tion contraints, non-negativity of
follows: advertising expenditures.

Pfj[rf(As ) + gf5(AJt)] +
Pat[ra(As + gas(AJt)] +

h.,4A)Est" Es RBt R.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

The research reported here has focused on A WORD ABOUT MEASURES
developing a criterion by which one advertising A number of measures for evaluating the
treatment of the FY 1984 Advertising Mix Test experimental results will be derived from data

* can be compared with another. This criterion pro- collected as part of the experiment Measures
vides the basis to compare level of advertising under consideration are either aggregate sales
expenditures and the mix of the expenditures response measures or aggregated initermediate
between collaborative (Joint) advertising and measures with demonstrated reliability and

individual Service advertising, predictive validity. The measures are based on
observed behavior, on reported behavior, and on

A review of the relevant literature, interviews attitudes. Measures of observed behavior include
with commercial collaborative advertisers, and the observation of applicants and contracts by Service
process of developing conceptual models of and by educational/test attainment. Measures of
military enlistment advertising effects have reported behavior include reported recruiter

strongly supported use of economic efficiency contacts and reported conversations regarding 1

and program effectiveness criteria, enlistment. Attitudinal measures include
statements of intention to join the military or a

11Tese criteria can be applied both to firm- or specific Service. Thiese measures focus on
brand-level advertising and to collaborative different phases of the strictly sequential
advertising. Accordingly, evaluation of the FY enlistment cycle. This large variety of measures
1984 Advertising Mix Test will use a compound is appropriate because each individual measure
criterion: The advertising policy of choice has potential limitations which may be
will be one providing the necessary short- substantially alleviated if the measures are used

term and long-term contributions to the together in a consensus form of policy evaluation.
attainment of the Services' enlistment
requirements and having the lowest total A WORD ABOUT METHODOLOGY
advertising budget. The observed enlistment behavior measures of

contracts and applicants will be analyzed using
Although a treatment of measures of actual monthly observations of advertising and the

effectiveness and analytical methods will be observed behavior of contracts and applicants for
provided in a subsequent report, some prelimi- each market. Regression-based analysis tech-
nary measures of effectiveness and methodologies niques are appropriate for these measures and will
are previewed in the following sections. allow the investigation of lags in advertising
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response and of effects of recruiting phenomena sectional analysis of variance comparisons of the ,..-.

such as the number of recruiters in a given measures and their rates of change across '.

market, the size of the Delayed Entry Program, treatment conditions are appropriate. m

and recruiting missions. ,

Each advertising strategy (treatment condition)

The reported behaviors and attitudinal will be evaluated using the same measures. These

measures are derived from questions in the Youth evalutions will be compared for consistency and

Attitude Tracking Study. Since this study is every effort will be made to explain and reconcile

administered in the fall of each year, only two any conflicting indications. Recommendations

observations will be available for each market or regarding the level and mix of DoD advertising

treatment cell. For these measures, cross- will be based on a consensus across evaluations.

E.

"p.

iP

*"::
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APPENDIX 1

INDUSTRY ADVERTISING TOPIC 5. What are the current elements of the
GUIDE campaign strategy and how large/important

We are undertaking a research project is each element?
concerned with the impact of industry advertising.
As part of the project, we are examining the *public relations activity (e.g., news
practices used in developing, executing and articles, news)
evaluating industry-oriented advertising as differ- *speeches

entiated from brand or company-oriented adver- *media and advertising (break out budget
tising campaigns. Your association has been by proportion)
selected for participation in the study because of -newspaper

* its industry promotion strategy. Accordingly, we -magazines
would like to ask you a few questions about this -TV
program and how it was developed and evaluated, radio

- direct mail
1. When was the campaign first initiated? -telemarketing

What prompted the development of an -other
industry campaign? What were its initial
objectives? What is the target population 6. Hwimeamxdtrin?
(i.e., customers, workers in the industry,
regulators)? 7. How many people are involved in planning

and executing the strategy? Who are they?

2. How has the campaign developed over Wihmme opne r novd
time Howhas t grwn? hyWhat are their roles and what are they trying

to get out of it?

3. What are the current goals and objectives of
the campaign? How is this stategy 8. Who decides on creative strategy?

different from that used by companies
within the industry? What are the tradeoffs 9. Are there any constraints placed on the

and conflicts between industry campaigns campaign ads by the member firmis? Are
and ompny pecfic ampign (eg.,there any constraints placed on member

coordination, conflict over strategies, etc.)? company ads by the industry?

4. Who determines the budget? How?
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10. Is there an advertising agency involved? ADVERI ISI G AGENCY TOPIC

Who handles agency relations? Would you GUIDE SI.'

mind if we contacted the agency? Could

you provide us with a point of contact? W. av undertaking a research project con-

cemed with the impact of industry advertising.

11. How is advertising success/effectiveness As part of the project, we are examining the prac-

measured? Who, determines whether the tices used in developing, executing and evaluating

campaign is successful or needs revision industry-oriented advertising as differentiated

(e.g., the association, member companies)? from brand oi company-oriented advertising

Is there regular feedback on the campaign campaigns. Your agency has been selected for

from member companies? participation in the study because of its industry

promotion strategy. We have been referred to

12. Is there a program of market research you by We".-,

carried out in conjunction with the program? would like to ask you a few questions about

How is the research used? What questions industry advertising programs conducted by the

does it answer? What criteria are used to agency and how they have been developed and

assess the impact of the campaign? How evaluated.
.1

large is the budget?
1. How many industry-oriented campaigns has

13. What have been the major benefits and the agency undertaken in the last three to
achievements of the strategy? What have five years? For what kinds of organi- I'.

been the major problems? zations? Have you handled campaigns for

member companies as well as for the

14. Has the campaign been particularly useful or industry in question?

particularly detrimental to one set of member
companies or customers? Why? 2. What have been the goals and objectives of

these campaigns (develop examples)? What

15. For the future--will the strategy be is the audience--customers, regulators, the

enhanced, kept the same, decreased? Why? industry itself? What prompted these

campaigns to be undertaken?

16. If you were to set the advertising budget,

would you increase it, decrease it, or keep it 2a. Are there tradeoffs and conflicts between

at the same level? Why? industry campaigns and company specific

campaigns? What are the key areas of

17. How would you define industry adver- tradeoff and conflict?

Using?
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3. Who is involved in decision-making 9. How are the accounts managed? How is it

regarding the campaigns? In associations different from the management of product-

and industry trade groups? In government specific accounts?

agencies?
9a. Are there any restrictions placed on

4. How are budgets set for the campaigns by campaign ads by member firms or on

the various clients? How large are the bud- member company ads by the industry?

gets relative to product-specific or company-

specific campaigns? 10. How do the goals of the industry campaign

overlap or diverge from the goals of

5. What media mix is used (give rough company-specific campaigns?

proportional breakouts, if possible) for 3/4

major campaigns? 11. How is advertising effectiveness/campaign

success measured? How is this different

• TV from that used for product-specific

* radio campaigns?
* newspaper .-

* magazines la. Do you perceive any industry campaign to

• direct mail have been particularly useful or particularly

" telemarketing detrimental to any subset of member

" other companies or subset of customers?

6. How (Le., on what basis) is the media mix 12. Is marketing research carried out in

determined? conjunction with these campaigns? What

questions does the research address? What

7. Are the media schedules used differently criteria are used to assess impact? I"

from those used for product- specific

advertising? 13. If you were to set the optimal advertising

level for the industry campaigns you have

8. How is creative strategy developed and named, would you increase/decrease or

implemented? Is it different from product or keep it the same? Why? What would you

company-specific advertising? How? do with additional funds?

8a. Do member companies get involved in any

of the above?
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APPENDIX F

TESTING FOR SIGNIFICANCE:
A "DIFFERENCE OF DIFFERENCES" ESTIMATOR

a

Within each test cell (Yellow, Blue, Green, and Red), we observe responses to the YATS question-
naire at two points in time, 1983 and 1984. The proportion of respondents in cell i answering "yes" to a

particular survey question in year t is defined as pi.,.

Since p .4 and p,.3 are the result of responses to the same survey question measured at two points in

time, the measure d, = p44 - p,,. is interpreted as an estimator of the change in the (true) population

proportion answering "yes" across time.

Since it represents an estimator of the difference between two population proportions, d, is distributed

as Student's t. Since the individual pi., are binomially distributed, the variance of their difference is

given by

Var (di)= Var (p,.4 = (Pi,)( 1 Ps) (P1 8 ) (1 - P.u)N N484

where Ni. is the size of the sample in cell i in year t. Typically, the above expression would include a

term involving the covariance between p,.4 and p,,3, but since the pi., are the results of independent

YATS samples taken in successive years, they are statistically independent and a covariance term does

not appear in the above expression.

We now proceed to compute whether the difference between any pair of differences di and d, is itself

significantly different from zero. For example, the difference in the 1983 to 1984 time-difference

between cells i and j is denoted by Dij and is given by ,
C,

Dij = di" dj

In our analysis, we are particularly interested in this measure where i is one of the treatment cells Blue,

Green, or Red, and j represents the Yellow, or control, cell. The variance of Di is, as above, the sum of

the variances of di and d:
(Pi 83)(l - Pi.8 3) (Pi ,s)(I - Pi. 4) (P) S3)( 1 Pis 3) (P, )( I -%

Var (Dij) = Var (d) + Var (d,) -- + '+ +N i , 9 3 N i , 8 4 N , 8 7 T i ..
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Since the cells represent independent, nonoverlapping populations, the covariance between di and d. is

zero, and the above expression contains no covariance term.

Since the di are themselves distributed as Student's t, their difference Di, is also t-distributed and a test

of the null hypothesis that the true difference D4 = 0 is performed by evaluating the test statistic:

t = Dij IIVW (,Dij)

If the absolute value of t exceeds the two-tailed critical value (based on the significance level of the test

being performed), we conclude that Dij is significantly different from zero. Where this is so, the change

across time is significantly greater in one cell than another, a phenomenon that is attributed to the

effects of advertising in the particular cells.

4.
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APPENDIX G

STATISTICAL MODELS USED TO TEST
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENLISTMENT

BEHAVIOR AND ADVERTISING
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APPENDIX G

Statistical Models Used to Test the Relationship
between Enlistment Behavior and Advertising

:".
The discussion in Chapter 7 noted that the Design of the Models
analyses undertaken found no statistically
significant relationship between enlistment As mentioned earlier, the models used to test
behavior and either the level of total adver- these relationships were formulated using
tising or the proportion allocated to Joint cross-sectional regression methods. More
advertising, specifically the generalized model can be

described as:
Table 1 summarizes the findings of ten cross-

sectional regression models developed to Log (Applicantsij/Populationi)
explore this relationship. In general, the = b1i Log (PJOINT..
analyses revealed no consistent pattern in the + b2l Log (TOTADVi)
relationship between advertising and various + bl Log (UNEMP.)
categories of applicants. The regression + b4 Log (URBAN)
analyses did, however, uncover two + b5i Log (RACEi)
numerically small but still statistically + b& Log (RECRi)
significant relationships between high school
graduate and senior applicant rates in general Since the log form of the models has been

and in the upper three test categories used, the coefficients for the respective pre-
specifically, and the proportion of total dictor variables can be interpreted directly as
advertising allocated to the Joint program. elasticities. The full models employed all 72

ADI markets, while the reduced models
Nevertheless, it appears that the most plausi- excluded those 13 ADI markets that
ble explanation for advertising's effect on composed cell Blue. This was done in order
enlistment behavior (i.e., applicant rates) is to to determine whether cell Blue introduced any
assume an interaction effect exists between the anomalous effects in the model. The results in
level of total advertising and the proportion Table I showed that cell Blue's behavior was
allocated to the Joint program. That is, for similar to the pattern observed for all cells in
any given level of total spending, there is a the full model.
proportion allocated to Joint representing the
optimum combination that yields the maxi-
mum enlistment response. (Refer to Chapter
7 for a further discussion of this.)
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APPENDIX H

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
GRAPHS OF DUMMY VARIABLES
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APPENDIX H i

This appendix Provides details of the regression analysis supporting the conclusion that an
advertising mix with a higher proportion of joint advertising and a relatively lower absolute total
dollar expenditure per capita on Joint and Service-specific advertising is the most optimal. S

A two dimensional chart of total advertising per capita and percentage joint advertising for the 72
markets in the advertising experiment is constructed. An example of such a chart is shown
overleaf. The chart is then subdivided into cells defined according to the levels of total per capita
advertising and percentage joint advertising. This chart is divided into nine cells and six cells as
shown.

To demonstrate that the conclusions are not sensitive to the demarcation of cells, two nine cell sub-
divisions and two six cell sub-divisions are constructed as shown. To each cell a corresponding
dummy variable is assigned such that it takes a value equal to one if a market belongs to the cell
and zero otherwise. There are eight dummies for the nine cell sub-division and five dummies for
the six cell sub-division since the effect of one cell is included in the regression constant term.

The regression analysis was conducted with applicants and contracts (by quality level) as the
dependent variable and the dummies in addition to the standard covariates recruiters per capita,
unemployment and racial composition. It is observed that the dummy variables corresponding to
cells with low total advertising and higher percentage joint advertising are significant. In some
cases the dummy variables corresponding to cells with high total advertising and high percentage
joint advertising- are significantly negative, implying that such an advertising mix might be
counterproductive.
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SET #1A

TOTAL $ AD./POP. vs. % JOINT AD.
___________OCT/i 983-SEP/i 984 _________

10

8 10 A3A j
,,A W77 D8D

0 AAA

8 Do 4 D7 0A 6
z X3 A A

0 LI

z 00 zN
LU 4

CLw

0 02 D3

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

% JOINT

a Cell z Coll 0 Cell A Cell
Yellow Blue Green Red

Dummy Variable Definitions:

T = Total Expenditure; J =% Joint Expenditure

All Dumnmy Variables D2 to D9 are set to zero initially. Each dummy is set to 1 when:

D2 - 1 (T below $5.5) and (J between 20% and 60%)
D3 = 1 CF below $5.5) and (J between 60% and 100%)
D4- I 1 (T between $5.5 and $7.0) and (J below 20%)
D5 - 1 (T between $5.5 and $7.0) and (J between 20% and 60%)
D6- I 1 (T between $5.5 and $7.0) and (J above 60%)
D7 =1 I CF above $7.0 and (J below 20%)
D8 - 1 CF above $7.0) and (J between 20% and 60%)
D9 - 1 CF above $7.0) and (J above 60%)
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SET #IB "-

TOTAL $ ADJPOP. vs. % JOINT AD. 7-:
OCTI1983-SEP/1984

.jV
0 10a

9 D7 D8 D9

8 -0[

C 7 -U -
4%t0 0

D4 D A6
D5 z X A A

z O%
4 -

3 a 3

4c 2 D)3
I- 2 0

0
.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

% JOINT

a Cell X CON 0 Cap A CON
Yellow Blue Green Red

t.,

Dummy Variable Definitions:

T = Total Expenditure; J % Joint Expenditure

All Dummy Variables D2 to D9 arm set to zero initially. Each dummy is set to I when:

D2 = I (T below $5.0) and (J between 15% and 40%)
D3 = I (T below $5.0) and (J between 40% and 100%)
D4 -1 (T between $5.0 and $7.0) and ( below 15%)
D5= 1 (T between $5.0 and $7.0) and (J between 15% and 40%)
D6 = I (T between $5.0 and $7.0) and (J above 40%)
D7 =1 (T above $6.5) and (J below 15%)
D8 = 1 (T above $6.5) and (J between 15% and 40%)
D9 = I (T above $6.5) and (J above 40%)
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SET 02A

TOTAL $ ADJPOP. vs. % JOINT AD.
11 - OCT/1983--SEP/1984

10 A

9 D4 D5 D6A
a A

6 30
0 06 a

0

uz 4

9 3 D2 X

OR D3
40

I0I I I

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 OA 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8% JOINT

a Cell z Cell 0 Cell A Ce
Yellow Bkue Green Red

Dummy Variable Definitions:

T = Total Expenditure; J = % Joint Expenditure

All Dummy Variables D2 to D6 are set to zero initially. Each dummy is set to I when:

D2 -1 (T below $6.0) and (J below 30%)
D3 = I (T below $6.0) and (J between 30% and 60%)
D4- I (T at or above $6.0) and (J below 30%)
D5 - I (T at or above $6.0) and (J between 30% and 60%)
D6- l (T at or above $6.0) and (J above 60%)
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SET #28

TOTAL $ ADIPOP. v&. % JOINT AD.
11 . _____OCT/1983-SEP/1984

~10 4

=c D4 D5 D6

a 4115 a a
0003

3 3

-i
24 D2 D3

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

% JOINT

a Call z Coll 0 Con A CON
Yellow Blue Green Red

Dummy Variable Definitions:

T - Total Expenditure; J - % Joint Expenditure

All Dummy Variables D2 to D6 are set to zero initially. Each dummy is set to 1 when:

D2- I (T below $6.5) and (J below 20%)
D3 -1 (T below $6.5) and(QJbetween 20% and 40%)
D4- I (T ator above $6.5) and (J below 20%)
D5 - 1 (T at or above $6.5) and (J between 20% and 40%)
D6- I (T at orabove $6.5) and(QJabove 40%)
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APPENDIX I

DoD ADVERTISING MIX EXPENDITURES BY ADI
(FY 1984) ORIGINAL DESIGN
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ADI 11-1182

T lEISION IMARn I0ANM LIST
(numer ie!1)

AD! ADI NAME ADI AD! NAKE
CODE CODE

3 BOSTON 135 BUFFALO
9 NEW YORK 139 ROCHESTER, NY

11 PHILADELPHIA 140 ELMIRA
13 LOS ANGELES 141 SYRACUSE
15 SAN DIEGO 143 WILKES BARRE-SCRANTON i,
17 SANTA BARBARA-SANTA MARIA-SA 145 BINGHAMTON
19 WASHINGTON, DC 147 ERIE
21 BALTIMORE 149 ALBANY-SCHENECTADY-TROY
23 SALISBURY 151 BURLINGTON-PLATTSBURGH
25 HARTFORD-NEW HAVEN 153 WATERTOWN-CARTHAGE
29 PITTSBURGH 155 UTICA
31 YOUNGSTOWN 157 KANSAS CITY
33 JOHNSTOWN-ALTOONA 159 ST. JOSEPH
35 CLEVELAND 161 PRESQUE ISLE
39 EL CENTRO-YUMA 165 ROCHESTER-MASON CITY-AUSTIN
43 HARRISBURG-YORK-LANCASTER-LE 173 CEDAR RAPIDS-WATERLOO-DUBUQU
45 SPRINGFIELD, MA 175 PEORIA
47 PROVIDENCE-NEW BEDFORD 177 DAVENPORT-ROCK ISLAND-MOLINE
51 CHICAGO 179 MEMPHIS
53 SOUTH BEND-ELKHART 181 NASHVILLE
55 TOLEDO 183 JACKSON, TN
57 DETROIT 185 HUNTSVILLE-DECATUR-FLORENCE
59 GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO-BATTL 187 PADUCAH-CAPE GIRARDEAU-HARRI
61 LANSING 195 BOWLING GREEN
63 FLINT-SAGINAW-BAY CITY 197 ATLANTA
65 SAN FRANCISCO 199 CHATTANOOGA
67 SACRAMENTO-STOCKTON 201 HOUSTON
69 SALINAS-MONTEREY 203 AUSTIN, TX
71 FRESNO-VISALIA 205 WACO-TEMPLE
73 BAKERSFIELD 207 EVANSVILLE
75 ST. LOUIS 209 LOUISVILLE
77 SPRINGFIELD-DECATUR-CHAMPAIG 211 LEXINGTON
83 INDIANAPOLIS 213 GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG-ASHEV
85 LAFAYETTE, IN 215 KNOXVILLE
87 TERRE HAUTE 217' BRISTOL-KINGSPORT-JOHNSON CI
89 CHICO-REDDING 219 MACON
91 FT. WAYNE 22 BIRMINGHAM
93 CINCIRNATI 225 SELMA
95 DAYTON 227 QUINCY-HANNIBAL

101 LIMA 229 COLUMBIA-JEFFERSON CITY
103 WHEELING-STEUBENVILLE 231 TUSCALOOSA
105 SEATTLE-TACOMA 233 PORTLAND, OR 'p
107 MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL 235 EUGENE
109 DALLAS-FT. WORTH 237 REDFORD

MILWAUKEE 241 DENVER
113 MADISON 243 COLORADO SPRINGS-PUEBLO S

115 WAUSAU-RHINELANDER
117 A COSS-EA CLIRE245 NEW ORLEANS117 LA CROSSE-EAU CLAIRE 247 BEAUMONT-PORT ARTHUR119 ROCKFORD 29 BTNRUE.

121 COLUMBUS, OH 249 BATON ROUGE121 CLUNBU, OH251 LAKE CHARLES .

123 PORTLAND-POLAND SPRING 253 LAFAYETTE LA
127 ZANESVILLE 255 ALEXANDRIA, LA
127 MIAMI 257 CHARLESTON-HUNTINGTON
129 WEST PALM BEACH-FT. PIERCE-V 259 PARKERSBURG
131 TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG 261 CLARKSBURG-WESTO T
133 FT. MYERS-NAPLES 263 OKLAHOMA CITk'

1-5
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ADI 1981-1962

TELEVISION IMUkUT COMINANK LIST
(mumerical)

ADI ADI MANE ADI ADI NAME
CODE CODE

265 ARDMORE-ADA 395 ALEXANDRIA, MN
269 TULSA 403 AMARILLO
271 SAN ANTONIO 405 WICHITA FALLS-LAWTON
273 LAREDO 409 COLUMBUS, GA

275 PHOENIX 411 MONTGOMERY
277 TUCSON 413 TALLAHASSEE-THOMASVILLE

279 CHARLOTTE 415 DOTHAN
281 GREENSBORO-WINSTON SALEM-RIG 417 PANAMA CITY
283 NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH-NEWPORT N 419 ALBANY, GA

285 RICHMOND 421 AUGUSTA

287 IIARRISONBURG 423 CHARLESTON, SC
291 SALT LAKE CITY 425 SAVANNAH
293 TWIN FALLS 427 SPRINGFIELD, NO
295 IDAHO FALLS-POCATELLO 429 JOPLIN-PITTSBURG
297 HELENA 431 JONESBORO
299 GREAT FALLS 433 CORPUS CHRISTI
301 OMAHA 435 MCALLEN-BROWNSVILLE: LRGV

303 DES MOINES 437 LUBBOCK
305 OTTUMWA-KIRKSVILLE 439 ODESSA-MIDLAND
307 WICHITA-HUTCHINSON 441 ABILENE-SWEETWATER
313 TOPEKA 443 SAN ANGELO
315 GREEN BAY 445 BOISE
317 MARQUETTE 448 COLUMBUS-TUPELC
319 LITTLE ROCK 449 MANKATO
321 SHREVEPORT-TEXARKANA 451 TRAVERSE CITY-CADILLAC
323 TYLER 455 LAS VEGAS
325 FT. SMITH 457 BILLINGS-HARDIN
327 MONROE-EL DORADO 459 RENO
329 ORLANDO-DAYTONA BEACH-NELBOU 460 GLENDIVE
331 LINCOLN-HASTINGS-KEARNEY 462 MINOT-BISMARCK-DICKINSON
335 JACKSONVILLE 465 CHEYENNE
337 SPOKANE 467 EUREKA
339 YAKIMA 469 RAPID CITY
342 MISSOULA 471 CASPER-RIVERTON
345 ROANOKE-LYNCHBURG 473 GRAND JUNCTION-DURANGO
37 BLUEFIELD-BECKLEY-OAK HILL 51.3 VICTORIA

351 RALEIGH-DURHAM 577 PALM SPRINGS
353 GREENVILLE-NEW BERN-WASHINGT 591 BEND
355 WILMINGTON 601 HAGERSTOWN
357 BANGOR 603 ANNISTON
359 FLORENCE, SC 613 BUTTE
361 COLUMBIA, SC 621 GAINESVILLE
363 BILOXI-GULFPORT-PASCAGOULA 625 FLAGSTAFF
367 ALBUQUERQUE 627 ALPENA
369 ROSWELL 645 SARASOTA
371 EL PASO 651 CHARLOTTESVILLE
373 JACKSON, MS
375 GREENWOOD-GREENVILLE

377 MERIDIAN p
379 LAUREL-HATTIESBURG
381 DULUTH-SUPERIOR
383 MOBILE-PENSACOLA
385 NORTH PLATTE
389 SIOUX FALLS-MITCHELL
391 SIOUX CITY
393 FARGO

t-6
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APPENDIX J '

FY83 AND FY84 CELL MEANS
ORIGINAL AND MODIFIED



APPENDIX J S

FY83 MEANS

(ORIGINAL CELL MAPPING)

MEANS

CELL CELL CEl CElL
YELLOW BLUE GREEN RED TOTAL

EXOGENOUS
EMLYET0.1045 0.0879 0Q0995 0.1100 0.1022

RECRUr1TERS 0.0146 0.0145 0.0152 0.0150 0.0147

APPLICANTFS
TOTAL 0.0582 0.0577 0.0571 0.0615 0.0588

1180 0.0495 0.0487 0.0481 0.0515 0.0497
NONHJSO 0.0087 0.0089 0.0090 0.0100 0.0091
1411A. 0.0282 0.0279 0.0270 0.0282 0.0280
RIB-V 0.0204 0.0198 0.0201 0.02.24 0.0207

CONTRACTS
TOTAL 0.0311 0.0321 0.0313 0.0341 0.0320

1150 0.0286 0.0291 0.0284 0.0312 0.0293
NON HSG 0.0025 0.0030 0.0029 0.0029 0.0028
I-IRA 0.0189 0.0193 0.0188 0.02M2 0.0193
IB3-V 0.0096 0.0098 0.0096 0.0 109 0.0 100

ADVERTISING
JOINT 1.3661 1.3117 1.5271 1.3726 1.3795
SERVICE-SPECIFIC 3.7577 3.8120 4.2209 4.3013 3.9685

Orgnlmavi inchade Harrsburg-York, Pennsylvania in Cell Blue, Grand Juncton,
Colorado n eRed

Ir % U
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FY83 MEANS

(MODIFIDO CELL MAPPING)

MEANS 
0

CELL CELL CELL CELL
YELLOW BLUE GREEN RED TOTAL

EXOGENOUS
UNEMPLOYMENT 0.1043 0.0m8 0.0987 0.1108 0.1022

RECRUITERS MONTHS
PER 17-21 YEAR OLD MALE 0.0146 0.0143 0.0151 0.0148 0.0147

APPLICANTS
PER 17-2 1 YEAR OLD MALE

TOTAL 0.0587 0.0579 0.0555 0.0597 0.0588HSG & SENIORS 0.0501 0.0437 0.0468 0.0502 0.0497NON HSG 0.0066 0.0092 0.0088 0.0095 0.0091
HSG & SENIORS, I-liA 0.0286 0.0277 0.026 0.0272 0.0280
HSG & SENIORS, IIB-V 0.0205 0.0200 0.0194 0.0222 0.0207

CONTRACTS
PER 17-21 YEAR OLD MALE

TOTAL 0.0316 0.0318 0.0302 0.033 1 0.0320
IISG 0.0291 0.0237 0.0273 0.0304 0.0293NON HSG 0.0025 0.0030 0.0029 0.0027 0.0028
HSG & SENIORS, I-UIA 0.0193 0.0190 0.018 1 0.0195 0.0193HSG & SENIORS, RIB-V 0.0098 0.0097 0.0091 0.0 109 0.0 100

ADVERTISING
JOINT ($ PER 17-21 MALE) 1.3623 1.2983 1.4793 1.3390 1.3795
SERVICE-SPECIFIC

($ PER 17-21 MALE) 3.8073 3.7281 4. 1476 3.8809 3.9685
Modified Cell Mapings include Harrisburg-York. Pennsylvania in Celi Yellow and excludeI
Grand Junction, Clorado. These moifications awe made based on actual deliveries of
advertising during the test year.
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APPENDIX K

Po .J.
SYSTEMSINC.

June 16, 1986

P:of. Vincent Carroll
Whoton Center for Applfid Reseo:ch
3508 Moket Street Suite 100
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania .19104

Dea Vinnie,

I am forw:ding to you documentation that desc:ibes
the allocation methodology used by P.E.P. Systems in the
processing of data fo: the Joint Adve:tising Mix Test.
This pertains to all National Adve:tising as submitted
unde: Item 4 of the 1984 Data Call.

If the:e are any questions concerning the attached,
please call. Otherwise, have a g:eat summe:l

Since:ely,

/

Phoebe Wiene:

K-I

P.E.P. Systems Inc., 1270 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001 • (212)564-0333
N. % N N.,N-



P.E.P.
SYSTEMS

INC.

Joint Services Advertising Mix Test

MED I A ALLOCAT ION

GEOGRAPHIC UNIT OF ALLOCATION

Geographic market areas used for National distribu-
tion are the Arbitron defined markets known as the Areas
of Dominant Influence or A.D.I. A.D.I.s cover the total
continental United States contiguously and therefore in-
corporate all 3072 counties. The 1982 configuration is
used as the base year for all distribution.

ALLOCATION PROCESS

By month, program, service/joint.

1.Network TV finc]uding Syndicated progrommingi:

Line-ups for each show - data by station elim-
m ted for block-out adjustments. Station
share l) to allocate show dollars and impres-
sions to each station for station allocation
into A.D.I., faccount for spill.)

2.Spot TV

Station dollars and impressions for allocation
into A.D.I.

3.Cable TV :

Dollars and impressions allocated based On Cable
System Households/A.D. I.

P-2
P.E.P. SysTems Inc., 1270 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 1O00 • (212)564.0333 I



4.Network Radio (Line, Syndioatod,Rep.):

Line-ups for each network with elimination of
black-out stations. Station s"are (SI to al-
locate network dollars and Impressions into
A.M.

5.Spot Radio:

Station dollars and impressions for allocation
into A.M.

6.Magazines (National):

Dollars and impressions allocated by A.D.I.
in proportion to circulation* distribution.

7.Magazines lRegional):

Dollars and impressions allocated into A.D.I.
in proportion to local circulation*.

O.Newspapers:

Dollars and impressions allocated into A.D.1.
In proportion to actual circulation.*

9.Outdoor:

Dollars and impressions allocated directly In-
to A.D.l. of appearance.

1O.Direct Mail:

Dollars allocated into A.D.l. in proportion to
the circulation (impressions) distributed Into
A.D.1. '

*Audit Bureau of Circulation



EL ECT RON I C MED I A AL LOCA 1 I ON

DETAIL

Network Television (including Syndicated) - Dollars and Impressions
IM 18-24 Yrsl

Show line-ups for each month.

A - Households per station within show line-up calculated so
that each station has a proportional share IS) of the totol
network show households to be multiplied by show cost/
impressions per month.

B - T V station dollars/impressions IM 18-24 Yrsl
are then distributed by A.D.I. using Nielsen* average
viewing hours by county per station.

Cable Television - Dollars and Impressions IM 18-24 Yrsl

Cable System line-ups for each month.

For each Cable Station, Household subscribers are recorded
by ZIP code within a Cable System. ZIP coded Households
are recoded into A.D.I. for distribution of each Cable
System's dollars/impressions.

Spot T V - Dollars and Impressions IM 18-24 Yrsl

Dayparts for each Station per month.

A - T V station dollars/impressions IM 18-24 Yrsl
ae distributed by A.D.I. using Nielsen* average viewing
hours by county per station.

K-4
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Network Radio - Dollars and Impressions (M 18-24 Yrsi

Network line-ups (one or more,) fo: each month by Program.

A - Males 18-24 Yr. impressions per station developed for
each radio network line-up. All M 18-24 Yr. impressions
are calculated so that each network radio station has a
a proportional share Il) of the total radio network im-
pressions, for distribution of line-up cost/total impres-
sions for each month for station dollars/impressions.

B - Radio Station Dollars/Impressions IM 18-24 Yrsl
are distributed by A.D.I. using Arbitron listening audience
by county per station.

Spot Radio -Dollars and Impressions IM 18-24 Yrs)

Dayparts for each station per month.

A - Radio Station dollars/impressions IM 18-24 Yrsl
ISee Network Radio Part B)

A.C. Nielsen Company - N S I County/Coverage Study

Average over three cycles - Nov. 1983, Feb. 1984, & May 1984
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MEASUREMENT &RATING SOURCES:

Television

Nielsen Network Programs by Designated M~arket Areas-
Metro Areas Totals - Station Totals

Nielsen Report on Syndicated Program Audiences

Nielsen Market Daypart Summaries

Nielsen National Television Ratings

Radio

Azrbitron Radio Audince Estimate by Market

Azrbitzron Radio County Coverages

Magazines

MRI- Mediamark Research Inc. Magazine Audience
Estimates

Newspapers

National Simmons Reader/Copy INA8I

Outdoor,

National Association of Outdoor Advertisers
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